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ABSTRACT

A GENOMIC ANALYSIS OF BOBCAT POPULATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA WITH A
COMPARISON TO THE CANADA LYNX: AN ASSESSMENT OF LOCAL ADAPTATION
TO UNIQUE ECOREGIONS AND PHYLOGEOGRAPHY

By
Jennifer C. Broderick
May 2020

Dissertation supervised by Dr. Jan E. Janecka
Bobcats (Lynx rufus) are an ecologically and genetically diverse species with a large
contiguous range throughout North America. The species not only has a wide array of phenotypic
variation compared to other mammals, but shows marked adaptability across ecozones with
differing ecological influences. It is these various selective pressures in distinctive parts of the
continent that have likely led to localized adaptations within the bobcat metapopulations. The
species is also marked by its ability to maintain connectivity and populations in anthropogenically
developed areas, an advantage it has over other felids, including its close relative the Canada lynx
(Lynx canadensis). The lynx is another North American felid whose range overlaps with the
bobcats at the United States-Canadian border. The lynx, unlike the bobcat, is a habitat and prey
specialist highly adapted to the northern boreal forests and the snowshoe hare. In an effort to better
understand the unique local adaptations and histories of these and other species, wildlife genomics
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has become increasingly common with the development of Next Generation Sequencing and
additional bioinformatic tools. Low coverage genome-wide pooled sequencing was used to
sequence northwestern (MT, ID) and southwestern (CA, NM, AZ, TX) bobcats to identify
potential candidate adaptive loci between the two populations living in disparate ecological
conditions. Genes dealing with keratin proteins, limb morphology and osteogenesis, sensory
perception of temperature, and metabolism were identified with signals of selective sweeps. Three
Canada lynx were similarly sequenced to identify species-level divergence and identify potential
northern adaptations shared between lynx and northern bobcats. The X chromosome had higher
species-specific differentiation in FST values and that overall, the lynx had lower nucleotide
diversity than both bobcat populations. Genes relating to hemoglobin, lung function, adipogenesis,
body growth and size, and hypothyroidism and BMI changes were found to differentiate between
the species. When examining loci that differentiated in the lynx and northern bobcats compared to
those in the south, genes related to eosinophil counts and BMI came up as outliers. A third study
exploring the potential of reduced representation libraries was performed using double-digest
Restriction-site Associated DNA Sequencing (ddRADSeq) to sequence bobcats in New Mexico,
Montana, and Vermont as well as Canada lynx to verify its potential for wildlife studies. FST
averages were similar between datasets revealing the same trends and point distribution patterns.
These data also showed a greater east-west differentiation than north-south in the genomic dataset,
which was previously shown in microsatellite and mtDNA. Nucleotide diversity, however,
deviated between datasets, likely due to low representation and biases based on restriction enzyme
cut sites. This work as the first genomic study on bobcat and Canada lynx populations has allowed
a better understanding of population differentiation, adaptation between and within species,
introgression, and how sequencing methods compare.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Felid Species
1.1.1 Phylogeny
Felids, or members of the family Felidae, are a group of mammals in Carnivora with
general characteristics including retractable claws, muscular and lithe bodies, strong jaws, and
large eyes, and sensitive whiskers and ears that make them among the most efficient predators.
Overall, the relationships among the felid lineages have been difficult to discern. Traditionally,
phylogeny was assessed by examining fossils and extant species, which proved problematic with
missing data and the phenotypically conserved felid species (Werdelin, Yamaguchi et al. 2010).
One of the original revisions of the group placed the lion (Panthera leo), tiger (P. tigris), jaguar
(P. onca), and leopard (P. pardus) into the Panthera genus based on shared cranial morphology
(Pocock 1916). Because of their morphological difference from the rest of the big cats, including
their larger nasal cavities and inability to roar, the snow leopard (Panthera uncia) was originally
believed to be in the separate genus Uncia until molecular phylogenetics showed that the snow
leopard was a sister species to the tiger (Johnson, Eizirik et al. 2006, Davis, Li et al. 2010). This
example illustrates the importance of genomic analysis in taxonomic designations and phylogeny
reconstruction.
As the array of genetic tools have developed, so has our understanding of felid evolution.
In 2006, a study using autosomal, X-linked, Y-linked, and mitochondrial DNA, along with fossil
calibrations, helped clarify the divergence patterns among the main felid lineages for the first
time using genetic data and fossil records as calibrations points (Johnson, Eizirik et al. 2006).
Since this time, numerous genomic studies have focused on clarifying the diversification of the
closely related felids and understanding the mechanisms that resulted in their rapid
diversification after their divergence. Several studies have also identified historic backcrossing
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and hybridization of felids post speciation (Li, Davis et al. 2016, Figueiró, Li et al. 2017). As this
work focuses primarily on the Lynx genus, we will focus primarily on their phylogeny.
1.1.2 Lynx genus
The Lynx genus consists of a group of medium-sized felids named for its luminescent
eyes. In general, the group characteristics include a short tail, black tufts on the top of their ears,
and padded paws. While sometimes other felids, such as the caracal are called lynx, this group
consists only of the Iberian lynx (Lynx pardinus), the Eurasian lynx (L. lynx), the Canada lynx
(L. canadensis), and the bobcat (L. rufus). While the Eurasian lynx and bobcat are habitat and
prey generalist, the Iberian lynx and Canada lynx are specialist (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002).
All are thought to be derived from the Issoire lynx (L. issiodorensis), a common ancestor that
inhabited Europe before likely going extinct in the last glacial period (Kurtén 1978, Sunquist and
Sunquist 2002).
Eurasian Lynx

Iberian Lynx

Canada Lynx

Issoire lynx
Bobcat

Figure 1: Phylogeny of Lynx
Phylogeny of the Lynx genus based on biparental nuclear genome data from Li, Davis et al.
2016. Based on fossil evidence, the Issoire lynx is the likely common ancestor of all three Lynx
(Kurtén 1978 and Sunquist and Sunquist 2002).
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The traditional morphological assessment of the members included in this group was
strengthened with genetic data including the 12S rRNA, 16S rRNA, NADH-5, and cytochrome b
genes in 2000 (Mattern and McLennan 2000). Based on data from multiple genetic sources
including both autosomal, mitochondrial, and sex chromosomes, the lynx were shown to diverge
around 7.2 MYA in the late Miocene (Johnson, Eizirik et al. 2006).
As mentioned, frequent hybridization is common in the history of felids, especially in the
bobcats and Canada lynx, likely due to the large shared border of the continental US, which has
likely fluctuated across time based on climate and anthropogenic changes. Previous studies using
ABBA/BABA tests show ancient gene-flow between the populations (Li, Davis et al. 2016), and
current day studies have identified clusters of populations with bobcat and Canada lynx
hybridization (Schwartz, Pilgrim et al. 2004, Homyack, Vashon et al. 2008, Prentice, Bowman et
al. 2017). The two European Lynx species, the Iberian and Eurasian lynx, have also experienced
admixture post speciation (Abascal, Corvelo et al. 2016). While the Eurasian lynx is a habitat
generalist and has a widely distributed range similar to the bobcat, the Iberian lynx is both a
habitat and prey specialist that has undergone several drastic population bottlenecks and is
considered the most endangered felids. These bottlenecks have also been documented on a
molecular level in the Iberian lynx, the only Lynx taxon subject to a genome-wide population
study (Abascal, Corvelo et al. 2016). The related Eurasian lynx has only had genetic studies
focusing on population genetics and relatedness using microsatellite factors in different
populations across its range (Schmidt, Kowalczyk et al. 2009, Holmala, Herrero et al. 2018)
1.1.2.1 Bobcat traits and ecology
The bobcat (Lynx rufus) is a generalist predator with a large range across North America.
The species is most known for its status as a furbearer, with its thick and soft coat that has a wide
range of color: from buff tan, brown, reddish, yellow-brown, to gray (Larivière and Walton
3

1997). Overtop of this base coloring, the bobcat usually has darker streaks or spots, producing a
more mottled appearance. In some regions, bobcats can have been reported to have more defined
dark brown/black spots and distinct rosettes. Along the center of the back, most bobcats have a
single to multiple thin black stripes that sometimes break down into a speckle pattern. The fur on
the underbelly of the cat is generally white with dark brown or black specks or bars (Sunquist
and Sunquist 2002). This variation in coat color is evidence of the underlying diversity of this
species.

Figure 2: Bobcat Range Across North America
This map marks the extant range of bobcats known as of 2020. Map from the IUCN.
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Other physical defining traits include its flare of cheek fur, giving the bobcat its signature
facial features. The species also has relatively large ears that have prominent black margins with
white spots, and tufts of fur at the tip of its ears, a trait common in all Lynx members. Although
all Lynx species have a bobbed tail it is proportionately shortest in bobcats. In general, the bobcat
is around twice the size of the domestic house cat. The species has size sexual dimorphism, with
the males being on-average 9.6kg, and females 2-3kg smaller than the males (Larivière and
Walton 1997). Size of the bobcat also varies across its range, with northern bobcats weighing
more than their southern counterparts on average (Sunquist 2002.). This is one of the most
distinct morphological differences between northern and southern populations and can be seen
across states. For example, bobcats in Florida averaged 9.5kg for males (n=6) and 8.0 kg for
females (n=7) (Wassmer, Guenther et al. 1988), but were larger in northern states such as
Minnesota (10.1kg-16M; 8.9kg-15M)(Petraborg and Gunvalson 1962), and Vermont (13.5kg9M; 10.9kg-3F)(Donovan, Freeman et al. 2011). A study of 950 bobcats also found body size
associated with changes in latitude and elevation when examining cranial measurements, but
found it was more dynamic than initially expected (Wigginton and Dobson 1999).
Bobcats are one of the most successful carnivorans across North America, with a wide
range in habitats spreading from south-central Mexico into southern Canada, and throughout
nearly all of the continental US. However, in the early 1900s many bobcat populations were
decimated due to anthropogenic effects, primarily in the Midwest including Iowa, Illinois,
Indiana, Ohio, and Missouri (Larivière and Walton 1997). This was a consequence of numerous
factors including the expanding human populations, development, and agriculture, as well as
their over-harvesting as a furbearer and targeted effort to remove them because they were
considered a pest by farmers. After conservation efforts and harvest restrictions were put in place
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in mid 1900s bobcats underwent a significant population recovery and today they are one of the
most common medium-size carnivores throughout North America. Bobcats have recolonized
many areas from which they were previously extirpated, such as the Midwest (Roberts and
Crimmins 2010).
Bobcats live a mostly solitary lifestyle, with little social interaction between cats outside
of breeding season or when mothers care for their young, which stay with them until dispersal at
around 18 months (Sunquist 2002.). Females tend to have smaller, non-overlapping territories
while males tend to have larger territories that generally overlap several female territories, but
this varies greatly (Larivière and Walton 1997, Sunquist 2002, Janečka, Blankenship et al. 2006).
Dispersal distance and home-range territory are known to vary geographically, likely due to the
area’s resource availability. In general, bobcats in the northernmost part of their range are the
most variable, with males travelling longer distances than females (Sunquist 2002). This is likely
due to the need to consume additional resources to survive the winter in a more difficult to
navigate environment with scarce prey, in addition to male biased dispersal patterns (Janečka,
Blankenship et al. 2007, Newbury and Hodges 2019). For example, in Montana, male bobcats in
the Salish mountains had a home range of 90.0 km2 (Newbury 2013), and 63.0 km2 in the nearby
Garnet mountains (Smith 1984). In the southwestern United States, however, male bobcats in
central Arizona had a home range of 9.1 km2 (Lawhead 1984). Southern bobcats can have larger
home range sizes when resource availability is low in an area, such as in the New Mexican
Chihuahuan desert where bobcats have a home range size of 24.7±4.74 km2 (Harrison 2010).
This illustrates that one of the major influences on bobcat home ranges is their available
resources.
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Because of its large distribution across the continental United States, the bobcat inhabits a
wide range of ecoregions, each with different temperature, precipitation, terrain, and vegetation,
and other environmental conditions. These different habitats support unique combinations of
species, including differences in available prey across their range. These combinations of
environmental and biological factors will act as a source of local selective pressure. While
bobcats are generalists, rabbits and hares are important across most of their range, but there are
geographic variations. In the southwestern states such as Texas, Arizona, and California, rodents
such as cotton rats, woodrats, and kangaroo rats make up a significant aspect of bobcat diets
(Beasom and Moore 1977, Jones and Smith 1979, Zezulak 1981, Leopold and Krausman 1986).
While deer are not a common diet item in the southeast (Maehr and Brady 1986), they make up a
large part of northeastern bobcats’ diets, especially in winter (Fox 1990). The wide distribution
of bobcats has also been known to influence their breeding cycle due to factors such as
temperature, precipitation, day length, altitude, and climatic variation (Larivière and Walton
1997). Peak breeding season is February to April, but can start as early as November to
December, and extend to August or September (Duke 1954, Gashwiler, Robinette et al. 1961,
Larivière and Walton 1997). Generally, breeding seasons start and extend longer in the southern
part of the bobcats range and it has been suggested that in these areas bobcats may breed at any
point of the year (Fritts and Sealander 1978, Wassmer, Guenther et al. 1988). Their ability to
adapt to many unique environments and selective pressures is a result of their diversity and
phenotypic plasticity.
1.1.2.2 Canada lynx traits and ecology
The Canada lynx (referred to as “lynx” from here on unless otherwise noted) is a closely
related species in the Lynx genus, which occurs in Canada and the northern United States. The
range of the lynx and bobcat overlaps at the United States and Canadian border, where
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hybridization has been known to occur both historically (Li, Davis et al. 2016) and in present day
(Homyack, Vashon et al. 2008, Koen, Bowman et al. 2014). In the areas where the two are
sympatric, bobcats have been able to displace the Canada lynx by out-competing them for
resources and expanding their own niche into areas that are more traditionally considered lynx
habitat (Peers, Thornton et al. 2012).

Figure 3: Range of Canada Lynx across North America
Range Map of the Canada lynx from IUCN. Orange represents known extant region, purple is
possibly extant (resident), green is extant due to reintroduction. Other parts of the range are
uncertain due to season or migrant status.
While the bobcat is a successful habitat and prey generalist, the lynx is a specialist with
populations more closely tied to the snowshoe hare, preferring areas with high snowshoe hare
densities (Koehler, Hornocker et al. 1979, Parker, Maxwell et al. 1983, Murray, Boutin et al.
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1994). When sharing territories with other predators, Canada lynx tend to stick to higher
elevations and areas with a greater snow depth (Murray and Boutin 1991, O'Donoghue, Boutin et
al. 1998). This is because one of the ways in which they have adapted to their landscape is
through giant snowshoe like paws that can carry twice the weight of their southern neighbor’s
paws (Parker, Maxwell et al. 1983). This is important because Canada lynx maintain a large
home range size, ranging from 39 km2 and 69 km2 for females and males, respectively, in
Washington (Koehler 1990), to 138 km2 to 221 km2 for females and males in Manitoba (Carbyn
and Patriquin 1983).
Due to their close relation and intersection of habitat, the two can easily be misidentified
from afar, especially in areas where both species are known to occur. On average, the lynx is
more comparable in size to the northern bobcats than the southern. The lynx is slighter larger in
size, with an average male weighing 10.7 kg and an average female weighing 8.6 kg (Saunders Jr
1964). The Canada lynx has similar traits to all lynx, with characteristic ear tufts, longs ruffs of
fur on the cheeks, and a short tail. The Canada lynx does not have a lot of variation in its coat,
mostly consisting of a tan-buff to silver.
While the lynx is generally successful across its range, they are less abundant in the
southern part of their territory and are protected from harvest in parts of their territory in Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, and in parts of the United States (Vashon 2016). This is due to a
combination of factors including an increase in prey and competitor species, and a lack of
suitable habitat for the specialist (Ruggiero, Aubry et al. 1999). In the southern part of Alberta, it
was found that lynx were limited by road density and coyote populations, and that as they moved
north of these influences, their populations increased (Boutin, A. Moses et al. 2008).
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1.1.3 Previous Genetic Studies Involving the Bobcat and Canada Lynx
As mentioned in the section on phylogeny (1.1.1), there have been numerous studies on
felid phylogeny that have helped clarify the lynx lineage. Bobcats are believed to have separated
from the other members of the lynx lineage around 1.61 Ma (Johnson, Eizirik et al. 2006). Many
of the felid studies including those within the Lynx genus have found evidence of historic
backcrossing and introgression between species post-speciation (Li, Davis et al. 2016). In the
bobcat and Canada lynx, hybridization of these species continues to this day where their ranges
overlap at the United States and Canadian border (Schwartz, Pilgrim et al. 2004, Homyack,
Vashon et al. 2008, Prentice, Bowman et al. 2017). This could negatively affect Canada lynx
populations by diluting adaptive alleles in the specialist species through introgression, of greater
concern due to the ability of bobcats’ ability to outcompete the lynx in areas where their territory
overlaps (Peers, Thornton et al. 2013). Additional studies need to be performed to better
understand the extent of historic hybridization between lynx-bobcat populations at a genomewide level as well as underlying genomic variants that separate the specialist and generalist
species.
As mentioned earlier, lynx have a large home range and dispersal size, which influences
their genetic population structure and phylogeography. A study examining 599 samples across
the northwestern part of their range found that there was lower expected heterozygosity and
fewer mean number of alleles for populations on the periphery (Schwartz, Mills et al. 2003). A
study that same year identified the Rocky Mountains serving as a barrier in western Canada to
lynx populations (Rueness, Stenseth et al. 2003), but a study a decade later did not find that same
conclusion (Row, Gomez et al. 2012). Climatic barriers have been proposed to affect lynx
structure, with one study finding a geographically invisible barrier between the continental and
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Atlantic ecological regions (Schwartz, Mills et al. 2003). A climatic barrier was found between
Ontario and Manitoba as well, however, that study only identified two major lynx population
clusters: Newfoundland lynx, and those in the rest of North America (Row, Gomez et al. 2012).
The Canada lynx have also had a study focusing on their epigenetics to better understand how
the species may have adapted from mainland to peripheral populations, as previously mtDNA
and microsatellite markers have shown little divergence (Meröndun, Murray et al. 2019).
Currently, there are no genome-wide bobcat studies, including at the population level. In
the past there have been several studies focusing on smaller subsets of the population, in
particular, on population genetics and connectivity between populations. Several of these studies
have been done to track populations that were once greatly reduced and have managed to
recover, such as in Appalachia (Anderson, Prange et al. 2015), the Midwest (Reding 2011), and
those that have remained abundant in Texas (Janečka, Blankenship et al. 2007, Janecka, Tewes et
al. 2016). In the eastern Ohio population, it was found that reestablishing bobcats had only a
slight dip in heterozygosity and allelic richness, suggesting that area’s population likely migrated
there rather than reemerging from a resident population (Anderson, Prange et al. 2015).
Similarly, the Midwest findings showed that agricultural landscapes acted as a barrier to bobcat
populations and newly established bobcat populations from Iowa and N. Missouri are linked to
populations in the southwest (Reding 2011). This shows that in regions bobcats were previously
extirpated from, populations can return through migrants. While others have followed deliberate
reintroductions of the populations such as on the Cumberland islands in Georgia, which have
been positive so far, showing, despite the small population maintained on the island, bobcat
diversity is higher compared to other present carnivorous animals (Diefenbach, Hansen et al.
2015). The largest study to date has been a population genetic study that, using mtDNA and
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microsatellites, has identified the major population structure of bobcats across the United States
(Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012). They showed ten major populations across the United States,
with larger populations in the center of the United states, with smaller fractioning populations
along the coasts and the Great Lakes with influencing factors including longitudinal area, the
corn belt, and historically, climatic variation (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012). While this study
has elucidated much about bobcat population structure across the United States, there are still
unanswered questions about the genomic structure of the species, its divergence with close
relatives, and what local adaptation the species harbors across its large range.
1.2 Next Generation Sequencing
1.2.1 Comparison to Traditional Methods
Traditionally, wildlife species populations were assessed with traditional fieldwork
methods including mark-recapture and distance sampling (Buckland, Goudie et al. 2000). As
tools developed and became more accessible, genetics began to enter the field of wildlife
biology. Microsatellites, or single sequence repeats (SSRs), have become a popular tool for
measuring a species diversity, estimating gene flow, and examining relatedness over the last two
decades (Vieira, Santini et al. 2016). Due to their size, these sequences have been greatly
beneficial in analyzing remote, hard to track species, such as the snow leopard, through noninvasive sampling of scat (Janecka, Zhang et al. 2017)
However, microsatellites have their limitations. They cannot infer adaptive regions under
purifying selection, and are only a small portion of the total genomic diversity of a species
(Vieira, Santini et al. 2016). Next generation sequencing (NGS) methods have allowed genomewide markers to be genotyped in both model and non-model organisms, and, at a fraction of the
cost that would be incurred using Sanger sequencing or fragment size analysis of microsatellite
alleles. This allows a larger number of markers to be used to examine speciation, adaptation, and
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evolutionary relationships between species, populations, and individuals. This vast increase in
the ability to generate data is possible because of the methods that enable massive parallel
sequencing of small DNA fragments across the various NGS platforms. This allowed the
sequencing of entire eukaryotic genomes to be completed in a single day, compared to more than
a decade to complete the human genome using Sanger sequencing, (Behjati and Tarpey 2013).
This method is not only faster, but also is cheaper per nucleotide for sequencing, enabling even
small labs to perform genomic research.
On the downside, while many of these techniques are cheaper per nucleotides sequenced,
overall, they are more expensive. One Illumina sequencing run costs several thousand dollars,
compared to hundreds of dollars to generate data for one run for microsatellite or SNP analysis
using traditional methods (Goodwin, McPherson et al. 2016). However, most NGS methods
either require a well-studied organism with a genome reference or need to be limited in the scope
as to which part of the genome or samples are sequenced. In general, read lengths are still short
(<300 bp) making it harder to assemble or map reads (Levy and Myers 2016). Because of the
massive amount of data generated, the potential for sequencing errors, and short read lengths,
more bioinformatics skills are needed for NGS data management, storage, and analysis
(Goodwin, McPherson et al. 2016). While the promise of NGS is vast for non-traditional study
organisms and wildlife populations, these issues have to be addressed before any next-generation
sequencing project.
1.2.2 Comparison of NGS Methods
While there a variety of NGS methods, this introduction will focus on the Illumina
sequencing methods used within this dissertation. Whole-genome sequencing has become
increasingly common in non-model organisms where de novo libraries can be created. In this
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method, because the whole-genome is sequenced and studied, the maximum information is
obtained on individuals within the populations. However, most of these genome-level studies
have focused on speciation and divergence with the goal to resolve difficult phylogenies and
species-level divergence, such as in differences between the lion, tiger, and snow leopard (Cho,
Hu et al. 2013). Because the entire genome is sequenced, this method is also the most costly and
leads to challenges with data processing and storage.
Over the past decade, different sequencing methods have been developed to reduce the
amount of sequences necessary for a population or reduce the complexity of the genome that is
sequenced. Many of these have focused on one of three techniques: (1) low-coverage
sequencing, (2) PoolSeq, or pooling individuals to form a representative population, and (3)
RADSeq, a method that reduces genome representation based on restriction enzymes.
The first method, low-coverage sequencing, is whole genome sequencing done at an
overall lower coverage depth. Coverage at 1X has been shown to give the most information per
locus at the population level (Buerkle and Gompert 2013). In wildlife studies, low-coverage and
high-coverage sequences have often been combined to better study the population, such as a
study in 2012 using genomics to identify that brown and polar bear evolution was related to key
climate events (Miller, Schuster et al. 2012). These studies allow whole-genome data, but at a
price that can be more cost-effective than high coverage whole-genome sequencing (Therkildsen
and Palumbi 2017).
The second method, commonly known as PoolSeq, creates a representative pool of a
population by combining individuals. Because samples are not individually barcoded, a lower
read depth per individual can be used, allowing more samples to be sequenced at a reduced cost
(Ferretti, Ramos-Onsins et al. 2013). This method is useful for defined populations, but can
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present problems if you want to later adjust the population grouping, or want to know individual
genotypes within a population without resequencing. Software has been developed to assist in
analyzing such sequence data (Kofler, Orozco-terWengel et al. 2011, Kofler, Pandey et al. 2011),
and recent wildlife studies have benefited from this technique by identifying loci under selection,
comparing diversity within and between populations, and elucidating chromosomal trends. For
example, one study identified genes associated with color across divergent species including
birds and butterflies (Neethiraj, Hornett et al. 2017). In 2019, a study focusing on another
mammal species in the western United States, the caribou (Rangifer tarandus), found selection
on alleles associated with a north-south gradient (Cavedon, Gubili et al. 2019).
The third method involves creating libraries that are a reduced-representation of an entire
genome of a species by sequencing the same genome-wide markers across individuals. One of
the most popular methods, RADSeq (Restriction-site Associated DNA Sequencing) uses
restriction enzyme cut sites that are widely distributed throughout the genome to create libraries
for the same DNA segments (Etter and Johnson 2012, Peterson, Weber et al. 2012). There has
been extensive development of RADSeq techniques using alternate enzymes, DNA shearing
approaches, fragment size selection, and other library preparation methods (Andrews, Good et al.
2016). Studies have applied RADSeq to identify both population structure (Catchen, Bassham et
al. 2013) and parallel evolution in different populations in the stickleback (Hohenlohe, Bassham
et al. 2010). In felid-related studies, RADSeq was used to help identify the single amino acid
change that results in the coat color change in white tigers (Xu, Dong et al. 2013). In this
dissertation, a modified RADSeq protocol known as ddRADSeq (double-digest) (Peterson,
Weber et al. 2012) was used. This method utilized two restriction enzymes to cut DNA
fragments; these were then amplified, indexed, and size selected prior to sequencing. These reads
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were then pooled for easier comparison to the other pooled datasets, a technique sometimes
known as pooled ddRADSeq. Another study involving sticklebacks used a pooled RADSeq
approach to identify differentiation related to salinity and temperature gradients (Guo, DeFaveri
et al. 2015).
All of these methods have different benefits and consequences for downstream data
analysis and interpretations (Figure 1). In comparison to whole genome sequencing, lowcoverage sequencing would have less reads per individual, and, as a result have lower coverage,
which could lead to genotyping errors. In contrast, PoolSeq combines low-coverage sequencing
of a collection of individuals yielding information on allele frequencies within the populations
and lower sequencing error. As mentioned, ddRADSeq approaches reduces costs by instead
creating a reduced representation library based on restriction enzyme cut sites that are close-torandomly spaced throughout the genome. This results in a smaller proportion of the total genome
sequenced, but high coverage of the specific locations sequenced yielding robust genotypes.
Because these markers have been found to be quite evenly spaced throughout the chromosomes
at fairly high densities, generating tens to hundreds of thousands of markers (Etter and Johnson
2012), they are still useful for identifying selective sweeps, in addition to population structure.
Lastly, PoolSeq is different from the other methods in that it pools individuals together to have a
representative of a population. This allows reduced costs without the need for sequencing every
individual. Its main difficulty lies in not being able to identify which individuals a specific allele
comes from and therefore preventing genotyping of individuals. In addition, if there is uneven
coverage or drop out, there can be over-representation of individuals in the data skewing allele
frequencies. It should be noted that in Chapter 3 of this work, the ddRADSeq data are pooled by
population to mimic a pooled RADSeq protocol. While this removes the ability to infer
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individual genotype, this eases the comparison between datasets by ensuring all data are
computationally processed the same. Individual genotypes are also not the main focus this study,
as this dissertation focuses on major differences in pairwise populations.
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Figure 4: Next-Gen Sequencing Methods
The different sequencing methods used throughout this dissertation and the subsequent
difference in coverage. The portion on left with bobcats represents the population that is being
sequenced, while on the right is the sequencing coverage data. The black line symbolizes a
chromosome, with the smaller colored lines individual mapped reads. The blue bar at the bottom
of each section indicates the coverage depth across the chromosome. In the ddRADSeq method,
the restriction enzymes and their cut site are indicated by a three-quarter circle.
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1.3 Signatures of Selection in Genome-Wide Data
1.3.1 Neutral Theory of Evolution
Using these new sequencing techniques, the focus of wildlife genetic studies has been
able to shift from examining population structure and diversity, to exploring adaptation between
species and populations. A main principle of molecular evolution is the neutral theory, or that a
majority of molecular variation does not affect fitness and is therefore not explained by selection,
but rather by stochastic processes such as mutation and genetic drift (Duret 2008). Therefore,
comparative genomics aims to identify regions of chromosomes under selection by identifying
ones with patterns that deviate from neutral expectations.
These deviations from the neutral expectations are able to be identified due to the
combination of the effects of selective sweeps and genetic recombination. When an allele that
was either previously neutral or did not exist (i.e. arose by mutation) becomes beneficial it will
be subject to positive selection, thereby increasing in frequency over time throughout the
population. Because of genetic hitchhiking, nearby variants whether or not they are also under
selection, increase in frequency because they will be part of the haplotype that is inherited with
the beneficial allele (Smith and Haigh 1974). As the beneficial allele approaches fixation in a
population, the genetic diversity in a region under linkage disequilibrium will also decrease.
Recombination will act to reduce the size of this region that is in linkage with the allele under
selection. Two well-established statistics for identifying this phenomenon are classical FST (FStatistics)(Hartl, Clark et al. 1997, Holsinger and Weir 2009) and nucleotide diversity (θπ)
(Tajima 1989, Kofler, Orozco-terWengel et al. 2011) (Figure 2). In this dissertation, PoPoolation
was used to calculate nucleotide diversity, which uses the classical formula but adds a
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component to only evaluate SNPs with a minimum allele count, b (Kofler, Orozco-terWengel et
al. 2011).

Figure 5: Signatures of Selection
Figure 5. A) An adaptive allele can become fixed in a population after the introduction of a
selective pressure. Because of genetic recombination, nearby variants will be inherited as genetic
hitchhikers and also become at a higher density within a population. B) A selective sweep can be
indicated by an increase in differentiation as observed through FST values within the
chromosome as shown in green. C) At the same location, if a variant is adaptive in one
population but not in another, due to the selection within one population, there is generally a dip
in nucleotide diversity in one population compared to the other.
1.3.2 FST and θπ
FST is one of the most widely used statistics in evolutionary and population genetics and
relates to the variance of allele frequencies among populations. FST is a value from 0 to 1 where
smaller numbers indicate similarity in allele frequencies between the populations and larger
numbers indicate these frequencies being different (Holsinger and Weir 2009). With the
advancement of NGS allowing the generation of genome-wide FST data, trends can be examined
across each chromosome. Because when an allele undergoes positive selection it brings along
genetic hitchhikers, the surrounding region becomes more prevalent in one population affected
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by the selective pressure. Therefore, regions undergoing a selective sweep would display a peak
in FST compared to the chromosomal average.
Nucleotide diversity meanwhile measures the degree of polymorphism, estimating the
number of nucleotide substitutions within populations, which can vary greatly both between and
within species (Nei and Li 1979). When comparing chromosome-wide data, areas under a
selective sweep will have lower nucleotide diversity as the alleles in that region becomes more
prevalent throughout the populations.
For example, Figure 5A shows a group of bobcats on the left side of the image with an
ancestral level of genetic variation. When a selective pressure is introduced to that population,
the red allele, which had been previously neutral, is now beneficial for the individual’s survival.
Because of this, an individual’s fitness increases and it is more likely to breed and pass this allele
on to its offspring. As that allele increases in frequency and approaches fixation in the
population, so do nearby alleles as shown on the right side of the figure. This effect degrades
once alleles are far enough away so that recombination disrupts linkage disequilibrium. Because
of this hitchhiking effect, an area with an advantageous allele will have a region that is closer to
fixation with lower nucleotide diversity. If this population was then compared to another nearby
population lacking this selective pressure, increased FST values would be seen in the area
centered around the specific variant undergoing selection. At the same time, the nucleotide
diversity would be much lower in the population where positive selection is affecting that
genomic region, compared to the other population experiencing no selective pressure at that
locus.
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1.3.3 Applying FST and θπ to Study Adaption and Divergence of Bobcats and Lynx
As has been shown, bobcats are a highly diverse species that manage to live across
disparate ecoregions. The second chapter of this study focuses on the western bobcat population
that is distributed across the entire latitudinal range of the western United States (Reding,
Bronikowski et al. 2012). At each of the extreme margins of this population, bobcats live in very
divergent ecoregions with unique selective pressures from a combination of landscape, climate,
prey, and sympatric species interactions parameters. Because bobcats in this populations are in
the same genetic cluster using neutral variation and have low genetic differentiation, and high
connectivity, it is more likely that chromosomal regions with high genetic differences between
them are indicative of local adaptation to selective pressures, rather than genetic drift. Therefore,
alleles affected by local adaptation are likely to be in regions with higher than average FST
between populations. Similarly, nucleotide diversity is expected to be low in the regions under a
selective sweep. By selecting regions with high divergent FST and low nucleotide diversity,
candidate loci that may contribute to local adaptation can be identified.
This same protocol can be applied to identifying species-level divergence between the
bobcat and lynx. Because this is a species-level comparison there are expected to be a greater
increase in the number of fixed differences between them. Sliding window analyses can identify
regions that show the most divergence between species to identify candidate genes for potential
species level differences. Because these species are known to hybridize at the northern United
States-Canadian border, regions with low divergence between northern bobcats and the Canada
lynx but where both species have high divergence with the southern bobcat could be signs of
introgression and northern adaptations.
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The pooled ddRADSeq dataset mirrors the two previous goals but with a focus on
comparing the methods to the previous two studies. These SNP markers should indicate regions
of the genome under selection between populations through FST and nucleotide diversity as
described above, but at a reduced representative level.
1.4 Research Objectives
In this dissertation, the goal was to better understand the underlying genomics of bobcats
and how regional populations may adapt to their environment via local adaptation. In addition,
bobcats were compared to the Canada lynx via genetic diversity and differentiation throughout
the genome to identify species-level differences. Two different genomic techniques (lowcoverage PoolSeq, pooled ddRADSeq) never used before in the bobcats were used to examine
these questions. My objectives were to:
1. To compare the northwestern and southwestern bobcat populations in the western United
States to examine genetic differentiation, diversity, and local adaptation to disparate
environmental conditions.
2. To characterize the species-level differences between the bobcat and Canada lynx and to
examine levels of diversity, differentiation, and to identify regions that exhibit
introgression.
3. To assess bobcat and lynx populations using pooled ddRADSeq and determine how this
approach compares to low-coverage pooled sequencing for analyzing differentiation and
diversity within bobcats and between Lynx species.
1.5 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is composed of five chapters that aim to address the research objectives.
The first chapter is a general introduction to bobcats, lynx, wildlife genetics, NGS, and the
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applications for felids. At the end of the dissertation, there is a concluding fifth chapter that ties
the different aspects of this work together.
The second chapter focuses on potential local adaptation in the western bobcats that live
in diametric climates. Low-coverage data were pooled together to create PoolSeq datasets for
Northwestern (ID, MT) and Southwestern (CA, NM, AZ, W. TX) subpopulations. FST and
nucleotide diversity were utilized to identify outlier regions in the genome that may correspond
to potential local adaptation due to selective pressures.
Chapter 3 focuses on the bobcat compared to its northern neighbor, the Canada lynx.
Both species are within the same genus and overlap in territory at the United States-Canadian
border. They have also been known to hybridize where their territories overlap, possibly leading
to introgression and allelic exchange with northern bobcat populations. PoolSeq data on the
previously mentioned Northwestern and Southwestern populations were used along with new
Canada lynx pooled low-coverage genome-wide data to identify divergence and potential
introgression between the two species.
The fourth chapter focuses on a new class of sequencing tools within the population
genomics world, reduced representation sequencing. This chapter uses pooled ddRADSeq
samples to address similar questions as in the previous chapters to identify how this reduced
dataset compares to whole-genome sequencing. Data were generated using ddRADSeq for
bobcats in New Mexico, Montana, and Vermont, along with several Canada lynx.
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CHAPTER 2: Signals of Positive Selection in Whole Genome Sequencing of Bobcats Identify
Candidate Genes for Ecological Adaptation
2.1 Introduction
Bobcats (Lynx rufus) are one of the most successful predators in North America, ranging
in latitude from central Mexico (~17°N) across the continental US, and into southern Canada
(~54°N) (Kelly 2016). An influx of anthropogenic changes such as the growth of cities and road
infrastructure has caused an increase in habitat fragmentation over the last century. Despite this,
the bobcat has retained most of its territory and is now returning to areas where it was previously
extirpated (Anderson, Prange et al. 2015). While habitat fragmentation affects bobcat dispersal
and movement, bobcats in a majority of areas are able to maintain population connectivity,
except under the most severe development (Janecka, Tewes et al. 2016).
Bobcats are able to adapt to anthropogenic modifications and persist at relatively high
population densities, similar to other mesocarnivores (Martin, Lucie et al. 2015). This is in stark
contrast to other native North American felids, including the ocelot (Leopardus pardalis), a
sympatric habitat specialist dependent on native thornshrub that is unable to use and disperse
through anthropogenically dominated landscapes (Janecka, Tewes et al. 2016) and the Canada
lynx (Lynx canadensis), which is mainly found in northern boreal forests with abundant
snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) populations (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002). Bobcats are
successful generalists, being highly adaptable to a wide-variety of environments, prey, and
competitors, enabling them to out-compete more specialized carnivores (Sunquist and Sunquist
2002). The bobcat is one of only six felids among 36 taxa in Felidae classified by the IUCN Red
List as “Least Concern” (IUCN 2017). Thus the genomic factors underpinning its ecological
success as a generalist able to locally adapt to a variety of habitats are of particular interest for
understanding felid conservation.
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Previous studies have shown that bobcats have complex spatial and temporal patterns in
their genetic population structure, including genetically distinct regional populations (Reding,
Bronikowski et al. 2012, Anderson, Prange et al. 2015). The most comprehensive genetic study
of bobcats to this date used 17 microsatellite loci and 949 bp of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
from 1,128 bobcats and identified ten distinct genetic clusters across North America (Reding,
Bronikowski et al. 2012). They found that contrary to expectations the continental divide and
Mississippi river did not have a major influence on bobcat connectivity (Reding, Bronikowski et
al. 2012). The three main populations recovered from the genetic analysis consisted of the
western, central, and southeastern groups, with additional smaller clusters in other areas of the
continent. Notably, the largest genetic cluster occupied the western United States (Western
Population), indicating connectivity from the southwestern United States (California, Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas) to the northwestern United States (Washington, Idaho, Montana, North
Dakota) (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012). This expansive contiguous range encompasses
numerous divergent ecosystems, habitats, communities, and environmental and biological
variables. The different ecological pressures resulting from these variables provide an
opportunity to gain insights into the mechanisms driving local adaptation within a panmictic
population.
This western population of bobcats encompasses the entire latitudinal range of the lower
continental United States (25°N to 49°N), which harbors eight distinctive level II ecoregions
(6.2, 9.3, 9.4, 10.1, 10.2, 11.1, 12.1, and 13.1; (Buerkle and Gompert 2013)). These ecoregions
have very disparate environmental factors including temperature range, vegetation, topography,
prey species, and competing predators, and therefore they provide varying selective pressures.
For this study, I focused on the divergence among bobcats inhabiting the northwestern Rockies
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from those in the southwestern desert, where there is a difference in latitude of ~10⁰ that
contributes to diametric climates. The northern pacific and continental climate result in more
water availability and annual snowfall. The mountainous topography contains closely nested rain
shadows and wet belts (Commission for Environmental Cooperation 1997). In addition, the
elevation gradients result in extremely diverse vegetation with various pines, firs, and spruces
commonly found along slopes, while big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentate) is more present along
the interior valleys (Commission for Environmental Cooperation 1997). Bobcat diets in these
areas mostly consist of squirrels and snowshoe hare, with the occasional small deer (Newbury
and Hodges 2019). The grey wolf (Canis lupus), which has an overlap in diet, poses as a
substantial threat to the northern bobcats, as the grey wolf range no longer extends into the
southern United States except for a small reintroduced population (Boitani 2018).
In stark contrast, the southwestern region has a drier and more arid environment. Large
amounts of solar radiation and limited rainfall result in low levels of humidity, high mean
temperatures, and large diurnal temperature ranges (Commission for Environmental Cooperation
1997). Therefore, the sparse vegetation consists primarily of sagebrush (Artemisia spp.),
thornshrub, and succulents (Commission for Environmental Cooperation 1997). Lagomorphs and
squirrels are an important part of the bobcat diet in the southwest as well; however, they also rely
more heavily on wood rats, cotton rats, and other rodents (Jones and Smith 1979, Hass 2009),
and their diet includes occasional reptiles, birds, and eggs as well (Hass 2009). Their main
competitor is the coyote, which not only occupies a similar habitat and has a similar prey base,
but is also known to kill bobcats occasionally, possibly limiting their distribution (Sunquist and
Sunquist 2002).
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These differences affect habitat use and behavior due to competition for prey and
resource availability. Northern and western populations have consistently larger home ranges
than in the south, which has less seasonally dependent prey and higher prey density. For
example, in the southwest, bobcats in central Arizona had a home range size of 9.1 km2 for males
and 4.8 km2 for females (Lawhead 1984) and in the resource poor Chihuahuan Desert this
increased to 24.7±4.74 km2 for males and 27.1±6.41 km2 for females (Harrison 2010). However,
this is only a fraction of the home range maintained by northern bobcats. In the Garnet
Mountains, bobcats had a home range of 63.0 km2 for males and 88.2 km2 for females (Smith
1984), while the Salish Mountains bobcats had a home range of 90.0±12 km2and 42.2 km2 for
males and females, respectively (Newbury and Hodges 2019).
In summary, there are stark ecological differences within the northern Rockies compared
to the southwestern desert despite both being occupied by one contiguous bobcat population.
These differences in habitat, climate, species interactions, prey type and abundance, and home
range requirements necessitate different phenotypic adaptions that have underlying genetic
factors. As this population is one genetic cluster, migration is expected to overwhelm weak
selection within a specific area. However, very strong selection will resist the effects of
migration, leading to divergence in allele frequencies. Because both of these belong to a single
genetic cluster (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012), loci with abnormally high allele frequency
differences are likely influenced by local adaptation rather than genetic drift. Thus, due to
linkage of nearby loci, segments of chromosomes with high FST are expected to be enriched for
loci that have undergone positive selection and are contributing to adaptation to local
environments. On the other hand, balancing selection would cause substantially reduced allele
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frequency divergence, and therefore be revealed as valleys of low FST scores across a
chromosome.
Previous studies focusing on bobcat population genetics have been limited to
microsatellite and mitochondrial analyses (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012, Anderson, Prange et
al. 2015). While these markers work well for delineating population structure and divergence,
they only cover a fraction of the genome. This prevents closer examination of population
divergence at particular chromosomes and identification of adaptive loci. Genomic methods have
become widely popular in many studies involving plants, insects, and aquatic species. With the
exception of domestic animals (Lindblad-Toh, Wade et al. 2005, Akey, Ruhe et al. 2010, Kijas,
Lenstra et al. 2012) mammalian genomic studies have been limited to only a few species (i.e.
giant panda) (Zhao, Zheng et al. 2012) or focused on interspecies adaptation (Wildman, Uddin et
al. 2007, Parker, Tsagkogeorga et al. 2013, Yim, Cho et al. 2013) rather than adaptation between
populations to explore local intraspecific adaptations. This is due in part because generating data
on even a handful of individuals at a low sequencing depth (5-10x coverage) is still cost
prohibitive for many wildlife studies. Newer genomic methods have been developed to cut costs
by pooling representative individuals from a population prior to sequencing (i.e. PoolSeq)
(Mullen, Creevey et al. 2012, Rellstab, Zoller et al. 2013, Schlötterer, Tobler et al. 2014).
PoolSeq allows for the identification of divergent alleles between populations by sequencing
whole genomes in pooled libraries at a reduced cost (Schlötterer, Tobler et al. 2014), thus
making it a powerful and effective tool for non-model organisms.
Felids are an evolutionarily interesting group for genomics due to their highly specialized
morphology and behavior. Studies have shown felids have undergone rapid diversification and
adaptation, despite recent hybridization between many of the species (Davis, Li et al. 2010, Cho,
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Hu et al. 2013, Li, Davis et al. 2016, Figueiró, Li et al. 2017). This is partly because the group is
so genetically similar that most inter-species matings are able to produce fertile female hybrids,
enabling backcrossing to recover full fertility (Schwartz, Pilgrim et al. 2004, Trigo, Freitas, et al.
2008, Homyack, Vashon et al. 2008, Trigo, Freitas et al. 2008, Davis, Seabury et al. 2015).
However, there have been only limited studies focusing on population-level genomic variation
and how it is distributed (Xu, Dong et al. 2013, Dobrynin, Liu et al. 2015, Abascal, Corvelo et al.
2016). Better understanding of bobcat genomics will not only provide important insights into this
demographically important North American species, but also illuminates the ancestry of the Lynx
genus and genetic factors that contribute to the adaptation of bobcats to different ecosystems.
Here I present the first genomic study of the bobcat and examine local adaptation within
southern and northern subpopulations in the western United States. My specific objectives are to
(i) estimate the overall genomic variation; (ii) characterize differentiation between the two
subpopulations at the whole genome level; and (iii) identify and characterize candidate loci that
may contribute to local adaptation to proximate selective pressures.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Library Construction
Bobcat tissue samples (Figure 6, Table 1) were obtained from researchers, hunters, and
state wildlife agencies from two areas: (i) the northern Rockies (Idaho, Montana: 4-Female, 5Male); and (ii) the southwestern desert (W. Texas, AZ, NM, S. California: 2-Female, 2-Male, 4Unknown). Permits are not required for samples collected in Texas from hunters and fur trappers
(Source: West Texas A&M University) and those acquired from museums (Source: Museum of
Southwestern Biology, California Academy of Sciences). Montana bobcats were acquired
through Dr. Roberta Newbury. These bobcat samples were originally collected as a part of her
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Lynx
dissertational work through permits obtained from the Montana State Dish, Wildlife, and Parks
(#’s 2009-59, 2011-003) and the University of British Columbia’s Animal Care Commitee (A070676-R001).

NW

SW

Figure 6: Sample Map
This map shows sample locations for the southwest and northwest bobcats. Square shaped
samples represent those with unspecified exact locations from W. Texas.
All tissue samples (muscle, pelt) were extracted using the Puregene (Qiagen;
Germantown, MD) kit with the additional RNase A treatment. Agarose electrophoresis was used
to ensure high DNA quality, and sample concentrations were estimated with a NanoDrop
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Individually barcoded libraries were prepared with
the TruSeq kit (Illumina; San Diego, CA). Samples were sequenced using the high-output 300cycle kit on the Illumina NextSeq500 (Illumina; San Diego, CA).
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Table 1: Bobcat Sample Locations
Sample
Name

Sex

Population

State Exact Location

Source

133TX

U

SW

TX

NA

Imogene Davis (West
Texas A&M University)
& Jim Vaught

MSBB6

M

SW

NM

Torrance County: 4.6
mi. South Clines
Corners on US Hwy
285, mile marker 244

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

MSBB7

U

SW

NM

Grant County

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

134TX

U

SW

TX

NA

Imogene Davis (West
Texas A&M University)
& Jim Vaught

CAS2

M

SW

CA

Contra Costa County

California Academy of
Sciences

MSBB2

F

SW

AZ

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

MSBB3

U

SW

NM

Pima County, Along AZ
Highway 77 near
Tucson
Bernalillo County:
Cedar Crest, 29 Casa
Loma Drive

MSBB4

F

SW

NM

Lea County

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

M2MT

M

NW

MT

Little Bitterroot Lake

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M3MT

M

NW

MT

T32N R27W S27

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M5MT

M

NW

MT

Alder Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M9MT

M

NW

MT

Pinkham Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M19MT

M

NW

MT

Deep Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F11MT

F

NW

MT

Little Meadow Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F13MT

F

NW

MT

Point of Rocks

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F15MT

F

NW

MT

W. Fortine Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

MSBB1

F

NW

ID

15 mi. w American Falls

Museum of Southwestern
Biology
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Museum of Southwestern
Biology

2.2.2 Bioinformatics Processing
CLC Genomics (Qiagen; Germantown, MD) was used to quality trim reads based on a
CLC quality score of 0.03. During this trimming process, CLC Genomics converts the quality
"

score (Q) to an error probability for every base (Perror = 10#$%, Limit – Perror). A running sum of
these values is calculated, and reads are trimmed starting at the last value before the highest
score, with a read removed completely if it never makes it above zero. After trimming, FASTQ
files for bobcats from each population were concatenated to create two pooled populations.
BWA-MEM was used to map reads to the domestic cat reference (FCA version 9;
AANG00000000.4) and mpileup to create a synchronized file. The genomecov in BEDTools was
used to calculate the density of coverage across the genome.
2.2.3 Diversity estimates
PoPoolation2 (Kofler, Pandey et al. 2011) was used to generate allele frequencies and
calculate pairwise FST on SNPs (Defaults chosen based on smaller population: Minimum
coverage = 5; Minimum count = 3; Pool size = 8) based on the classic method (Baer 1989).
PoPoolation was used to calculate nucleotide diversity (θπ)(Tajima 1989), across 10kb sliding
windows (2kb step size) for the northwestern and southwestern populations separately
(Minimum coverage = 3; Minimum covered fraction =0.6). The nucleotide diversity was also
calculated separately for each FST outlier region identified below.
2.2.4 Identifying Outlier SNPs under Positive Selection
PoPoolation2 pairwise FST estimates were exported as a text file for further analysis in R.
CaTools function runmean with a running window of 50 values was used to smooth data, based
on a series trial and even reduction of noise across all chromosomes. The average distance for 50
consecutive FST points was estimated based on 1,000 random samples. Density plot of the FST
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values indicated the data were normally distributed. After smoothing, FST values ≥99.9th
percentile was classified as significantly divergent variants between the two populations, equal to
the top 0.1% of data. These variants, when within 5,000 bp of each other, were collapsed into FST
Outlier Regions of interest (i.e. “FST Outlier Regions”), which potentially harbor loci that have
undergone a selective sweep. These regions were then intersected with the domestic cat (FCA
version 9; AANG00000000.4) genome annotation GTF file to identify candidate adaptive genes.
The FST Outlier Regions of interest were prioritized in several ways. Those over 500 bp were
sorted by overall FST percentile. Next, they were sorted by the magnitude of difference in
nucleotide diversity between the two populations. Finally, they were also sorted from lowest
nucleotide diversity for each population. These prioritized FST Outlier Regions were then
examined in the NCBI Genome Data Viewer for genes and elements within 50 kb up or
downstream or up to 100 kb when noted as distance-independent and long-range elements are
known to be at a distance of 50-100 kb plus (Kleinjan and van Heyningen 2005, Noonan and
McCallion 2010).
Two lists were checked for over-representation, the full list of genes within all the FST
Outlier Regions, and the priority list (i.e. those sorted based on top FST score, lowest nucleotide
diversity, etc). These were analyzed for GO enrichment of biological processes based on the
PANTHER classification system using the Fisher-Test and False Discovery Rate Correction
available at the Gene Ontology Resource (http://geneontology.org). This identified the GO
classes that were significantly enriched. As the full list had no hits, it was rerun with no
correction to identify the GO biological class of genes, to help prioritize categories of interest
within the FST outlier regions, similar to those sorted by top FST or nucleotide diversity.
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2.2.5 Significance Testing
While outlier SNPs and candidate regions were selected using the top 0.01% of data,
which should indicate their p-value, data was simulated to test against the p-value. To test if it
was simply the random rearrangement of SNPs that resulted in outlier regions, data was shuffled
and resampled to generate additional data sets. Data was reordered in R using the sample
function. Fifty-point increments were used to calculate mean windows across the chromosome to
mimic the size of the number of points of representative outlier windows. To calculate smoothed
values, the same runmean function requirements described earlier in the methods was first
utilized. This was repeated for 1,000 iterations. The p-value was calculated for the mean of those
window’s means over the test variable. For unsmoothed values, no running mean was calculated.
For nucleotide diversity, because the data exists only in sliding windows, the p-values
were calculated differently. Windows were randomly sampled (X= 5,000; Autosomes = 10,000)
and the average taken for 10,000 permutations.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Genome Sequence
NextSeq500 was used to sequence two populations from the western United States
genetic cluster; one subpopulation from the northern Rocky Mountains and another
subpopulation primarily from the southwestern desert region. After removing failed reads and
trimming low-quality bases, a total of 454,941,909 reads with mean length of 150.50 bp were
obtained for 17 L. rufus samples. The number of sequenced reads per individual ranged from
11,094,096 to 65,511,742 (mean = 26,676,684.38, S.D. = 18,206,224.82). After dividing
samples by their respective population, the northwestern population (N=9) had 202,242,302 total
reads with an average of 22,471,367 per individual. The southwestern population (N=8) had
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236,534,763 reads with an average of 29,566,845 per individual. Upon mapping, for the pooled
reads the northwestern population resulted in 92% of the genome sequenced with a coverage
depth of 6.61 (range = 1-19, S.D. = 4.92), and the southwestern population had 94% of the
genome sequenced with a coverage of 9.93 (range = 1-25, S.D. = 6.79).
2.3.2 Genetic Variation and Diversity
2.3.2.1 Nucleotide Diversity
Nucleotide Diversity (θπ) was calculated using PoPoolation across 10,000 bp sliding
windows with a 2,000 bp step size for both the southwestern and northwestern population. The
northwestern population had an average nucleotide diversity of 0.019 (S.D. =0.003) across the
autosomes and 0.018(±0.004) for the X chromosome. The southwestern population had a mean
nucleotide diversity of 0.020(±0.003); the autosomal chromosomes and the X chromosome had
an average of 0.020(±0.004).

2.3.2.2 FST
To identify variants, PoPoolation2 was used to generate FST estimates for 6,143,312
variants across the genome between the northwestern and southwestern bobcat populations.
There was a mean of 243 FST variants per 100 kb across the autosomal chromosomes. The X
chromosome had the fewest variants (mean = 153 per 100 kb), whereas chromosome B1 had the
most at 312 variants per 100 kb (Table 2). The mean pairwise FST for autosomes was 0.110 (S.D.
= 0.118) while the X chromosome had an average of 0.093 (S.D. = 0.114). To reduce noise, the
data were smoothed via a running mean of 50 because of the stochasticity in individual FST
estimates. Based on the mean number of variants per 100kb, the 50 FST estimate sliding window
should represent an average span of 20.5 kb. In practice, based on 1,000 random windows of 50
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consecutive FST values from the A1 chromosome, the mean was 16.6 kb(±11 kb), close to that
expected from the variant density. This runmean function results in the same mean per
chromosome but with a lower standard deviation for a pairwise FST = 0.110 (S.D. = 0.039) and
0.093 (S.D. = 0.043) for the autosomal and X chromosome, respectively (Table 2). This resulted
in more symmetrical data, which can be seen when comparing the density plots of the original
FST and smoothed FST.
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Variants
728,228
434,665
338,281
648,781
427,065
358,945
387,124
520,929
446,303
299,233
198,010
216,114
219,563
128,077
127,864
68,673
165,551
229,882
200,024

Variants /
100kB Mean
301 0.104
253 0.107
236 0.103
312 0.111
275 0.111
240 0.110
268 0.109
234 0.111
277 0.112
254 0.110
220 0.117
223 0.112
227 0.111
202 0.098
199 0.107
154 0.115
231 0.113
268 0.112
153 0.093

RM = Running Mean

Chr
Chr Length
A1 242,100,913
A2 171,471,747
A3 143,202,405
B1 208,212,889
B2 155,302,638
B3 149,751,809
B4 144,528,695
C1 222,790,142
C2 161,193,150
D1 117,648,028
D2
90,186,660
D3
96,884,206
D4
96,521,652
E1
63,494,689
E2
64,340,295
E3
44,648,284
F1
71,664,243
F2
85,752,456
X
130,557,009
P-value ≤ 0.01

S.D. RM S.D.
0.114
0.038
0.117
0.040
0.117
0.044
0.118
0.037
0.118
0.037
0.117
0.038
0.118
0.040
0.116
0.035
0.117
0.035
0.118
0.040
0.124
0.038
0.120
0.038
0.119
0.038
0.119
0.053
0.116
0.037
0.123
0.038
0.118
0.035
0.118
0.036
0.114
0.043

FST

0.0191
0.0199
0.0202
0.0189
0.0193
0.0198
0.0197
0.0195
0.0190
0.0202
0.0203
0.0202
0.0200
0.0216
0.0214
0.0222
0.0202
0.0194
0.0196

0.0185
0.0188
0.0191
0.0184
0.0186
0.0188
0.0188
0.0185
0.0184
0.0190
0.0191
0.0190
0.0189
0.0195
0.0197
0.0204
0.0189
0.0186
0.0183

0.0027
0.0028
0.0027
0.0026
0.0026
0.0027
0.0027
0.0026
0.0025
0.0029
0.0026
0.0028
0.0027
0.0027
0.0032
0.0030
0.0026
0.0027
0.0036

South
Mean

North North
Mean S.D.
25,006
29,913
16,222
40,122
26,774
88,876
22,140
33,169
23,311
21,300
12,756
19,893
17,625
5,346
9,883
12,081
21,035
18,620
32,305

Max.
Length

FST Outlier Regions

South
Total
Percent of
Mean
Min.
S.D. Number Total Length Chromosome
Legth Length
0.0030
35 188,113
0.08%
5,375
1
0.0033
28 174,400
0.10%
6,229
43
0.0031
20 115,840
0.08%
5,792
149
0.0029
22 198,328
0.10%
9,015
56
0.0029
22 136,717
0.09%
6,214
23
0.0031
6 151,619
0.10% 25,270 2,969
0.0032
19 131,259
0.09%
6,908
172
0.0031
20 217,954
0.10% 10,898
836
0.0029
24 148,957
0.09%
6,207
60
0.0034
5
45,763
0.04%
9,153 1,667
0.0029
5
37,883
0.04%
7,577
635
0.0032
9
76,021
0.08%
8,447
69
0.0031
14
94,826
0.10%
6,773
23
0.0032
6
11,228
0.02%
1,871
479
0.0034
8
40,957
0.06%
5,120
430
0.0031
6
44,217
0.10%
7,370
571
0.0031
7
58,881
0.08%
8,412
666
0.0031
8
46,171
0.05%
5,771
413
0.0039
17 115,645
0.09%
6,803
32

Nucleotide Diversity θπ

TABLE 2: Summary of FST, Nucleotide Diversity, and FST Outlier Regions

Mean
Mean
Mean
F ST RM F ST North θπ South θπ
0.251 0.270
0.0177 0.0190
0.257 0.266
0.0206 0.0194
0.249 0.267
0.0184 0.0193
0.302 0.301
0.0177 0.0197
0.287 0.270
0.0177 0.0184
0.322 0.315
0.0183 0.0198
0.313 0.274
0.0176 0.0177
0.305 0.282
0.0186 0.0186
0.288 0.279
0.0201 0.0201
0.326 0.323
0.0186 0.0210
0.327 0.307
0.0181 0.0191
0.294 0.280
0.0199 0.0194
0.276 0.270
0.0179 0.0187
0.294 0.291
0.0215 0.0247
0.233 0.257
0.0177 0.0199
0.298 0.260
0.0184 0.0225
0.319 0.291
0.0206 0.0213
0.289 0.287
0.0172 0.0200
0.290 0.285
0.0183 0.0216

2.3.2.3 Chromosomal Trends
Genome-wide data were examined to identify chromosomal trends. Chromosome
landmarks such as the centromere are visible by examining the FST, variants per kb, and
nucleotide diversity across each chromosome. Several chromosomes also have an increased
number of variants near the centromeres (Figure 7). There is also span of missing data
corresponding to centromere location from reads not mapping to the area, as is expected because
they are composed of highly-repetitive heterochromatic sequences (Figure 7). This trend also
reinforces the mapping accuracy of the data to the domestic cat by showing the preservation of
the genomic architecture.
Another interesting pattern is distinct regions of either elevated or lowered FST scores
across the chromosomes. There are numerous smaller sections of low FST throughout the
chromosomes. The largest such section is around ~47 Mb within the center of the X
chromosome, from 43 Mb to 90 Mb (Figure 8). While the mean smoothed FST value is 0.093,
the mean for the area within this reduced region is 0.070 (S.D. = 0.028), whereas outside of it the
mean is 0.112 (S.D. = 0.044). In the northern population, the chromosome-wide average of the X
chromosome in nucleotide diversity is 0.0183 (S.D. = 0.0036), while within this region it is
0.0192. There is a slight increase in nucleotide diversity for the southern population as well, the
chromosome average is 0.0196 (S.D. = 0.0039), but within the region it is 0.0200. However, for
both populations this is within the normal standard deviation. This X region contains 267 genes
that have lower than expected FST and slightly raised, but not significant nucleotide diversity,
possibly indicating balancing selection.
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Figure 7: Centromeres on the A1 and B4 Chromosomes
Unsmoothed (gray) and running mean (black) FST scores were plotted along the A1 and B4
chromosomes. This graph focuses on the region surrounding the centromere, displaying the
missing data corresponding to the centromere location. In the A1 chromosome, it can be seen in
the gray, an increase in number of FST variants markers immediately neighboring the centromere
gap.
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Figure 8: 50Mb dip within the X Chromosome
FST scores across the X Chromosome using the unsmoothed scores in gray, and black for the
Running Mean values. There is a drop in the overall FST between ~40Mb and 90Mb.
2.3.3 Candidate Loci under Selection
There was a mean of 14.7 FST Outlier Regions per chromosome, with the number of
windows ranging from 5 (chr D1, D2) to 35 (chr A1). The length of these windows varies in size
from 1-bp to 88,876 bp, with a mean of 7,835 bp. The mean smoothed FST and nucleotide
diversity were also calculated for individual FST Outlier Regions.
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Figure 9: FST Scores across the Chromosomes
(A) Manhattan plot of FST scores across all of the chromosomes with the dip along the XChromosome in FST clearly visible. (B) When data are presented as plotted for a single
chromosome, here the C2 chromosome, the high FST peaks are sparser than they appear in the
full genome Manhattan plot.
These high FST regions (n = 281) were intersected with the domestic cat GTF file,
resulting in 97 regions that contained 83 genes. There were several genes that were intersected
by two nearby FST Outlier Regions including ADAM10, AGBL1, CA2H3orf67, CREBBP,
DMD, GPR158, IGF2BP3, KALRN, LOC102899173, PTPRT, and ZNHIT6. The FST Outlier
Regions were then sorted using four different strategies: 1) the percentile of their mean FST, 2);
the magnitude of difference in nucleotide diversity between northwestern and southwestern
populations; 3) those with the lowest nucleotide diversity scores in each of the populations; and
4) on the adaptive relevance of the GO classification for the genes they harbor.
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2.3.3.1 FST Outlier Regions: Top Twenty based on Percentile
Outlier regions were selected based on identifying points in the 99.9th FST percentile, and
then creating ranges out of neighboring points as described in the methods. Because of additional
FST values between the outliers being included within the entire range, when the average FST was
recorded for the range, some ranges would be below the 99.9th percentile. Of the 281 FST Outlier
Regions of interest, 265 were greater than or equal to the 99.9th FST percentile for their
chromosome (Table 3). Of the other 16 FST Outlier Regions, they were in the 99.8th percentile,
due to their FST Outlier Region average lowering when taking the average across the range. Only
one of these intersected a gene, REV3L, a catalytic subcomponent of DNA polymerase zeta
involved with protecting DNA from damage (Xu and Li 2008).
Table 3: Genes in Top 0.01% of FST Outlier Regions
Chromosome Genes
A1

ACOT12, RNF6, MCTP1, ADAMTS19, FBXL21, LECT2, FBN2, CTNND2, GPC5, CRYL1,
LATS2, ARHGAP26, ADAMTS16, CCDC192, PIK3R1, FGF10

A2

TPK1, VWDE, IGF2BP3, UMAD1, RAPGEF5, SYNPR, CA2H3orf67, KLHL7, PTPRZ1, BCAP29

A3

PSMF1, PREPL, PTPRT, LOC109498497, TRMT61B, PIGF

B1

FGB, SMARCAD1, SH3D19, TBCK

B2

SLC35F1, TBC1D32, BAG2, ME1, ELOVL2, STX7

B3

ADAM10, UNC13C, AGBL1

B4

IPO8, SLC2A13, GPR158, CMAS, LOC102901584

C1

PIKFYVE, ZNHIT6, SGIP1

C2

ROBO2, ROBO1, PIK3R4, NAALADL2, KCNAB1, CD47, KALRN, DIP2A

D1

------

D2

RYR2

D3

DOK6, ARHGAP28, DCC

D4

TRPM3, SH3GL2, ZNF367, MOB3B, MAMDC2, FBXO10, TMEM2

E1

LOC102899173

E2

CNOT1

E3

CREBBP, NLRC3, AUTS2

F1

S100A8, RGS7

F2

CPQ, RALYL

X

DMD
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The top 20 FST Outlier Regions based on their FST percentile were selected as well (Table
4). Sixteen of the twenty are over 10kb in length, ranging in length from 10,093 to 40,122 bp.
The four regions under 10kb were from 1,558 to 9,453 bp long. Seven of the regions overall
directly intersect a gene, while others have a nearby gene down or upstream (Table 4). Two FST
Outlier Regions separated by 30 kb both intersect a lincRNA, ENSFCA00000043752.
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Stop Position
173,168,011
110,998,702
160,019,041
105,299,543
138,212,573
16,171,178
30,799,057
97,709,369
113,182,804
13,109,598
31,831,741
71,643,266
213,729,675
118,414,430
36,020,724
75,235,195
63,046,842
118,350,169
37,769,568
39,296,487

Range
12,984
22,343
12,313
14,048
12,283
10,093
11,058
15,444
9,453
12,860
23,311
1,558
15,734
33,171
12,081
13,372
26,774
40,122
8,571
5,011

Smoothed FST
Nucleotide Diversity θπ
Mean Percentile Points
North
South
0.357
99.993
55
0.0198
0.0203
0.332
99.992
33
0.0174
0.0177
0.320
99.990
45
0.0196
0.0182
0.299
99.989
34
0.0189
0.0219
0.289
99.987
45
0.0206
0.0193
0.340
99.987
61
0.0150
0.0184
0.319
99.986
44
0.0186
0.0171
0.325
99.985
56
0.0196
0.0170
0.321
99.984
48
0.0148
0.0174
0.292
99.984
38
0.0183
0.0194
0.313
99.983
67
0.0160
0.0170
0.310
99.983
4
----0.0225
0.327
99.981
58
0.0176
0.0200
0.356
99.981
76
0.0150
0.0169
0.268
99.981
16
0.0205
0.0200
0.355
99.981
55
0.0158
0.0180
0.303
99.980
104
0.0176
0.0163
0.348
99.979
132
0.0164
0.0171
0.306
99.978
26
0.0165
0.0157
0.283
99.978
28
0.0171
0.0143

Features that are within 50kb are also identified. 0

Chr Start Position
C1 173,155,027
X
110,976,359
A2 160,006,728
A3 105,285,495
A3 138,200,290
A1
16,161,085
C2
30,787,999
B4
97,693,925
B4 113,173,351
D4
13,096,738
C2
31,808,430
F1
71,641,708
A1 213,713,941
B1 118,381,259
E3
36,008,643
B1
75,221,823
B2
63,020,068
B1 118,310,047
C2
37,760,997
D4
39,291,476
P-value ≤ 0.01
ENSFCAG00000043752 (lincRNA)

FGB; →FGG; →FGG; ←PLRG1

→ATF7IP2(65kB); ←GRIN2A (80kB)

→LOC111556718; ←LOC111556893; ←PRLR
ENSFCAG00000043752 (lincRNA)

→S100A8; →S100A12;→LOC101087705; ←S100A9

ROBO2
→PTPRR; LOC109501977
←LOC11156154
TRPM3

RNF144A

TPK1
→SLC20A1; ←PGLR1B; ←TTL (60kB)

← FRZB
LOC111558874;←LOC109496604;←LOC109496605

Features

Table 4: FST Outlier Regions: Top Twenty Percentile

2.3.3.2 FST Outlier Regions: Top Nucleotide Diversity Difference
Overall, the northwestern population had mean nucleotide diversity of 0.019 and the
southwestern population of 0.020 as shown in Table 1. When comparing the difference in
nucleotide diversity between the northwestern and southwestern bobcats for each outlier region
of interest, there was a mean difference of 0.003, which is equal to or smaller than their standard
deviations. To identify FST Outlier Regions that also had the greatest difference in nucleotide
diversity, the absolute difference between the two populations was used to sort the FST Outlier
Regions, with the difference ranging from 0.005 to 0.018 in the top 20 (Table 5).
2.3.3.3 FST Outlier Regions: Lowest Nucleotide Diversity
Because high divergence between populations paired with low nucleotide diversity in one
of the populations is a signal of selection, the FST Outlier Regions with the lowest nucleotide
diversity were also sorted (Table 6). The average nucleotide diversity for the outlier regions with
the lowest nucleotide diversity in the northwestern population (Table 8) was 0.0127. For the
southwestern population (Table 9) it was 0.0138. The B4 region intersecting the GPR158 gene
was in the top ten lowest for both populations.
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Start Position

65,564,626
46,557,962
30,382,564
60,734,502
14,376,452
46,607,365
93,282,151
96,811,777
5,133,139
105,616,225
117,565,529
120,941,623
95,254,119
117,642,718
106,109,417
13,213,110

Chromosome

D1
E1
F2
F2
C2
E1
C2
A3
X
B4
C1
A1
X
B1
X
E3
P-value ≤ 0.01

65,585,926
46,558,594
30,386,304
60,737,902
14,377,372
46,612,711
93,284,156
96,812,815
5,135,360
105,616,901
117,568,361
120,942,476
95,260,540
117,644,335
106,111,603
13,213,681

Stop Position
21,300
632
3,740
3,400
920
5,346
2,005
1,038
2,221
676
2,832
853
6,421
1,617
2,186
571

0.299
0.287
0.265
0.297
0.271
0.297
0.278
0.267
0.277
0.262
0.271
0.260
0.278
0.285
0.279
0.258

99.85
99.92
99.87
99.96
99.92
99.96
99.94
99.94
99.93
99.90
99.91
99.91
99.93
99.91
99.93
99.93

Range Mean FST Percentile
690
23
29
49
7
82
16
18
8
4
25
2
9
4
11
8

Points
0.0157
0.0124
0.0122
0.0151
0.0110
0.0158
0.0254
0.0206
0.0230
0.0146
0.0132
0.0216
0.0195
0.0137
0.0170
0.0138

θπ NW
0.0334
0.0249
0.0215
0.0235
0.0183
0.0227
0.0187
0.0270
0.0173
0.0202
0.0186
0.0162
0.0248
0.0189
0.0221
0.0188

0.0177
0.0125
0.0093
0.0084
0.0073
0.0069
0.0067
0.0064
0.0057
0.0056
0.0054
0.0054
0.0053
0.0052
0.0051
0.0050

←LOC101097955
AUTS2

ARHGAP26

←OTOGL

LOC102899173; →EFCAB13
NAALADL2

→LOC111556324; ←LOC111562340

←STMN2

→LOC101094047; ←ENSFCAG00000022056; ←LOC101094538
LOC102899173

θπ SW θπ Difference Gene

Table 5: FST Outlier Regions: Top Nucleotide Diversity Difference
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Stop Position
100,660,870
107,021,434
111,584,315
44,743,870
64,955,329
23,891,120
39,296,487
55,475,494
72,566,603
110,970,612

Chromosome
B1
X
X
D4
A1
B4
D4
C1
C1
X
P-value ≤ 0.01

Start Position
100,659,332
107,010,951
111,582,115
44,742,712
64,953,749
23,885,883
39,291,476
55,474,658
72,563,222
110,964,792

Stop Position
14,377,372
30,386,304
46,558,594
42,110,301
37,476,912
50,406,855
117,568,361
115,847,838
64,955,329
87,389,875

Chromosome Start Position
C2
14,376,452
F2
30,382,564
E1
46,557,962
E2
42,105,542
E2
37,472,686
B2
50,406,134
C1
117,565,529
B2
115,846,375
A1
64,953,749
B2
87,384,758
P-value ≤ 0.01

Points
7
29
23
25
14
6
25
10
6
9

Points
15
14
5
5
6
22
28
3
8
8

Range Mean FST Percentile
920
0.271
99.92
3,740
0.265
99.87
632
0.287
99.92
4,759
0.259
99.93
4,226
0.263
99.95
721
0.260
99.91
2,832
0.271
99.91
1,463
0.262
99.92
1,580
0.265
99.93
5,117
0.261
99.92

Range Mean FST Percentile
1,538
0.294
99.93
10,483
0.279
99.93
2,200
0.289
99.96
1,158
0.263
99.92
1,580
0.265
99.93
5,237
0.275
99.95
5,011
0.283
99.98
836
0.272
99.91
3,381
0.274
99.92
5,820
0.275
99.91

0.0148
0.0138
0.0162
0.0137
0.0134
0.0159
0.0171
0.0182
0.0169
0.0177

0.0110
0.0134
0.0135
0.0138
0.0143
0.0143
0.0143
0.0145
0.0145
0.0145

SW

0.0183
0.0215
0.0249
0.0177
0.0175
0.0170
0.0186
0.0177
0.0143
0.0146

θπ NW θπ

0.0110
0.0122
0.0124
0.0130
0.0130
0.0130
0.0132
0.0134
0.0134
0.0135

LOC102900392
GPC5

CNOT1; →SETD6; →NDRG4
←DEFB114;→DEFB113

→LOC111556324;←LOC111562340
←STMN2
LOC102899173

0.0039
0.0004
0.0027
0.0000
0.0009
0.0016
0.0027
0.0037
0.0024
0.0031

SGIP1
ZNHIT6
←LOC111558874;←LOC109496604

LOC109496608
←LOC111557469;→LOC101081765
GPC5
GPR158

θπ Difference Gene

0.0073
0.0093
0.0125
0.0048
0.0045
0.0040
0.0054
0.0044
0.0009
0.0011

θπ NW θπ SW θπ Difference Gene

Table 6: FST Outlier Regions: Lowest Nucleotide Diversity NW

SW

NW
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Chromosome
B1
X
X
D4
A1
B4
D4
C1
C1
X
P-value ≤ 0.01

Start Position
100,659,332
107,010,951
111,582,115
44,742,712
64,953,749
23,885,883
39,291,476
55,474,658
72,563,222
110,964,792

Stop Position
100,660,870
107,021,434
111,584,315
44,743,870
64,955,329
23,891,120
39,296,487
55,475,494
72,566,603
110,970,612

Chromosome Start Position Stop Position
C2
14,376,452
14,377,372
F2
30,382,564 Table
30,386,304
7: FST
E1
46,557,962
46,558,594
E2
42,105,542
42,110,301
E2
37,472,686
37,476,912
B2
50,406,134
50,406,855
C1
117,565,529
117,568,361
B2
115,846,375
115,847,838
A1
64,953,749
64,955,329
B2
87,384,758
87,389,875
P-value ≤ 0.01

Range Mean FST Percentile
1,538
0.294
99.93
10,483
0.279
99.93
2,200
0.289
99.96
1,158
0.263
99.92
1,580
0.265
99.93
5,237
0.275
99.95
5,011
0.283
99.98
836
0.272
99.91
3,381
0.274
99.92
5,820
0.275
99.91
Points
15
14
5
5
6
22
28
3
8
8
0.0148
0.0138
0.0162
0.0137
0.0134
0.0159
0.0171
0.0182
0.0169
0.0177

SW

0.0110
0.0134
0.0135
0.0138
0.0143
0.0143
0.0143
0.0145
0.0145
0.0145

θπ NW θπ

LOC102900392
GPC5

CNOT1; →SETD6; →NDRG4
←DEFB114;→DEFB113

Gene
→LOC111556324;←LOC111562340
←STMN2
LOC102899173

0.0039
0.0004
0.0027
0.0000
0.0009
0.0016
0.0027
0.0037
0.0024
0.0031

SGIP1
ZNHIT6
←LOC111558874;←LOC109496604

LOC109496608
←LOC111557469;→LOC101081765
GPC5
GPR158

θπ Difference Gene

Range Mean FST Percentile
Points θπ NW θπ SW θπ Difference
920
0.271
99.92
7 0.0110 0.0183
0.0073
3,740
0.265
99.87
29
0.0122
0.0215
Outlier Regions: Lowest Nucleotide Diversity SW0.0093
632
0.287
99.92
23 0.0124 0.0249
0.0125
4,759
0.259
99.93
25 0.0130 0.0177
0.0048
4,226
0.263
99.95
14 0.0130 0.0175
0.0045
721
0.260
99.91
6 0.0130 0.0170
0.0040
2,832
0.271
99.91
25 0.0132 0.0186
0.0054
1,463
0.262
99.92
10 0.0134 0.0177
0.0044
1,580
0.265
99.93
6 0.0134 0.0143
0.0009
5,117
0.261
99.92
9 0.0135 0.0146
0.0011

SW

NW

2.3.3.4 FST Outlier Regions: Ontology Selection
When all genes are directly intersecting FST Outlier Region results, no results are
significant. While examining the full list without the corrections does not provide significant
representation results, it allows an assessment of the GO categories genes FST Outlier Regions
belong to. Fourteen of these categories were chosen and while these regions were not found to be
over-represented, FST Outlier Regions in these categories have the potential to be under selection
in one of the populations and should be investigated further.
Table 8: GO Biological Classes of Interest in FST Outlier Regions
F ST Outlier Regions: GO Class of Interest
GO biological process complete
Genes
growth hormone receptor signaling pathway (GO:0060396)
PIK3R1
→cellular response to growth hormone stimulus (GO:0071378)
PIK3R1
→response to growth hormone (GO:0060416)
PIK3R1
fatty acid elongation, polyunsaturated fatty acid (GO:0034626)
ELOVL2
→fatty acid elongation, unsaturated fatty acid (GO:0019368)
ELOVL2
→fatty acid elongation (GO:0030497)
ELOVL2
insulin-like growth factor receptor signaling pathway (GO:0048009) PIK3R1
fatty acid elongation, saturated fatty acid (GO:0019367)
ELOVL2
detection of temperature stimulus (GO:0016048)
TRPM3
receptor catabolic process (GO:0032801)
PIK3R4
very long-chain fatty acid biosynthetic process (GO:0042761)
ELOVL2
sensory perception of temperature stimulus (GO:0050951)
TRPM3
regulation of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase activity
PIK3R1, PIK3R4
→regulation of lipid kinase activity (GO:0043550)
PIK3R1, PIK3R4
→regulation of phospholipid metabolic process (GO:1903725)
PIK3R1, PIK3R4
cellular response to UV (GO:0034644)
CREBBP, PIK3R1
→cellular response to light stimulus (GO:0071482)
CREBBP, PIK3R1
→response to UV (GO:0009411)
CREBBP, PIK3R1
embryonic limb morphogenesis (GO:0030326)
TBC1D32, FBN2
→embryonic appendage morphogenesis
TBC1D32, FBN2
→appendage morphogenesis (GO:0035107)
TBC1D32, FBN2
→limb morphogenesis (GO:0035108)
TBC1D32, FBN2
S100A8, DCC, FGB, ROBO1, ROBO2, PIK3R4, TRPM3

response to external stimulus (GO:0009605)

S100A8, FGB, CREBBP, PIK3R1, PSMF1, AGBL1, CPQ, PTPRT,
KLHL7, RNF6, ADAM10, PTPRZ1, PREPL, PIGf, ADAMS19

protein metabolic process (GO:0019538)

S100A8, CNOT1, TPK1, FGB, CREBBP, PIK3R1, REV3L, PSMF1,
AGBL1, CPQ, PTPRT, KLHL7, RNF6, CRYL1, ADAMTS16, PIKFYVE,
PIK3R4, ACOT12, ELOVL2, FBXO10, ADAM10, PTPRZ1, PREPL,
PIGF, ADAMTS19, TMEM2, TRMT61B, ME1,

→metabolic process (GO:0008152)

S100A8, CNOT1, FGB, CREBBP, PIK3R1, REV3L, PSMF1, AGBL1,
CPQ, PTPRT, KLHL7, RNF6, ADAMTS16, PIK3R4, FBXO10,
ADAM10, PTPRZ1, PREPL, PIGF, ADAMTS19, TMEM2, TRMT61B
S100A8, CNOT1, FGB, CREBBP, PIK3R1, NLRC3, GPC5, RNF6,
KALRN, FBN2, ADAM10, FGF10, ARHGAP26, STX7

→macromolecule metabolic process (GO:0043170)
regulation of response to stimulus (GO:0048583)
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A shortened, more prioritized list was then analyzed for over-enrichment. When only the
genes within and nearby the top FST percentile (Table 4), highest divergence in nucleotide
diversity (Table 5), and lowest nucleotide diversity (Table 6; Table 7) were run using the Fisher
test and false discovery rate correction, several significant categories came up with the immune
response (Table 9). These categories were neutrophil aggregation, antimicrobial humoral
response, response to external stimulus, immune response, innate immune response, and defense
response. Within these categories, there are seven unique genes responsible for the over
representation: S100A8, S100A9, S100A12, FGB, ROBO2, DEFB113, and DEFB114.
Table 9: Gene Ontology of Candidate Loci Overrepresentation
GO biological process complete

PANTHER Overrepresentation Test: Candidate Loci
Fold Enrichment raw P-value
FDR Genes

neutrophil aggregation (GO:0070488)

> 100

0.0000160 0.0426 S100A8, S100A9

antimicrobial humoral response (GO:0019730)

60.14

0.0000220 0.0488 S100A9, S100A12, FGB
S100A8, S100A9, S100A12, FGB,
0.0000156 0.0519 ROBO2, DEFB113, DEFB114,
S100A8, S100A9, S100A12, FGB,
0.0000109 0.1460 DEFB113, DEFB114
S100A8, S100A9, DEFB113,
0.0000122 0.0808 DEFB114, FGB
S100A8, S100A9, S100A12, FGB,
0.0000130 0.0578 DEFB113, DEFB114

→response to external stimulus (GO:0009605)

5.84

→immune response (GO:0006955)

8.98

innate immune response (GO:0045087)

16.89

→defense response (GO:0006952)

8.73

2.3.3.5 FST Outlier Regions: Multiple Categories of Selection
In the previous section, FST Outlier Regions were further selected based on top twenty FST
score, lowest nucleotide diversity, or greatest magnitude in nucleotide diversity difference.
Several of the FST Outlier Regions ending up in more than one of these lists are summarized in
Table 8. The only FST Outlier Regions that had both lowest nucleotide diversity and one of the
top 20 FST was in Chromosome D4. One interesting pattern, is that 4 of the 5 FST Outlier Regions
with the greatest nucleotide diversity difference between the two populations also have the
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lowest nucleotide diversity for the northern population, suggesting that this is driven by selection
in the northern portion of the range (Table10).
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Mean FST
θπ NW
θπ SW θπ Difference Gene
Chromosome Start Position Stop Position
Range
Percentile
Method
C1
117,565,529 117,568,361
2,832
0.271
99.91
0.0132
0.0186
0.005
LND_NW; NDD
C2
14,376,452
14,377,372
920
0.271
99.92
0.0110
0.0183
0.007 →LOC111556324; ←LOC111562340 LND_NW; NDD
F2
30,382,564
30,386,304
3,740
0.265
99.87
0.0122
0.0215
0.009 ←STMN2
LND_NW; NDD
E1
46,607,365
46,612,711
5,346
0.287
99.92
0.0158
0.0227
0.007 LOC102899173; →EFCAB13
LND_NW; NDD
D4
39,291,476
39,296,487
5,011
0.283
99.98
0.0171
0.0143
0.003
FST; LND_SW
P-value ≤ 0.01
LND_NW = lowest nucleotide diversity, northwest population; LND_SW = the lowest nucleotide diversity, southwest population; NDD = greatest nucleotide diversity divergence.

Table 10: Comparison Across Methods

2.4 Discussion
In this study, whole genome pooled sequencing was used to explore local adaptation at a
genomic level between northwestern and southwestern bobcat populations in the western United
States. Pairwise-FST estimates for 6,143,312 variants were generated across the genome, making
this the largest bobcat genomic dataset to date. While previous microsatellite studies genotyped a
greater number of individuals, genome-wide data focus on vastly more markers within a
population (autosomal mean: 243 FST variants per 100kb) greatly expanding the number of
available loci that can be used to study bobcats. Due to their location spaced throughout the
entire genome, they provide an opportunity to study signatures of selection by comparing allele
frequency differences with the FST estimator. This section discusses the following aspects and
influences of this chapter in greater detail: 1) relation to previous studies, 2) overall population
demographics, 3) population sampling, 4) candidate genes, and 5) future directions.
2.4.1 Relation to Previous Studies
The only other genome-wide population study in the Lynx genus was on the Iberian lynx,
a habitat and prey specialist that has had numerous population bottlenecks and a highly
fragmented population distribution (Abascal, Corvelo et al. 2016). As expected, the genomewide FST scores between the two bobcat populations were lower than those between the Doñana
and Andújar Iberian lynx populations (FST = 0.22) (Abascal, Corvelo et al. 2016). Even though
the Iberian lynx populations are only »200 km apart and the two bobcat populations are
separated by more than 1,000 km, they still maintain greater connectivity. While scrutiny should
be taken when comparing FST scores across different studies and species, this illustrates the
difference between the two Lynx species. Bobcats have a large, panmictic population without
much disruption across their range within the western United States. This results in lower
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pairwise FST scores across populations greater distances apart because of the continued
connectivity and exchange of migrants.
When comparing to previous bobcat studies, previous microsatellite analysis showed that
within the western US, the populations in the south (NM, AZ) and north populations (ID, MT)
had low FST (< 0.05) (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012). The genome-wide mean for SNP
variants observed here was higher (autosomal average = 0.110; S.D. = 0.118). It should be noted
that FST estimates for microsatellite and SNP markers are not directly comparable due to the
differing evolution and mutation rates (Whitlock 2011), and previous studies have also found
higher differentiation using SNPs compared to microsatellite in other species (Coates, Sumerford
et al. 2009). It would be useful for future studies to estimate population structure using both
microsatellite and SNP markers so that they can be directly compared in bobcats. Similarly
PoPoolation bases its calculation off of combined ploidy in pooled sets (Tajima 1989, Kofler,
Orozco-terWengel et al. 2011), making it difficult to compare these values to previous studies in
the calculation of these statistics as well. Within this dataset, the mean nucleotide diversity was
relatively similar between the autosomes in the northwestern and southwestern populations,
respectively (NW: 0.019; SW: 0.020; S.D. 0.003). Similarly, PoPoolation bases its calculation
off of combined ploidy in pooled sets (Tajima 1989, Kofler, Orozco-terWengel et al. 2011),
making it difficult to compare these values to previous studies. Within this dataset, the mean
nucleotide diversity was relatively similar between the autosomes in the northwestern and
southwestern populations, respectively (NW: 0.019; SW: 0.020; S.D. 0.003). This is of interest
as well because the distribution of the samples representing the southwestern population was
much greater than the sample distribution of the northwestern population, suggesting that this did
not lead to differences in nucleotide diversity. These results are supported by previous studies, as
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it was found previously that bobcats did not have much differentiation in nucleotide diversity
levels latitudinally (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012).
2.4.2 Overall Population Demographics
The two subpopulations within the western United States were chosen because it was
previously shown this group was one genetic cluster (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012). This
large, contiguous range contains divergent ecosystems, habitats, and numerous other variables all
acting as selective pressures within this population. With great enough selective pressure, this
would outweigh the effect of migration, leading to local adaptation. As this greater population
has been previously shown to be one genetic cluster, outliers in allele frequencies are likely to be
due to these selective pressures rather than genetic drift. Because these two subpopulations cover
a large range they have numerous selective pressures, the exact selective pressure acting on a loci
is indeterminable and likely due to multiple effects. Therefore, the focus of this dissertation is on
the overall selective pressure of the northernmost part of the range compared to the southernmost
(see 2.4.4).
Another factor that could impact this study is the location of these subpopulations in
relation to the entire bobcat population in the western United States. It has been observed that
even within interbreeding populations, there is less diversity along the margins of a species range
compared to the center of it (Eckert, Samis et al. 2008). As both the southwestern and
northwestern populations are at the edge of the respective western United States population, it is
possible a decrease in nucleotide diversity could lead to divergence at these more marginal
populations. The likelihood to falsely identify regions under selection by chance also increases
when examining millions of markers across the genome (Rao and Gu 2001). Including additional
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populations within the center of the western population in future studies would enable for this
hypothesis to be tested.
2.4.3 Population Sampling
One of the parameters that needs to be considered when interpreting the results is the
population size and sequencing depth. There are nine bobcats in the northwestern population and
eight in the southwestern population, each individually sequenced at low coverage. However, the
genome approach used helps to address these two concerns. As this is a population-wide study,
pooling representative individuals makes up for individually low reads, as the individual
genotypes themselves are not used, rather the allele frequencies in the population estimated from
the reads. While the read per individual breakdown was comparable to other studies and
suggestions, it would have been beneficial to increase population size to around 20 individuals
per population (Ferretti, Ramos-Onsins et al. 2013). It is also important to note that each bobcat
was individually indexed before being pooled post-sequencing, ensuring even representation in
the reads, which is one of the main concerns with pooled population studies. The next steps
would be to resequence the FST Outlier Regions of interest in a larger population sample from a
broader geographic distribution.
Another potential influencing factor in this dataset is the range size of the northwestern
group in comparison to the southwestern group. While the southwestern population group spans
from southern California into western Texas, the northwestern population samples are limited to
western Montana and eastern Idaho. Because of this difference in range size, it is more difficult
to narrow down the selective factors affecting the southwestern population as it crosses different
habitat types, state boundaries, and varying levels of anthropogenic development. The overall
population area it derives from is also larger, while the narrower population size in the northern
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bobcats could result in more seemingly fixed loci and lower nucleotide diversity due to the
clustering of the population. However, as mentioned, this did not appear to inflate diversity in the
southern population. Therefore, although it is possible that the trend in a few of the FST Outlier
Regions is due to the difference in the sample’s range size, as significantly lower nucleotide
diversity is not seen on a genome-wide level for the northwestern population, it is more likely
this is not due to sampling, but due to other effects such as selection acting on those genomic
regions in the northwestern bobcats.
2.4.4 Candidate Genes
Four of the FST Outlier Regions had both the largest nucleotide diversity between
populations and the lowest nucleotide diversity within the northwestern population. This trend
was not seen for the southwestern population, and could be interpreted as due to the fact that
there is more selective pressure on the northwestern population relating to climate and
thermogenic conditions. This is also supported by the genes in these areas (Table 8). One of
these FST Outlier Regions is on the C2 chromosome, which has two predicted loci up- and
downstream of the region, LOC111556324, and LOC111562340, which are keratin-associated
protein 21-2-like and 21-1-like, respectively. The KRTAP family encodes keratin, a major
component of fur, and the diversification of this gene family plays a large role in the underlying
diversity of mammalian fur (Wu, Irwin et al. 2008), with bobcats having some of the most
variation of any felid. The E1 chromosome FST outlier region is nearby EFCAB13, which has a
potential role in adipocyte proliferation and has been found to affect subcutaneous fat levels in
cows raised for beef (Leal-Gutiérrez, Rezende et al. 2018). Increases in fur length, density, and
body fat are well-known physiological adaptations to harsh cold temperatures (Williams, Henry
et al. 2015). Lastly, near the F2 region is STMN2, which is involved in morphological
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development and osteogenesis (see below)(Chiellini, Grenningloh et al. 2008). Previous studies
have already found changes in bobcat body size related to changes in locality related to humidity
and temperature changes in line with James’ modification of Bergmann’s rule (Wigginton and
Dobson 1999). Therefore, not only is there genomic evidence of these regions being under
potential adaptation, they also relate to known physiological changes in northern populations.
Other species in the western United States also have selection on alleles associated with
environmental variables along a north-south gradient (e.g. the caribou Rangifer tarandus).
Only the one region in chromosome D4 had both one of the top 20 FST Outlier Regions
and at the same time one of the lowest nucleotide diversity scores. However, this region did not
have any nearby genes within 100 kb up- or downstream of the region. It is possible there are unannotated genes or functional elements within the region. Genetic drift can also lead to genetic
differentiation, where high FST would be caused by population substructure rather than selection.
However, this is less likely in a large, panmictic population, such as bobcats in the western
United States (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012).
An interesting finding is that when the FST Outlier Region list is narrowed down for
regions that only show up in the top twenty FST, largest nucleotide diversity difference, or lowest
nucleotide diversity for its population and are tested for GO enrichment, all of the genes that
come up overrepresented relate to immune function (Table 9). In other taxa, enrichment for
innate immune response and related processes was also observed between related populations,
including in the Norway rat (Rattus norvegicus) and Himalayan field rat (R. nitidus) (Teng,
Zhang et al. 2017). In a study involving a different group of rodents (Peromyscus leucopus), it
was found that while maintaining an immune response was not costly, there was a significant
energetic cost in mounting an immune response, which could reduce energy allocation to other
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physiological systems (Terry L. Derting and Stephen Compton 2003). Therefore, the selection
leading to differences in immune response of the bobcats could be due to different diseases and
parasites present in the northwestern and southwestern subpopulation, requiring a different
immune response. For example, parasites and many fungal diseases such as Valley Fever have a
presence only in southern states (Galgiani 1999).
Another way climate and seasonal pressures can affect bobcats is the temperature
gradient they are exposed to and interact with. One of the genes in the top 20 FST Outlier
Regions, TRPM3 is involved with the detection and the sensory perception of temperature
stimulus (GO:0016048; GO:0050951). Studies involving mice have shown those deficient in
TRPM3 had reduced avoidance of hot temperature zones showing a deficit in the detection of
noxious heat stimuli and furthermore resulted in a failure to develop heat hyperalgesia following
inflammation (Vriens, Owsianik et al. 2011). As the two bobcat populations are exposed to
different amounts of heat stimuli, it is possible there are modifications within the gene that
caused differences among the populations.
Related to this difference in climate between populations, northern bobcats have
seasonally changing energetic needs due to deep snowfall in winter. Bobcats in the northwestern
population either have to meet this increased metabolic demand through prey or through fat
stores (Newbury and Hodges 2019). It is also known that northern bobcats are on average
(Montana 12.7 kg (Newbury and Hodges 2019)), larger than their southern counterparts (Arizona
7.7 kg (Jones and Smith 1979)), likely related to this energetic need. Consistent with this, the FST
Outlier Regions were examined for genes related to lipids, fatty acids, growth hormone receptor
pathways, and insulin-like growth factors. Several candidate genes were identified, including the
already mentioned EFCAB13. PIK3R1 participates in the growth hormone receptor signaling
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pathway, response to growth hormone, regulation of phospholipid metabolic processes, the
regulation of response to a stimulus, protein metabolic processes, and lipid kinase activity
(Engelman, Luo et al. 2006, Kuo, Chen et al. 2017). Another gene in the FST outlier regions, was
ELOVL2, which is involved in multiple biological processes relating to fatty acid elongation,
fatty-acid biosynthesis, and metabolic processes (Jakobsson, Westerberg et al. 2006, Monroig,
Lopes-Marques et al. 2016). Among other genes related to metabolism, TPK1 is a cofactor for
enzymes of glycolytic and energy production pathways (Portela and Moreno 2006), and SGIP1 is
involved with energy homeostasis and fat mass (De Moor, Liu et al. 2009, Cummings, Shields et
al. 2012).
Body size differences can also relate to skeletal muscular changes between populations.
One of the FST Outlier Regions (Top Twenty nucleotide diversity) within the F2 chromosome is
downstream of STMN2, which is involved in microtubule dynamics and signal transduction with
a regulatory role in neuronal growth and osteogenesis (Chiellini, Grenningloh et al. 2008).
AUTS2 is in an E3 region and was identified in GoPanther for being involved with innate
vocalization, however, others have implicated it with neuronal development. One study found
null mutations result in undersized and receded jaws in fish (Beunders, Voorhoeve et al. 2013).
This is due to neuronal growth and development playing an important role in craniofacial
development (Trainor 2005). FBN2, another gene in an FST Outlier Region, is involved in the
integrity of structures for strength in limb movement (Miller, Neilan et al. 2010). Two additional
genes found in one of the prioritizing methods of the FST Outlier Regions is FRZB, which is
known to be involved in bone development (Enomoto-Iwamoto, Kitagaki et al. 2002), and GPC5
has been investigated in human GWAS studies for correlating with body height (Lango Allen,
Estrada et al. 2010). It is possible these are related to subtle morphological differences between
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the northern and southern populations, as it has already been shown bobcats have morphological
divergences across their range (Wigginton and Dobson 1999). This is of particular relevance to
overall body size; northern bobcats are known to introgress with the lynx and be larger than their
southern counterparts. Longer legs are one of the characteristic differences between the two
species, which help the Canada lynx traverse deeper snowfall.
Related to hot climates, two genes (CREBBP and PIK3R1) in the FST outlier have a GO
biological function related to UV light, and more interestingly, both are also involved in lipid
metabolism and resistance (Yamauchi, Oike et al. 2002, Thauvin-Robinet, Auclair et al. 2013).
CNOT1 which has one of the lowest nucleotide diversity scores for the northwestern
region is both involved in protein metabolic processes and promotes cell viability (Ito, Takahashi
et al. 2011). Similarly, both of these genes, along with ARHGAP26 (top nucleotide diversity
difference) and GPC5 (lowest nucleotide diversity score, NW, SW) are labeled as regulation of
response to a stimulus (GO:0048583). GPC5 is also a glypican, which is highly expressed during
development and believed to be involved with morphogenesis (Song and Filmus 2002).
Several other genes that were identified based on the FST outliers did not fit into a distinct
category. One such gene was GRIN2A which is believed to underlie certain types of learning
(Heinrich, Singh et al. 2002). Lastly, OTOGL is a gene expressed in the inner ear of vertebrates
with its highest expression being during the embryonic stage before reaching its lowest at
adulthood (Yariz, Duman et al. 2012). It should be noted that eight of the prioritized FST Outlier
Regions contained, or were near, uncharacterized loci highlighting the need for better functional
annotation.
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2.4.5 Future Directions
Exploring adaptations in large-range, panmictic species can answer questions about how
species adapt to local selective pressures. With the identification of potential loci that contribute
to adaptations related to northern versus southern populations, trends over time can also be
examined to explore response to environmental changes affecting these pressures, such as global
warming.
While candidate loci have been identified, more information is needed about the
prevalence and exact frequency of these differences within these populations. In addition, the
alleles within these genes need to be characterized. As this study was done with PoolSeq, it
would benefit greatly with an expansion of the dataset to include more samples sequenced at an
individual level. Two approaches could be taken to expand this study within just this western
population: 1) whole-genome sequencing of a greater number of individuals; and 2)
resequencing of candidate loci in a larger population throughout the United States. The first
expansion would eliminate pooling bias from the data. As in this study the individuals are
pooled, it cannot be completely discerned how evenly the reads for a particular allele were
divided within the population and it is possible an area was over represented. The second
method, however, would allow far greater number of individuals to be tested at specific
candidate loci. This would enable more robust estimates of allele frequency throughout the
population, and if there is a gradient change in frequencies it could be observed from the
northernmost to the southernmost part of the western US range.
Another question of interest is how these differences between the northwestern and
southwestern bobcat populations compare to the rest of the country and to their closely related
sister species, the Canada lynx. There is more differentiation in bobcat populations east to west
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across the US than north to south (Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012) , and it would be of interest
to see how many of these candidate loci show up in selection tests across the species full range.
Comparison to the Canada lynx would also provide information if any alleles in the candidate
genes are a result of introgression between the two species. The latter topic is explored in
Chapter 3.
Lastly, while the candidate genes identified in this study as potentially contributing to
local adaptation by FST Outlier Regions are promising, as many correlate with traits expected to
be under adaptation in the populations, it is important to examine the molecular mechanisms
through functional genomic assays to better understand adaptive phenotypes within the
organisms themselves.
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CHAPTER 3: Exploring Divergence between the Bobcat and Canada Lynx and Identifying
Convergent Adaptations to Northern Environments using Whole Genome Sequencing
3.1 Introduction
The Lynx genus includes medium-sized felids known for short bobbed tails and long ear
tufts, being named for their luminescent eyes. This lineage diverged around 7.2 Ma in the late
Miocene and consists of the Iberian lynx (L. pardinus), Eurasian lynx (L. lynx), the Canada lynx
(L. canadensis), and the bobcat (L. rufus) (Johnson, Eizirik et al. 2006). Two of these members
live in North America, the Canada lynx (referred to from here on as ‘lynx’ unless otherwise
noted) and bobcat, the latter of which is believed to have split from the rest of the Lynx around
1.61Ma (Johnson, Eizirik et al. 2006). There is growing evidence for both historic and recent
introgression between these taxa (Schwartz, Pilgrim et al. 2004, Homyack, Vashon et al. 2008,
Li, Davis et al. 2016, Prentice, Bowman et al. 2017). These inter-species matings produce fertile
female hybrids, which are able to backcross and recover full fertility in both sexes (Schwartz,
Pilgrim et al. 2004, C., O. et al. 2008, Homyack, Vashon et al. 2008, Trigo, Freitas et al. 2008,
Davis, Seabury et al. 2015). This is becoming a conservation concern because as bobcat range
moves northward, they can displace lynx by expanding their niche into more traditional lynx
habitat, out-competing the specialist for resources (Peers, Thornton et al. 2012).
The lynx is a habitat and prey specialist and thrives in colder areas with boreal forests and
abundant populations of snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus), their primary prey (Koehler,
Hornocker et al. 1979, Parker, Maxwell et al. 1983, Murray, Boutin et al. 1994). The felid is
adapted for this environment with larger snowshoe-like paws (Parker, Maxwell et al. 1983),
which it uses to move in deep snow, and escape competition from other sympatric predators
(Murray and Boutin 1991, O'Donoghue, Boutin et al. 1998). This is also beneficial in high
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latitudes with longer periods of snow cover so that individuals can maintain large home ranges,
which increase in size farther north and in resource poor areas (Washington: F: 39km2, M:
69km2; Manitoba: F:138km2, M: 221km2) (Carbyn and Patriquin 1983, Koehler 1990). In
southern parts of their range, lynx face a lack of suitable habitat, fluctuating prey densities, and
increased competition (Ruggiero, Aubry et al. 1999), reducing populations. Lynx are also
impacted by coyote populations and road density across their range, and in response to these
factors, tend to shift their populations north where both of these factors decrease (Boutin, A.
Moses et al. 2008). As a result, lynx are protected in the United States outside of Alaska (Vashon
2016).
In contrast, bobcats are a generalist and one of the most successful carnivores in North
America, ranging from south-central Mexico through most of the continental US into southern
Canada. This territory spans several unique ecoregions from North American deserts, to the
Great Plains, to the temperate forests of the eastern part of the country, in stark contrast to the
habitat specialist, the lynx. While bobcats were extirpated from some regions during the early
1900s due to anthropogenic activities and over harvesting (Larivière and Walton 1997), they
have recolonized most of these areas, including the Midwest (Roberts and Crimmins 2010). Part
of their success is attributed to their ability to maintain high connectivity in these changing
landscapes across the country (Šálek, Drahníková et al. 2015, Janecka, E. Tewes et al. 2016).
Bobcats prefer rabbits and other lagomorphs, however in the southwest they rely more heavily
on various rodents, primarily the cotton rats (Sigmodon hispidus) and wood rats (Neotoma
floridana) (Beasom and Moore 1977, Jones and Smith 1979), and also supplement their diet with
birds, reptiles, and amphibians (Hass 2009). While deer are consumed in all parts of their range,
they make up a greater proportion of their diet in both the northwest (Newbury and Hodges
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2019) and northeast, especially in winter (Fox 1990). This ability to adapt to disrupted habitats
and adjust their diet attests to their nature as a successful generalist.
Despite the close evolutionary relationship of the lynx and bobcat, they have unique
behavioral, morphological, and ecological differences; thus, they are of particular interest for
understanding the underlying genomics of adaptation between a specialist and generalist species.
Felids have been an interesting subject for genome studies due to a recent and rapid
diversification, with frequent hybridization (Li, Davis et al. 2016). Microsatellite panels have
been developed to identify lynx-bobcat hybrids where their territory overlaps (Schwartz, Pilgrim
et al. 2004), however, there have been limited studies of the genome-wide differences between
the two species. Better understanding of their genome divergence will provide insights into
genetic mechanisms that has led to their phenotypic differences and unique adaptations. In
addition, it will help enable the development of a SNP panel in the future to better characterize
their hybridization zone and identify regions of their genome that have higher levels of
introgression. This is of particular interest, especially if bobcats move north in response to
climate change and other anthropogenic effects, causing an increase in territory overlap (Peers,
Thornton et al. 2012, Koen, Bowman et al. 2014).
However, not all bobcat populations are as equally likely to hybridize with the lynx.
Bobcats in the southern portion of their range are unlikely to encounter lynx. It is also possible
that introgression from hybridization events in the past could have benefitted the northern
bobcats by introducing of adaptive alleles from the lynx that are beneficial in cold, northern
ecosystems. Adaptive introgression has been identified in other closely related mammalian
species (Rattus norvegicus and R. nitidus; Lepus granatensis and L. timidus) (Teng, Zhang et al.
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2017, Seixas, Boursot et al. 2018) and therefore it is of interest to determine its occurrence
among felids.
With the development of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) and newer genomic
methods, these questions can be addressed at a level that is not cost prohibitive to wildlife
studies. Low-coverage genome-wide PoolSeq (Ferretti, Ramos-Onsins et al. 2013) enables
sequencing of pooled libraries at a reduced cost. These pooled libraries are aligned to a reference
genome and genome-wide FST and nucleotide diversity is estimated across chromosomes. Outlier
chromosomal regions of high divergence and low nucleotide diversity potentially harbor
adaptive loci as the pattern of high differentiation and low diversity are characteristic of positive
selective sweeps (Nielsen, Williamson et al. 2005). The development of these approaches has
enabled powerful and effective analyses of wildlife.
This study examines the genomic variation between two closely related species, the
generalist bobcat and specialist Canada lynx. It aims to explore overall patterns in variation and
identify divergent loci in northern and southern bobcat populations in comparison with the
Canada lynx using low coverage PoolSeq data by examining outliers in nucleotide diversity and
FST. The specific objectives were to (i) estimate the overall genomic diversity of the Canada lynx
in comparison to the bobcat; (ii) characterize the differentiation between the two species using
whole genome data; (iii) identify potential adaptive regions that led to the divergence between
the two species using outliers FST and nucleotide diversity estimates; and (iv) identify potential
adaptive regions related to northern adaptation in both species that may be the result of
introgression.
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3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Samples and DNA Library Construction
Bobcat tissue samples (muscle, skin) were obtained from researchers, hunters, and state
wildlife agencies from two areas: (i) the northern Rockies (Idaho, Montana; N=9); and (ii) the
southwestern desert (W. Texas, AZ, NM, S. California; N=8) (Figure 6). Canada lynx samples
(N=3) were from the Northwest Territories in Canada and Alaska. Permits are not required for
samples collected in Texas from hunters and fur trappers (Source: West Texas A&M University)
and those acquired from museums (Source: Museum of Southwestern Biology, California
Academy of Sciences, Museum of the North). Montana bobcats were acquired through Dr.
Roberta Newbury. These bobcat samples were originally collected as a part of her dissertational
work through permits obtained from the Montana State Dish, Wildlife, and Parks (#’s 2009-59,
2011-003) and the University of British Columbia’s Animal Care Committee (A07-0676-R001).
All tissue samples were extracted using the Puregene (Qiagen; Germantown, MD) kit with the
additional RNase A treatment. The DNA was examined on an agarose gel to ensure high DNA
quality and sample concentrations were estimated with a NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA). Individually barcoded libraries were prepared with the TruSeq kit (Illumina; San
Diego, CA). Samples were sequenced using the high-output 300-cycle kit on the Illumina
NextSeq500 (Illumina; San Diego, CA).
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Lynx

NW

SW

Figure 10: Sample Map of Bobcats and Canada Lynx
Sample locations for the southwest and northwest bobcats as well as for the Canada lynx. Square
shaped samples represent those with unspecified exact locations from W. Texas.
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Table 11: Sample Locations of Bobcat and Lynx
Sample
133TX

Sex
U

Population
SW

State
TX

Exact Location
NA

Source
Imogene Davis (West Texas
A&M University) & Jim
Vaught

MSBB6

M

SW

NM

Torrance County: 4.6 mi.
South Clines Corners on US
Hwy 285, mile marker 244

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

MSBB7

U

SW

NM

Grant County

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

134TX

U

SW

TX

NA

Imogene Davis (West Texas
A&M University) & Jim
Vaught

CAS2

M

SW

CA

Contra Costa County

MSBB2

F

SW

AZ

Pima County, Along AZ
Highway 77 near Tucson

California Academy of
Sciences
Museum of Southwestern
Biology

MSBB3

U

SW

NM

Bernalillo County: Cedar
Crest, 29 Casa Loma Drive

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

MSBB4

F

SW

NM

Lea County

Museum of Southwestern
Biology

M2MT

M

NW

MT

Little Bitterroot Lake

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M3MT

M

NW

MT

T32N R27W S27

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M5MT

M

NW

MT

Alder Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M9MT

M

NW

MT

Pinkham Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

M19MT

M

NW

MT

Deep Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F11MT

F

NW

MT

Little Meadow Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F13MT

F

NW

MT

Point of Rocks

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F15MT

F

NW

MT

W. Fortine Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

MSBB1

F

NW

ID

15 mi. w American Falls

MSBL1

F

Lynx

Canada

UAM2

F

Lynx

Canada

UAM4

F

Lynx

AK

Northwest Territories:
Vermillion Creek
Norman Wells, Northwest
Territories
(65.28333333/.126.833333)
Salchaket Slough, Game
Management Unit 20A
(64.73333/-147.9)

Museum of Southwestern
Biology
Museum of Southwestern
Biology
University of Alaska-Museum
of the North
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University of Alaska-Museum
of the North

3.2.2 Post-run Processing and Read Mapping
CLC Genomics was used to quality trim reads based on a CLC quality score of 0.03.
During this trimming process, CLC Genomics converts the quality score (Q) to an error
"

probability (Perror = 10#$%), where every base receives a new score (Limit – Perror). A running sum
of these values is calculated, and reads trimmed starting at the last value before the highest score,
with a read removed completely if it never makes it above zero. After trimming, FASTQ files for
each population were concatenated to create two pooled populations. BWA-MEM was used to
map reads to the domestic cat reference (FCA version 9; AANG00000000.4) and mpileup to
create synchronized files.
3.2.3 Diversity Estimates
PoPoolation2 (Kofler, Pandey et al. 2011) was used to generate allele frequencies and
calculate pairwise FST on SNPs (Minimum coverage = 5; Minimum count = 3; Pool size = 8)
based on the classic method (Baer 1989). PoPoolation was used to calculate nucleotide diversity
(θπ)(Tajima 1989), across 10kb sliding windows (2kb step size) for all three populations
(Minimum coverage = 3; Minimum covered fraction =0.6).
3.2.4 Species Level Divergence and Candidate Loci for Adaptation
Several different methods were used to analyze species divergence (via FST) including
examining single variant deviations from chromosomal averages and selecting sliding window
averages as described above. Sliding windows with a fixed FST of 1, with a minimum of ten
SNPs, were selected for lynx-north (i.e. lynx versus northern bobcats) and lynx-south (i.e. lynx
versus southern bobcats) comparisons to identify highly divergent regions. Windows with the
lowest nucleotide diversity for each population were identified as well, in order to explore the
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most monomorphic regions in each genome. Variants that were within coding (i.e. CDS) regions
were also selected when the lynx were fixed for the same alleles as both bobcat populations.
Lastly, genes within outlier windows with FST estimates that were two standard deviations above
the mean for both lynx-north and lynx-south comparisons, while at the same time being one
standard deviation below the lynx nucleotide diversity were also selected.
3.2.5 Candidate Introgressed Adaptive Loci
To identify candidate loci for northern adaptation that potentially were the result of
introgression, FST values between the northern bobcat and lynx were compared to those between
northern and southern bobcat populations. Variants that were fixed between the lynx and
southern bobcats (FST = 1) and had either an FST of 0, or less than 0.1 (minimal differentiation)
between the northern bobcat and lynx were selected. Criteria were then increased to only include
variants within CDS regions. Sliding windows were also used to examine potentially
introgressed loci using the following criteria: (1) FST was two standard deviations above the
mean for lynx-south, (2) lynx nucleotide diversity was one standard deviation below the mean,
and (3) FST was one standard deviation above the mean for north-south. The first two criteria
would identify loci that were divergent between the lynx and southern bobcats, but conserved in
the lynx. The third criteria was added to then also identify locations where northern bobcats were
also divergent from the southern bobcats to help identify candidate loci for northern adaptation.
As these loci would be more divergent between the lynx and southern bobcats, but fixed within
the lynx, it would be possible these were acquired in the northern bobcats through introgression.
As these sliding windows are larger regions, there was not a strict filter on low FST between the
lynx and northern bobcats as some differentiation might be expected still over these larger spans
of the genome and due to the great distance between the two populations. It should be noted that
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in all these regions, however, that the pairwise FST is lower in the northern bobcat-lynx
comparison than it is with the southern bobcat-lynx.
Lastly, as FST represents populations from genetically identical to genetically divergent
on a 0 to 1 distribution, changes in score frequencies among FST estimates were examined to
determine whether bobcat populations had an increase on either side of the metric. Scores were
binned to represent minimally divergent (<0.10), highly divergent (>0.90), and a gradient in
between (0.1-0.25, 0.25-0.5, 0.5-0.75, 0.75-0.9). Changes in the frequencies of estimates in each
of these bins were then compared to see which population had an excess of FST scores in
particular categories (i.e. highly divergent or minimally divergent FST scores).
3.2.6 Significance Testing
To test if it was simply the random rearrangement of SNPs that resulted in outlier
regions, data was shuffled and resampled to generate additional data sets. Data was reordered in
R using the sample function for each pairwise population, keeping the overall architecture the
same. Windows of 10,000bp were then taken across the chromosome This was repeated for 10
iterations. The p-value was calculated for the mean of those outlier region’s means over the test
variable.
For nucleotide diversity, because the data exists only in sliding windows, the p-values
were calculated differently. Windows were randomly sampled (X= 5,000; Autosomes = 10,000)
and the average taken for 10,000 permutations.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Genome Sequence
A pool of lynx (N=3) was sequenced on the NextSeq500 along with two separate bobcat
populations: one from the northern Rocky Mountains (N=9) and another from the southwestern
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desert region (N = 8). Following read trimming and the removal of low-quality bases, a dataset
with a total of 454,941,909 reads for the bobcats. Within the northern population there was
202,242,302 total reads with 22,471,367 per individual while the southern bobcat population had
236,534,763 reads with an average of 29,566,845 per individual. The lynx population had
105,268,463 total reads with an average of 35,089,488 per individual. All three populations had a
mean read length of 150.5 bp. The northwestern population resulted in 92% of the genome
sequenced with an average coverage depth of 6.61 (range = 1-19, S.D. = 4.92), and the
southwestern population had 94% of the genome sequenced with a coverage of 9.93 (range = 125, S.D. = 6.79). The lynx had 89% of the genome sequenced with an average coverage of 4.70
(range 1-14, S.D. = 3.55).
3.3.2 Genetic Variation and Diversity
3.3.2.1 Nucleotide Diversity
PoPoolation was used to calculate nucleotide diversity (θπ) across 10,000 bp sliding
windows with a 2,000 bp step size for all three populations. Of these, the sliding windows for the
lynx population on average had 60% coverage, the northern bobcats had 72%, and the southern
bobcats windows had 85% coverage, with a window needing at least 60% coverage to calculate
nucleotide diversity. When examining the autosomal chromosomes, the average nucleotide
diversity increased from the lynx to the northwestern bobcats to the southwestern bobcats,
however, this was not significant (Table 12). The lynx had a mean nucleotide diversity of 0.0188
(S.D. = 0.0029) for the autosomal chromosomes and a mean of 0.0192 (S.D. = 0.0034) for the X
chromosome. The northern bobcats had a nucleotide diversity of 0.0190 (S.D. = 0.0027) for the
autosomal chromosomes and an average of 0.0183 (S.D. = 0.0036) for the X chromosome. The
southern bobcats had a nucleotide diversity of 0.0201 (S.D. = 0.0031) for the autosomal
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chromosomes and 0.0196 (S.D. = 0.0039) for the X chromosome. There was a non-significant
trend that while the lynx had higher nucleotide diversity in the X versus autosomal
chromosomes, the opposite was true for both bobcat populations.
Table 12: Nucleotide Diversity Across Populations
Nucleotide Diversity
Autosomes
X Chromosome
Mean
S.D.
Mean
S.D.
Lynx
0.0188
0.0029
0.0192
0.0034
Northwest
0.0190
0.0027
0.0183
0.0036
Southwest
0.0201
0.0031
0.0196
0.0039

3.3.2.1.1 Sliding Windows: Nucleotide Diversity
Sliding windows were compiled using PoPoolation1 to calculate nucleotide diversity over
10,000 bp windows with a 2,000 bp step size. There were 602 windows of interest two standard
deviations below the mean which represent reduced levels of diversity within the lynx. The
lowest scores of nucleotide diversity were selected for each group. Compared to the permutated
means of the data from randomly selected windows, this resulted in a p-value of 0 for all
windows across the populations.
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Table 13: Windows of Lowest Nucleotide Diversity for the Lynx
Chr

Start

Stop

Nucleotide
Diversity

B1
B1
B1
A1
A1
B1
B1
B2
A3
A3
A3
B1
B1
C1
C1
X
B1
B1
D3

90,994,000
90,996,000
90,998,000
58,308,000
58,306,000
118,632,000
118,634,000
107,690,000
100,586,000
7,540,000
7,542,000
154,888,000
59,928,000
89,594,000
89,596,000
110,328,000
59,930,000
179,644,000
87,388,000

91,004,000
91,006,000
91,008,000
58,318,000
58,316,000
118,642,000
118,644,000
107,700,000
100,596,000
7,550,000
7,552,000
154,898,000
59,938,000
89,604,000
89,606,000
110,338,000
59,940,000
179,654,000
87,398,000

0.0103
0.0106
0.0111
0.0107
0.0113
0.0109
0.0109
0.0110
0.0111
0.0112
0.0112
0.0113
0.0113
0.0115
0.0116
0.0115
0.0115
0.0116
0.0116

A2

130,156,000

130,166,000

0.0116

Features

→LOC101101383 ; LOC109499360
→LOC111560117 ; ENSFCAG00000043530
→GIMD1 ; AIMP1 ; ←TBCK
DSE ; ←CALHM6 ; ←LOC109499856

→ENSFCAG00000037604 ; ←LOC109497912 (54kb)

→ENOX2 ; ARHGAP36
←LOC101096231

→LOC111557442 ; ENSFCAG00000043435
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Table 14: Windows of Lowest Nucleotide Diversity for the Northern Bobcat

Chr

Start

Stop

Nucleotide
Diversity

Features

X

62,346,000

62,356,000

0.0104

CHIC1 ; ENSFCAG00000022629

X

79,154,000

79,164,000

0.0110

DIAPH2 ; ←LOC111558813

C1

153,112,000

153,122,000

0.0113

TANK

C1

39,812,000

39,822,000

0.0116

AGBL4

C1

39,814,000

39,824,000

0.0119

E3

16,074,000

16,084,000

0.0117

A1

156,740,000

156,750,000

0.0117

A2

130,160,000

130,170,000

0.0117

→LOC111557442 ; ENSFCAG00000043435

A1

33,680,000

33,690,000

0.0118

→LOC101094319

A2

99,560,000

99,570,000

0.0118

CASD1

C2

136,824,000

136,834,000

0.0119

TBC1D5

F2

60,910,000

60,920,000

0.0120

F2

37,084,000

37,094,000

0.0120

CNBD1

C2

27,682,000

27,692,000

0.0121

LOC102900968 ; ←LOC109491640

B1

96,230,000

96,240,000

0.0121

→LOC111560296

B1

96,232,000

96,242,000

0.0122

D2

22,958,000

22,968,000

0.0121

D2

22,954,000

22,964,000

0.0122

C1

199,494,000

199,504,000

0.0122

SPAG16

B2

45,996,000

46,006,000

0.0122

→LOC111560465 ; SUPT3H ; RUNX2
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→LOC101084759 ; →CRCP ; ←ASL ;
←LOC111558306 ; ←GUSB ; ←VKORC1L1

PHYHIPL

Table 15: Windows of Lowest Nucleotide Diversity for the Southern Bobcat

Chr
X
X
X
B2
X
X
F2
F2
F2
C2
C2
A2
A2
B3
B4
C1
C1
C2
C2
F2

Start
65,376,000
69,414,000
69,412,000
62,028,000
74,114,000
79,028,000
61,070,000
61,068,000
61,066,000
38,190,000
38,188,000
87,106,000
87,104,000
115,136,000
34,156,000
67,102,000
196,824,000
47,090,000
38,170,000
61,064,000

Stop
65,386,000
69,424,000
69,422,000
62,038,000
74,124,000
79,038,000
61,080,000
61,078,000
61,076,000
38,200,000
38,198,000
87,116,000
87,114,000
115,146,000
34,166,000
67,112,000
196,834,000
47,100,000
38,180,000
61,074,000

Nucleotide
Diversity
0.0117
0.0118
0.0118
0.0118
0.0118
0.0119
0.0119
0.0121
0.0121
0.0120
0.0120
0.0121
0.0122
0.0121
0.0122
0.0122
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123
0.0123

Features
ATRX

LOC101082908
DACH2
→LOC111558778 ; DIAPH2 ; ←LOC111558899

→LOC109503392 ; CADM2

GPHN
←USP18
→ENSFCAG00000046403
←RF00001
SUPT3H

3.3.2.2 FST
PoPoolation2 was used to generate 7,374,896 FST estimates between the bobcat and lynx
populations with a mean of 284 variants per 100 kb (Table 16). The density of variants was
lowest on the E3 chromosome (144 per 100 kb) and highest on the A1 chromosome (380 per 100
kb).
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Table 16: Pairwise-FST Variants Throughout the Genome

Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X
Whole Genome

Length
242,100,913
171,471,747
143,202,405
208,212,889
155,302,638
149,751,809
144,528,695
222,790,142
161,193,150
117,648,028
90,186,660
96,884,206
96,521,652
63,494,689
64,340,295
44,648,284
71,664,243
85,752,456
130,557,009
2,460,251,910

Variants
920,237
519,806
381,141
814,890
517,662
431,405
458,002
644,095
556,827
345,408
220,599
244,533
257,389
128,944
136,779
64,149
191,238
275,741
266,051
7,374,896

Variants /
100kB
380
303
266
391
333
288
317
289
345
294
245
252
267
203
213
144
267
322
204
300

When examining data between the three pairwise population estimates, as expected the
lynx-bobcats had more points at fixation than the bobcat-bobcat comparisons. The lynx-north
bobcat mean FST was 0.449 (S.D. = 0.409), the lynx-south bobcat had a mean FST of 0.455 (S.D.
= 0.455), and the north-south bobcats had an FST of 0.063 (S.D. = 0.063) for the autosomal
chromosomes (Table 17). Overall the X chromosome was one of the chromosomes with the
lowest overall FST values. The lynx had a mean FST of 0.385 (S.D. = 0.414) with the north
bobcats, and 0.384 (S.D. = 0.405) with the south bobcats. The two bobcats had a mean FST of
0.057 (S.D. = 0.086) for the X chromosomes.
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Table 17: Average Chromosomal FST

Lynx-North

Lynx-South

North-South

chr

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

A1

0.446

0.414

0.451

0.405

0.059

0.088

A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

0.440
0.431
0.469
0.463
0.459
0.447
0.475
0.482
0.443
0.464
0.456
0.468
0.371
0.419
0.411
0.463
0.473
0.385

0.413
0.410
0.411
0.411
0.413
0.410
0.415
0.411
0.407
0.409
0.409
0.411
0.392
0.402
0.399
0.409
0.409
0.414

0.446
0.437
0.475
0.469
0.465
0.453
0.481
0.488
0.451
0.470
0.462
0.475
0.378
0.425
0.417
0.470
0.479
0.384

0.404
0.401
0.402
0.402
0.405
0.401
0.405
0.402
0.398
0.399
0.400
0.402
0.383
0.394
0.392
0.399
0.399
0.405

0.061
0.060
0.064
0.064
0.062
0.063
0.062
0.063
0.064
0.066
0.064
0.063
0.057
0.063
0.065
0.064
0.064
0.057

0.090
0.089
0.093
0.092
0.091
0.092
0.090
0.091
0.092
0.096
0.093
0.091
0.088
0.089
0.092
0.092
0.093
0.086

The large standard deviation of the dataset is due to the non-normal distribution of FST
markers across the genome in pairwise comparisons between the bobcat and lynx. As can be
shown in Figure 11 there is a strong bimodal distribution in FST between species. Bimodal
distributions point to two independent datasets: one class of loci with alleles polymorphic at the
genus level and the second with alleles divergent between the two species. This bimodal
distribution of pairwise-FST for lynx-bobcat comparisons results in the mean between species to
be close to 0.5 (Table 17), with the points either being clustered close to zero for those which
have little differentiation, or at 1 indicating for species-level divergence. There are 2,225,141 FST
variants ≥ 0.9 between the lynx and northern bobcats, but only 1,055 between the northern and
southern bobcats. In contrast, there are 2,263,789 variants < 0.1 in the northern bobcats and lynx,
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and 5,795,705 between the northern and southern bobcats. Overall, a larger fraction of FST
variants between species is close to 1, compared to the majority being low within bobcats (< 0.1)
This can be seen in the density plots (Figure 11), as the lynx-northern FST has a bimodal
distribution, whereas in the northern-southern bobcats it is concentrated near zero with a
logarithmic distribution. This is a consequence of interspecific versus intraspecific comparisons.
As a consequence, the standard deviations in FST is highly variable for the lynx-bobcat estimates.

Figure 11: FST Density
This figure shows the density of FST markers in pairwise comparisons between the Canada lynx
and northern bobcat (top) and the northern versus southern bobcats (bottom). Notice how the
mean for the Canada lynx-bobcat comparison is close to 0.50 due to the bimodal distribution. In
comparison, the northern-southern bobcat comparison is clustered close to zero with a sharp drop
off and long tail as the populations are within the same species and have low levels of fixed
differences.
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To characterize the variation on FST values for the two different classes of loci in the lynx-bobcat
comparison, the dataset was divided from FST = 0.0 to 0.5 and 0.5 to 1.0 (Table 18). The
resulting means are more representative and the standard deviations drop to ¼ their original
value, becoming more consistent with the results found within bobcats.
Table 18: Bimodal Averages for Species Level Pairwise FST
Lynx-South

A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

Low
mean
0.141
0.140
0.140
0.153
0.152
0.146
0.148
0.151
0.157
0.151
0.155
0.152
0.153
0.135
0.145
0.145
0.156
0.159
0.110

S.D.
0.123
0.122
0.120
0.124
0.124
0.122
0.124
0.122
0.124
0.124
0.125
0.125
0.123
0.114
0.121
0.124
0.125
0.125
0.109

High
mean
0.925
0.925
0.925
0.923
0.923
0.926
0.922
0.928
0.924
0.919
0.919
0.922
0.924
0.916
0.917
0.915
0.921
0.921
0.929

Lynx-North
S.D.
0.136
0.137
0.137
0.138
0.138
0.136
0.139
0.134
0.137
0.142
0.142
0.140
0.138
0.145
0.144
0.146
0.141
0.140
0.133

Low
mean
0.126
0.126
0.125
0.137
0.136
0.132
0.133
0.135
0.142
0.135
0.139
0.138
0.138
0.120
0.132
0.132
0.140
0.142
0.100

S.D.
0.126
0.124
0.122
0.128
0.127
0.125
0.127
0.126
0.128
0.127
0.130
0.128
0.127
0.116
0.124
0.125
0.128
0.129
0.109

High
mean
0.926
0.925
0.925
0.923
0.923
0.927
0.923
0.929
0.925
0.920
0.920
0.923
0.925
0.919
0.918
0.915
0.922
0.922
0.939

S.D.
0.138
0.139
0.139
0.140
0.140
0.137
0.141
0.136
0.139
0.143
0.143
0.141
0.139
0.144
0.145
0.148
0.142
0.141
0.127

3.3.3 Divergence Between the Bobcat and Canada Lynx
An FST score of 1 indicates that a variant is fixed for different alleles between
populations. As populations become divergent, it is expected that the overall pairwise-FST score
would be higher due to the accumulation of fixed points. This is reflected in the significantly
higher pairwise-FST between the lynx and bobcats, as seen previously. To identify the most
divergent genomic regions between the bobcat and Canada lynx, two different methods were
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used. First, sliding window averages were calculated to identify outliers with high FST estimates,
which would represent regions of the genome divergent between the two species. Second,
variants with fixed alternated alleles were identified between the two species, both throughout
the genome and within coding regions.
3.3.3.1 Sliding Windows: FST
To identify regions of interest, including both those under possible positive divergent
selection, FST estimates were condensed into 10,000bp sliding windows (step size = 2,000). The
average pairwise-FST (lynx-north) of a sliding window was 0.508 (S.D. = 0.184) for the
autosomal chromosomes, compared to the whole genome mean of 0.449 (S.D. = 0.409). For the
X chromosome, the sliding window average was 0.530 (S.D = 0.261) while the overall was
0.385 (S.D. = 0.414). For the lynx-south comparison, the average sliding window FST was 0.514
(S.D. = 0.181) compared to the overall chromosomal mean of 0.455 (S.D. = 0.400). The X
chromosome had an average sliding window of 0.526 (S.D. = 0.255) compared to the overall
average of 0.384 (S.D = 0.405).
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Table 19: Average Sliding Window FST Scores Across Chromosomes
Lynx:North

Lynx:South

North:South

Chr Mean S.D

Mean

S.D

Mean S.D

A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

0.510
0.510
0.509
0.515
0.513
0.518
0.512
0.523
0.526
0.514
0.521
0.520
0.527
0.490
0.503
0.504
0.518
0.525
0.526

0.166
0.183
0.187
0.151
0.162
0.178
0.171
0.174
0.154
0.186
0.183
0.187
0.179
0.222
0.216
0.223
0.182
0.158
0.255

0.065
0.069
0.069
0.068
0.069
0.069
0.070
0.068
0.068
0.070
0.073
0.070
0.070
0.076
0.071
0.076
0.071
0.070
0.064

0.505
0.504
0.503
0.509
0.506
0.512
0.506
0.516
0.519
0.507
0.515
0.514
0.522
0.485
0.498
0.497
0.511
0.518
0.530

0.168
0.186
0.191
0.153
0.164
0.181
0.174
0.177
0.156
0.189
0.187
0.190
0.182
0.225
0.221
0.228
0.185
0.160
0.261

0.032
0.040
0.044
0.031
0.035
0.040
0.038
0.040
0.033
0.042
0.045
0.044
0.041
0.056
0.050
0.056
0.041
0.036
0.048

Var/10kb
Mean

S.D

38
30
27
39
33
29
32
29
35
29
24
25
27
20
21
14
27
32
20

34
39
49
30
27
31
41
25
26
43
32
37
34
57
34
23
28
32
27

In total, 73 sliding windows were fixed at FST = 1 (minimum markers = 10) between the
lynx-north populations and 43 were fixed between the lynx-south populations with 14 being
fixed between both (Table 20). This includes 10,000 bp regions of chromosomes that contain
only fixed (FST =1) variants between lynx and bobcat populations and population-level
differences in bobcats (intraspecific FST = 0 for window).
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Table 20: Top Fixed Windows (FST = 1) for Lynx-Bobcat
Lynx:
North

Lynx:
South

North:
South

Chr Start

Stop

Variants

Features

C2

7,352,000

7,362,000

1

1

0

11 →ERG ; ←KCNJ15

C2

7,354,000

7,364,000

1

1

0

11

C2

156,000,000 156,010,000

1

1

0

D3

80,296,000

80,306,000

1

1

0

→LRRFIP2 ; EPM2AIP1;
10 MLH1 ; ←TRANK1
→CCBE1 ;
10 ←LOC102902010

D3

80,298,000

80,308,000

1

1

0

10

F1

30,920,000

30,930,000

1

1

0

10

F2

73,942,000

73,952,000

1

1

0

→LOC111558558 ;
←LOC111558539;
LOC111558547;
11 LOC111558540

F2

73,944,000

73,954,000

1

1

0

10 ←GSDMC (62K)

X

18,812,000

18,822,000

1

1

0

10 ←LOC109496461

X

57,132,000

57,142,000

1

1

0

10 →AR

X

58,922,000

58,932,000

1

1

0

10 ←FAM155B

X

63,058,000

63,068,000

1

1

0

17 RLIM

X

88,636,000

88,646,000

1

1

0

11 MUM1L1

X

126,660,000 126,670,000

1

1

0

10 PASD1

3.3.3.2 Total Fixed Variants
Out of 7,374,896 variants within the pairwise-FST dataset between the three populations,
2,205,494 variants were fixed between the lynx and northern bobcats, and 2,111,586 between the
lynx and southern bobcats. Interestingly, there were more points fixed differences between the
lynx and the northern bobcat, relative to the southern, even though the overall pairwise FST was
lower. When comparing the lynx to all bobcats, there were 1,911,423 variants at fixation (FST =1)
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between the two species. In contrast, only 997 markers were fixed between the two bobcat
populations across the whole genome. This is a drastic difference compared to the interspecific
comparison; while 25% of variants are fixed between species, only 0.01% are fixed within the
bobcat between these two populations.
Table 21: Fixed Variants

FST = 1
Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X
Total

Total
Variants
920,237
519,806
381,141
814,890
517,662
431,405
458,002
644,095
556,827
345,408
220,599
244,533
257,389
128,944
136,779
64,149
191,238
275,741
266,051
7,374,896

Lynx-North Lynx-South
271,944
260,706
151,311
145,513
107,575
103,360
251,455
240,672
157,722
150,907
132,092
126,646
133,921
128,057
206,316
198,088
178,213
170,786
98,601
94,713
66,807
63,783
72,773
70,038
80,176
77,005
29,387
27,924
36,183
34,721
16,464
15,863
57,925
55,446
85,437
81,722
71,192
65,636
2,205,494
2,111,586

Lynx-Bobcat
236,250
131,803
93,672
217,126
136,410
114,717
115,956
179,628
154,647
85,345
57,509
63,201
69,798
25,341
31,315
14,310
50,055
73,773
60,567
1,911,423

North-South
89
65
45
118
84
61
65
65
84
47
44
41
19
14
28
10
24
44
50
997

3.3.3.3 Fixed Variants within CDS
The fixed variants were intersected with the domestic cat genome annotations to identify ones
within a CDS of a gene. This yielded 3,790 genes that had at least one position with an FST of 1
within the CDS between the two species. Of these, 193 were listed as pseudogenes within the
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domestic cat reference. It should be noted that currently, it is not known whether these changes
are non-synonymous and which of these genes are functional within the bobcat and Canada lynx.
In contrast, when northern and southern bobcat populations were compared, throughout the
entire genome there were only 8 (FST =1) variants within a CDS.
Table 22: Fixed Variants (FST =1) within CDS Regions

Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

Lynx-Bobcat
628
420
348
526
404
497
427
656
468
371
228
223
239
201
237
124
214
240
144

Northern
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

Bobcat: NS
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

3.3.3.4 Potential Candidate Loci for Species-level Adaptations
To identify potential candidate regions for adaptations at the species level in lynx, 10,000
bp sliding windows were selected that were two standard deviations above the mean FST lynxnorth and lynx-south windows, along with one standard deviation below the mean lynx
nucleotide diversity. All of these selection values have a p-value of < 0.05, with the A1, B1, B2,
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C2, F2, and X chromosomes having a p-value ≤ 0.01 for the lynx-bobcat FST comparisons. This
yielded 89 windows throughout the genome that directly intersected 38 genes. Two of these
windows, one centered at 40,933,000 and the other at 167,841,000 of chromosomes B1 also
contained a fixed FST score within a CDS. These were within the genes PSD3 and ATP10D.
Table 23: Genes in Outlier Windows
Chromosome
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

Genes
GTF2F2, FGF14, RNF130, PDE4D, NNT
---STAU1, LOC109498584, LOC109498607
SLC39A14, PSD3, CTSO, TDO2, NR3C2, CAMK2D, DKK2, MTTP,
ATP10D, KLF3
RUNX2, LOC109499705, ADGRB3, SCAF8
SLC38A6
USP44
AGBL4, FAF1, LOC109502482, TANK
LOC109503371, CADM2, LOC111562361, LPP
---ARID5B, WAPL
---TRPM3
---------CDC42BPA, EPRS
LOC111558570, PHF20L1
----

3.3.5 Overall Patterns of Divergence Between the Bobcat and Canada Lynx
Northern bobcats have been known to hybridize with the Canada lynx in areas of range
overlap, while southern bobcats are likely not to have recently hybridized due to the long
geographic distance separating them. Historic introgression is also more likely to have benefitted
northern bobcats due to greater similarities in selective pressures. To investigate the possibilities
of introgression between the two species, FST estimates were compared and regions with lower
than expected divergence between species identified.
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Overall, the lynx had a mean pairwise FST of 0.449 (S.D. = 0.409) with the northern
bobcats and 0.455 (S.D. = 0.455) with the southern bobcats, showing slightly greater
differentiation with the southern population, but well within the standard deviation as discussed
in section 3.3.2.2. When examining the distribution at extreme FST values (i.e. 0 to 0.1 versus 0.9
to 1), differences can be seen between the northern and southern populations. In the low FST bin,
the lynx-north had 2,263,789 markers, whereas the lynx-south had 1,974,194. For the high FST
bin, the lynx-north had 2,225,141 while the lynx south had 2,193,671. Interestingly, the northlynx population had the more markers in both the lowest (by 289,595) and highest (by 31,470)
FST bins. When the distribution is examined more closely, the fraction of markers with low
values is consistency greater for lynx-north estimates, showing lower divergence between the
lynx and northern bobcats (Table 24). The X chromosome had a substantial difference in the
deviations compared to the autosomal chromosomes. In the X chromosome, there were about
50% fewer many variants in the <0.01 category, and nearly five-fold more variants in the 0.9 to 1
range. This suggest that the X chromosome exhibits greater differentiation between the two
species when comparing the lynx with the northern bobcat population.
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Table 24: Percent Differences in FST Variant Markers
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

0<=FST<=0.1
3.8%
3.8%
3.9%
4.2%
4.2%
3.8%
4.1%
4.1%
4.1%
4.3%
4.0%
3.8%
3.9%
4.4%
3.5%
3.1%
4.1%
4.2%
2.0%

0.1<FST<=0.25
-2.8%
-2.8%
-2.7%
-3.0%
-3.0%
-2.7%
-3.0%
-3.0%
-3.0%
-2.9%
-2.7%
-2.6%
-2.8%
-3.1%
-2.4%
-1.7%
-2.7%
-2.8%
-1.5%

0.25<FST<=0.5
-1.3%
-1.4%
-1.4%
-1.5%
-1.5%
-1.3%
-1.4%
-1.2%
-1.3%
-1.5%
-1.5%
-1.4%
-1.4%
-1.5%
-1.3%
-1.5%
-1.6%
-1.7%
-1.0%

0.5<FST<=0.75
0.0%
0.1%
0.1%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%
-0.1%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
-0.5%

0.75<FST<0.9
-0.1%
-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.3%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.1%
-0.2%
-0.3%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.5%
-0.2%
-0.2%
-0.9%

0.9<=FST<=1
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.4%
0.4%
0.5%
0.3%
0.3%
0.3%
0.5%
0.3%
0.4%
0.5%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
0.4%
1.9%

A comparison of the X chromosome between all three populations can be seen in Figure
12 using 100 kb sliding window averages. As can be seen, the differentiation between species is
much larger than those within the bobcat species.
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FST Markers per 100kB

North:South

25MB

50MB
75MB
Chromosomal Position

100MB

125MB

Figure 12: Sliding Window FST across the X Chromosome
Sliding windows were calculated in 100,000 bp sliding windows across the X chromosome for
three pairwise comparisons: lynx-north (red), lynx-south (yellow), and north-south (blue). The
line in black is a running mean (K=151). The dashed gray line represents the autosomal mean for
that pairwise comparison.
3.3.6 Candidate Loci for Northern Adaptations Potentially Introgressed
As mentioned previously, bobcats and lynx are known to hybridize at their northern
border and both of these populations face similar selective pressures. Southwestern bobcats,
however, due to their location are less likely to have any hybridization with the Canada lynx
while also lacking the same selective pressures of the two northern populations. Therefore,
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regions with low pairwise-FST between the northwestern bobcats and Canada lynx, while the
pairwise-FST was 1 for Canada lynx-southwestern bobcats were of interest as they would
indicative of introgression and similar selection pressures in the northern portion of the range
(Table 25).
There are 200,163 points that are fixed between the Canada lynx and southern bobcat, but
below an FST of 1 for the lynx-northern bobcat comparison. Of these, 658 are below or equal to
FST = 0.1 between the lynx and northern bobcats, showing little differentiation between the two.
For these selected points (Lynx-South: FST = 1; Lynx-North: FST <=0.1) the average pairwise FST
was 0.886 between the northern and southern bobcats, showing a high degree of differentiation
compared to the mean (FST = 0.063, S.D. = 0.063) between the two populations. Among these,
there were 362 markers had an FST = 0 between the lynx and northern bobcat, indicating no
differentiation at these loci. In summary, these makers have fixed differences between lynx and
the southern bobcat population, but little to no interspecific differentiation in the north. Of the
658 points that were fixed between the lynx and southern bobcats (FST = 1) but not fixed between
the lynx and northern bobcats (FST <= 0.1), 229 of those were within a gene annotation, 213 of
which were unique. Two of these, PIGX and IARS2, had variants within their CDS.
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Table 25: Northern Variants
Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X
Total

LynxNorth-South (L:S FST =1)
Total Variants Lynx-North (FST =0) Lynx-North (FST<=0.1)
920,237
36
65
519,806
18
43
381,141
13
30
814,890
50
83
517,662
28
52
431,405
16
29
458,002
25
43
644,095
27
49
556,827
34
49
345,408
21
36
220,599
14
26
244,533
14
33
257,389
5
17
128,944
4
6
136,779
8
15
64,149
4
8
191,238
13
20
275,741
16
32
266,051
16
22
7,374,896
362
658

When examining 10,000 bp sliding windows, outliers with an average FST score one
standard deviation above the mean for lynx-south, two standard deviations above the mean for
north-south, and one standard deviation below the mean for lynx nucleotide diversity were
chosen. This resulted in 149 windows of interest; one of the genes, OPCML, also was one of the
213 genes with fixed variants (n=90) across its entire range between the north-south, and lynxsouth comparisons, but not the lynx-north. When these windows are selected for those that are
under an FST of 0.5 for the lynx-north group, or those having below the average mean FST, there
are 12 windows (Table 26).
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Table 26: Northern Sliding Windows
Chr

Window

FST
Lynx- LynxNorthNorth South
South

Lynx: θπ

X

34,107,000

0.498

1.000*

0.271**

0.0213 OTC

A1

235,549,000

0.378 0.747**

0.253**

0.0212

A1

235,555,000

0.398 0.768**

0.235**

0.0218

A1

235,557,000

0.353

0.696*

0.232**

0.0225

D1

9,277,000

0.445

0.701*

0.222**

C2

69,827,000

0.455

0.741*

0.214**

0.0211 KALRN

B1

176,509,000

0.484

0.735*

0.189**

0.0202 RELL1

A2

151,291,000

0.463

0.722*

0.157**

0.0200 EXOC4

B2

50,093,000

0.495

0.703*

0.156**

A2

74,861,000

0.469

0.699*

0.154**

B2

50,091,000

0.496

0.700*

0.151**

0.0180**

A1
148,155,000 0.498 0.676*
* p-value ≤ 0.5 ; **p-value ≤ 0.01

0.149**

0.0202

Gene

0.0179** LOC111556558

0.0170**
0.0219 ENSFCAG00000048628

3.4 Discussion
This study focused on whole genome pooled sequencing to characterize species-level
genetic differences between the bobcat and Canada lynx. There were 7,374,896 FST variants
mapped across the whole 2.5Gb F. catus genome for the two Lynx sp., resulting in the first
genome-wide population analysis for these species. This worked explored population trends and
candidate genes for both interspecific comparisons and for northern adaptations. This discussion
is broken down into six main parts: population trends and demographic effects, sampling,
introgression, species level candidate genes, northern adaptation candidate genes, and future
directions.
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3.4.1 Population Trends and Demographic Effects
Overall, the mean FST estimated between the lynx-northern bobcats was 0.449 (S.D. = 0.409)
while the lynx-southern bobcats was 0.455 (S.D. = 0.063). This was eight-fold higher than
intraspecific differentiation between northern and southern bobcat populations (FST = 0.063,
S.D. = 0.409). If it expected that variants between species would be fixed, the genome-wide FST
between these populations was lower than anticipated. Accordingly, a majority of variants were
also not fixed at an FST of 1. The low lynx-bobcat FST was partly due to the bimodal distribution
between the species (Figure 11), with many being close to zero. When comparing between the
lynx and both bobcat groups, the lynx-northern had a 2-4.4% increase in low FST markers
compared to the lynx-southern which slightly elevated FST mean (Table 24). While this could be
a partly be due to greater sampling distribution in the south, it is likely that introgression and
shared selective pressure on the same alleles in the northern region contributes to this pattern. In
addition, the X chromosome appears to have lower levels of introgression, possibly because it
harbors loci important for species boundaries, potentially via X-Y incompatibility (Dod, Jermiin
et al. 1993, Davis, Seabury et al. 2015). This is expanded on more within the
3.4.2 Sampling
When interpreting the results from this study, several factors dealing with population
sampling have to be considered. First, there are more bobcats (North N=9; South N=8) compared
to Canada lynx (N=3). However, this analysis is not meant to be a population-level comparison
for both species. Instead, the three lynx were used to determine whether the genomic regions that
show divergence between the northern and southern bobcats populations have alleles in common
with the lynx. In addition, the data are used to examine the overall species-level divergence.
Second, the geographic distribution representative populations were selected from varies. The
southern bobcats sampled spanned from western Texas to southern California (»1,300km),
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whereas the northern bobcats were limited to western Montana and eastern Idaho (»500km). For
the lynx, samples were from Northwest Territories and Alaska (»500km). Nucleotide diversity is
predicted to increase with population size and distribution and so one would expect lower
diversity estimates in northern bobcats and lynx. However, the nucleotide diversity scores were
similar and therefore the sampling did not appear to significantly affect the estimates. This is
likely because despite the range of selected samples being more limited in some populations,
overall the bobcat population is of one breeding population with little reproductive barriers,
likely assuring similar levels of diversity regardless of decreased sampling.
When examining northern adaptations, it is important to note that the Canada lynx
population samples was 2,300-2,800km away from the northern population of bobcats, which is
around twice the distance separating the northern and southern bobcats sampled. Therefore, these
populations themselves have likely not undergone any recent hybridization. In addition, although
there is continued hybridization in the Montana area, in these cases the alleles fixed in lynx
would be observed at low frequencies in the northern bobcats. However, this study focused on
chromosomal regions where the variants shared between lynx and northern bobcats have
achieved high frequency. This approach used was designed to examine more ancient
introgression events that were followed by an increase in allele frequencies, potentially leading
to northern adaptation in bobcats.
Lastly, one consideration that needs to be addressed is the contribution of the gender
distribution within the subpopulations on trends in FST and nucleotide diversity. Because
females have two X chromosomes compared to the one in males, populations with a greater
number of females could have increased diversity and less differentiation than their male
counterparts. When considering pooled populations where the ploidy is used to calculate results,
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this can also introduce a bias within the study. The gender breakdowns of the northwest (3
Female, 6 Male), southwest (2 Female, 2 Male, 4 Unknown), and lynx (2 Female, 1 Unknown)
were slightly uneven. When examining the nucleotide diversity of the populations, the lynx (X =
0.0192, A = 0.0188) was the only population with a higher X chromosome than autosomal
nucleotide diversity and also had the populations with the highest percent female. The other two
populations had more male or unknown gendered bobcats and lower X chromosome than
autosomal nucleotide diversity, possibly as a result of reduced X chromosomes within the
population. This influence in gender can be most clearly seen when comparing the lynx and
northwestern bobcats, where the populations switches which has the most nucleotide diversity
when comparing the autosomal versus X chromosome. This is especially evident when taking
into account those two populations also have the largest discrepancy in their gender breakdown,
and that the population with both the lowest sample size and autosomal nucleotide diversity
score has a larger X chromosome nucleotide diversity score than the larger sampled, but mostly
male northwestern population.
3.4.3 Introgression
Introgression between the Canada lynx and bobcats was also of interest because they
habe one of most documented hybridization zones among felids (Koen, Bowman et al. 2014).
Over the past decade, various genetic studies have tracked their hybridization, partly because of
conservation concerns that this could negatively affect Canada lynx populations in the southern
portion of their range, where they already have difficulty competing with the bobcat. In 2004,
using two microsatellites and a 16s rRNA region of mtDNA, it was found that three out of 20, or
15% of expected lynx were hybrids, all arising from lynx mothers (Schwartz, Pilgrim et al.
2004). A decade later, among 2,851 bobcat and Canada lynx samples, it was found only 0.24%
(7 individuals) showed signs of hybridization with backcrossing to both species (Koen, Bowman
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et al. 2014). Although the extent of hybridization remains under debate, it is well accepted that
some level of gene flow exists between these species with ancient gene flow extending to present
day introgression (Li, Davis et al. 2016).
Genome-wide variants were analyzed to determine the extent of introgression between
the bobcats and lynx at a genomic level. The Canada lynx sampled in this study were from the
Northwest Territories (Canada) and Alaska. The geographic distance between the lynx and the
northern bobcats sampled was approximately twice that of the northwestern and southwestern
bobcats. Therefore, any signals of introgression would most likely be historic due to the spatial
separation of the samples. Overall, the mean pairwise FST between lynx-northern bobcats
(FST=0.449; S.D. = 0.409) and lynx-southern bobcats (FST =0.455; S.D. = 0.455) was similar.
When examining the distribution of pairwise FST estimates across bins from 0 to 1 in the
two bobcat-lynx comparisons, there was a proportionately greater increase for low (<=0.1) FST
values for lynx-north and decrease in lower FST (0.10-0.25) in the lynx-south. As this trend is
consistent across chromosomes, it is likely due to several reasons. The increase in variants with
low differentiation between the northern bobcats and lynx is likely indicative of introgression,
especially considering the mean pairwise-FST was slightly higher than for southern bobcats and
lynx. In addition, on the X chromosome there was a lower number of low FST variants, and a
greater number of high FST variants for northern bobcats-lynx, in, suggesting greater
differentiation of the X, which has recently been found important for maintaining species
boundaries (Dod, Jermiin et al. 1993, Davis, Seabury et al. 2015). However, there is also a dip of
FST scores between the sampled bobcat populations as well, possible relating to all Lynx having
selective sweeps on important genus level genes in comparison to the autosomal chromosomes
(Nam, Munch et al. 2015).
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3.4.4 Species-level Candidate Genes
Two methods were used to focus in on candidate adaptive genes of interest when
examining interspecific differences: sliding windows with the highest number of variants fixed
for alternate alleles between the species, and those within outlier windows (high FST, low
nucleotide diversity) for the lynx species were investigated to identify potential adaptive regions
within the lynx. Relevant to biologically important processes, several genes came up relating to
hemoglobin and lung capacity. Canada lynx have a more northern distribution than the bobcat. In
these latitudes, mean temperatures decrease, resulting in lower air pressure, affecting gas
exchange. Several studies have shown species in northern, cold climates have physiological
changes relating to differences in hemoglobin (Verde, Lecointre et al. 2007, Campbell, Roberts
et al. 2010, Ma, Wang et al. 2013) and lung physiology (Gehr, Hugonnaud et al. 1978). In
regards to hemoglobin, two candidate genes, STAU1 and KLF3, had a high FST between lynx
and bobcats, along with low nucleotide diversity within the lynx, patterns that are indicative of a
selective sweep (Kichaev, Bhatia et al. 2019). In particular, KLF3 is known to be involved with
the positive feedback loop relating to the expression of adult expressed beta-like globin genes
(Ma, Wang et al. 2013). It has also been shown to be involved with adipogenesis and body size
(Wu and Wang 2013), both traits important in colder climates that require additional energetic
stores during the winter.
In relation to that, several candidate genes (NNT, SLC39A14, MTTP, and WAPL) were
associated with lung function. Previously NNT, SLC39A14, and MTTP were found in a singular
human study to have variants associated with changes in vital capacity, expiratory volume, and
lung function (Kichaev, Bhatia et al. 2019). A second study linked WAPL with changes in
spirometry measurements of lung function (Lutz, Cho et al. 2015). While these were medical
research studies in humans, the underlying connection to respiratory physiology suggest these
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should be further investigated in lynx and bobcats. It is possible the two species have differences
in lung physiology that may have been adaptive in the northern climates and higher elevation
changes.
These adaptive benefits of selection would increase due to the pleiotropy of these genes,
such as SLC39A14 also contributing to adipogenesis and iron uptake (Tominaga, Kagata et al.
2005, Liuzzi, Aydemir et al. 2006), and MTTP, a microsomal triglyceride transfer protein, being
involved with low-density lipoprotein cholesterol and metabolic syndrome (Rubin, SchneiderMuntau et al. 2008) possibly influencing the fatty acid profile as shown in agricultural animals
(Estellé, Fernández et al. 2009). Several other candidate genes were related to cholesterol and
lipid function in previous studies, including ADGRB3, which was found in broiler chickens to
affect body growth and size (Emrani, Vaez Torshizi et al. 2017). Other candidate genes were
found in GWAS studies to correlated with related phenotypes, including AR (Androgen
Receptor) with low-density lipoprotein (Sabatti, Service et al. 2009) and TRANK1 with blood
lipids (Klarin, Damrauer et al. 2018). Similarly a large association study found a few of the
candidate genes, including TANK, CADM2, LPP, and ARID5B were related to hypothyroidism
and BMI (Kichaev, Bhatia et al. 2019). A combination of increased lipids, higher BMI, and
lower thyroid levels would together contribute to an increased body mass, which would be
beneficial for surviving colder climates, especially in winter when basal metabolic needs are
higher. One of the first ecogeographical rules described in 1847, Bergmann’s Rule, postulated
that body size increases with latitude which has been found to correlate to 65% of 149
mammalian species (Meiri and Dayan 2003). Many of the candidate genes identified in this
analysis potentially contribute to an increase in body mass in the lynx.
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3.4.4 Northern Adaptation Candidate Genes
As a result of historic introgression, there is a potential for shared local adaptations
between the northern bobcats and Canada lynx related to selective pressures associated with
northern regions. These pressures would be absent from the southern bobcats, making a threeway pairwise comparison between the populations informative. When examining markers that
were fixed between the lynx and southern bobcats, 658 of them had an FST between the lynx and
northern bobcats less than 0.1 and 362 an FST = 0. Two of these were within CDS regions of
IARS, a Isoleucyl-TRNA Synthetase, and PIGX, a transmembrane protein in the endoplasmic
reticulum. In previous studies, PIGX has been associated with eosinophil leukocyte counts, a
type of white blood cell that targets multicellular parasites and other infections (Kichaev, Bhatia
et al. 2019). When examining windows under divergent selection between northern populations
(N. bobcat, lynx) compared to the southern populations of bobcats, three loci were identified as
adaptive candidates including OPCML, an immunoglobulin protein linked to BMI in numerous
GWAS studies (Kichaev, Bhatia et al. 2019). The other two loci, LOC109496621 and
LOC109499837, were both uncharacterized, highlighting the need for better annotation of felid
genomes and research to assign function to undescribed genes.
3.4.6 Future Directions
In the future, there are several main ways to follow up and validate the results within this
dissertation. First off, to better explore the effect of sampling and population demographics, it
would be helpful to analyze genomic data for the Y chromosome when a sequence becomes
available. This would not only allow an easier way to confirm unknown individual’s gender, but
also would allow to see if there was a change in nucleotide diversity similar to that seen with the
X chromosome. However, it would not be expected that the results would mirror each other due
to the distribution of the genders across their range, as in, one male generally intersects several
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female’s ranges (Sunquist 2002). Resequencing a different gender breakdown within these
subpopulations as well would allow a better assessment on the influence of gender on nucleotide
diversity within these populations as well.
Resequencing would also allow another component to be explored, the verification of the
identified candidate genes. For one, resequencing within a larger population would allow it to be
verified if these changes exist within the larger subpopulations and that results are not due to low
N. Resequencing would also allow a better confirmation of the non-pooled sequences and reduce
noise, allowing for future functional studies to be performed. For example, in both regions of
selection and those areas identified as being fixed within a coding sequence, with exact
individual clean sequences confirmed and an established annotation file, changes within the
amino acid sequence could be identified. This would allow the comparison of dN/dS within these
sequences and confirm none of these are pseudogenes in the Lynx versus the domestic cat
reference. Functional studies looking at expression changes such as in promotors and enhancers
could also be explored.
In conclusion, this was the first genomic study comparing the bobcat and Canada lynx.
Pooled samples were used to create a dataset of 7,374,896 FST variants between the three
populations. Overall, when comparing between the species, it was found there were two classes
of FST variants, those that were Lynx canadensis specific and those that remained polymorphic
between the two species, as observed through the bimodal FST density. Several genes were
shown to be under selection between the bobcats and Canada lynx, primarily those involved with
hemoglobin, lung function, adipogenesis, and body mass. Introgression between the lynx and
northern bobcats was shown through an enrichment of variants with low FST values compared to
the southern bobcats. There was evidence that alleles in several genes, including two
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uncharacterized, were under selective pressures linked to the northern regions and were
consistent with introgression between and northern bobcats). This study represents a starting
point for better understanding differentiation of recently diverged species and local adaptations
to northern environments.
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CHAPTER 4: Using ddRADSeq to Study Wild Bobcat and Canada Lynx Populations:
Comparing Reduced Representation Libraries to Whole Genome Sequencing
4.1 Introduction
The development of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) techniques has been a driving
factor in the expansion and feasibility of wildlife and conservation genomics. Traditionally,
many wildlife species studies were based on mtDNA or neutral microsatellite markers which
allowed calculations of different population dynamics including diversity and differentiation
(Ouborg, Pertoldi et al. 2010). Microsatellites especially were a popular tool over the last two
decades in answering questions about gene flow and relatedness (Vieira, Santini et al. 2016),
primarily due to their ability to be used in degraded, non-invasive sampling protocols in difficult
to research species such as the snow leopard (Janecka, Zhang et al. 2017). However, these
markers cannot give insights into what factors local adaptation and selection act on in the
genome and the underlying mechanics of evolution (Ouborg, Pertoldi et al. 2010).
Genomic studies were initially very costly and difficult to perform on non-model
organisms. Many wildlife samples were also collected in the field that were also subject to
degradation, making it challenging for them to be used for whole genome sequencing. More
recently NGS approaches enable wild populations of non-model organisms to be studied as
easily as captive populations, which have more well-developed genomic tools at their disposal
(Allendorf, Hohenlohe et al. 2010, Ouborg, Pertoldi et al. 2010). A major benefit of NGS is that
through massively parallel sequencing, both costs and time required to sequence genomes are
greatly reduced (Goodwin, McPherson et al. 2016, Levy and Myers 2016). Library preparations
are generally simple with DNA fragmented through enzymes or sonication before being
amplified and modified with specific adaptors that enable the sequencing reaction to take place.
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Individual samples can be barcoded with specific oligo-adaptors, or pooled together as a
representative population.
To make genomic methods more accessible through reduced cost, methods have been
developed that reduce the genome complexity and the amount of data it generates per sample.
For many applications, an entire whole genome for each individual within a population is not
needed; as sequencing only select regions of a genome still generates tens of thousands of SNPs
that can be used for a diverse array of analyses.
One of these methods that has risen in popularity is RADSeq, or Restriction-site
Associated DNA Sequencing. RADSeq works by sequencing homologous regions of DNA
across individuals by sequencing regions located adjacent to restriction enzyme cut sites that
naturally occur within genomes (Elshire, Glaubitz et al. 2011, Peterson, Weber et al. 2012,
Toonen, Puritz et al. 2013). When these sheared fragments are sequenced, the result is reads
spread across the genome, resulting in spaced out SNPs which can be used as markers for
genomic studies (Toonen, Puritz et al. 2013). Based on the type and number of restriction
enzymes, along with other factors, there have been a wide variety of RADSeq protocols that
have been developed including mbRAD (Miller, Dunham et al. 2007, Baird, Etter et al. 2008),
ddRAD (Peterson, Weber et al. 2012), ezRAD (Toonen, Puritz et al. 2013), and 2bRAD (Wang,
Meyer et al. 2012). The now named mbRAD protocol is considered to be the origin of the other
RADSeq protocols that have been developed in the last decade (Puritz, Matz et al. 2014). The
protocol utilized in this study is double-digest or ddRADSeq, which uses two restriction enzymes
to target fragments for sequencing, with one restriction enzyme on each side of the fragment
(Peterson, Weber et al. 2012). Specially made adaptors are ligated onto the cut fragments before
being amplified with primer adaptors that are specific to the sequencing instrument. The
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fragments selected can be further specified by limiting the size range, or only selecting similarly
sized fragments.
One of the major turning points in the accessibility of genomics for wildlife was the
development of more user-friendly bioinformatic tools. Previously, analyzing genomic datasets
required in-depth bioinformatic and coding skills, however, programs such as STACKS
(Catchen, Hohenlohe et al. 2013), STACKS 2 (Rochette, Rivera-Colón et al. 2019), PyRAD
(Eaton 2014), and RADIS (Cruaud, Gautier et al. 2016) have helped make these analyses more
accessible to researchers with basic bioinformatic skills. This opened up the ability to do
population level genomics on many species, similar to what has already been done in species
ranging from the stickleback (Hohenlohe, Bassham et al. 2010, Catchen, Hohenlohe et al. 2013)
to the tiger (Xu, Dong et al. 2013). However, because RADSeq protocols are now popular
among wildlife and non-model organisms, it is important to critically assess how these data
compare to whole-genome methods. Previously it was found that bioinformatic processing, such
as assembling the library de novo instead of using a reference, can bias results (Shafer, Peart et
al. 2017). In addition, due to the way SNPs are enriched and sampled, RADSeq can greatly
underestimate diversity measurements and increase FST scores (Arnold, Corbett-Detig et al.
2013). In general, there are two major differences between whole-genome and ddRADSeq
methods: coverage and depth. In whole genome sequencing, a large majority of the genome is
covered by reads with lower read depth, while in ddRADSeq, the opposite is the case; only a
fraction of the genome is covered, based on the distribution of restriction enzyme cut sites, but at
a greater read depth.
Bobcat (Lynx rufus) and Canada lynx (L. canadensis) populations were used to address
the question of how these sequencing methods compare. The bobcat is a successful generalist
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predator with a large range spanning from south-central Mexico into southern Canada, having a
range across most of the continental United States (Sunquist 2002, Kelly 2016). The species has
adapted to a wide variety of ecological and anthropogenic pressures (Sunquist 2002.), making it
a perfect organism to study intraspecific variation. In comparison, the Canada lynx is a closely
related species with an overlapping range at the United States-Canadian border (Sunquist 2002).
While the two species are similar and have historic and present-day introgression (Schwartz,
Pilgrim et al. 2004, Homyack, Vashon et al. 2008, Koen, Bowman et al. 2014), they have distinct
life histories and adaptations. Because of how the close evolutionary relationship and genomic
conservation among all felid species, including the ability to produce fertile female hybrids (Li,
Davis et al. 2016), studies of both can use the domestic cat reference genome.
For this study, ddRADSeq libraries were generated for two species, the bobcat (L. rufus)
and Canada lynx (L. canadensis). Three populations were sequenced from New Mexico (N=6),
Montana (N=5), and Vermont (N=6) for the bobcat. Canada lynx (N=6) samples were from
Alaska and Canada. These datasets were then compared to previously generated low coverage
PoolSeq datasets for northwestern (MT, ID) and southwestern (CA, NM, AZ, TX) bobcats and
Canada lynx. The goals of this study were to (i) develop a ddRADSeq protocol that can be used
to analyze felid populations; (ii) estimate the overall genomic diversity of the bobcat and Canada
lynx using ddRADSeq; (iii) identify population and species level divergence using ddRADSeq;
and (iv) compare data generated via ddRADSeq to low coverage resequencing results.
4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Samples and DNA Library Construction
Bobcat tissue samples (muscle, pelt) were obtained from Montana (N=5), New Mexico
(N=6), and Vermont (N=6) via from biologists, hunters, and state wildlife agencies (Figure 9,
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Table 27). Canada lynx (N=6) samples were obtained from the University of Alaska Museum of
the North. Sample locations can be viewed in Figure 9. Permits are not required for samples
acquired from museums (Source: Museum of Southwestern Biology, Museum of the North).
Montana bobcats were acquired through Dr. Roberta Newbury. These bobcat samples were
originally collected as a part of her dissertational work through permits obtained from the
Montana State Dish, Wildlife, and Parks (#’s 2009-59, 2011-003) and the University of British
Columbia’s Animal Care Committee (A07-0676-R001). Vermont bobcat samples were collected
in 2015 by Dr. Jan Janecka in conjunction with the Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department
(approval by Chris Bernier). All tissue samples were extracted using the Puregene (Qiagen;
Germantown, MD) kit with the additional RNase A treatment. The DNA was examined on an
agarose gel to ensure high DNA quality and sample concentrations were estimated with a
NanoDrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA).
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Lynx

MT
VT

NM

Figure 13: Bobcat and Canada Lynx Sample Locations
This figure shows the locations of bobcat samples from New Mexico (N=6), Montana (N=5),
and Vermont (N=6), along with Canada lynx (N=6) samples from Alaska and Canada. One
sample from Montana was not shown due to not having a specified location.
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Table 27: Sample Locations of ddRADSeq Bobcat and Canada Lynx Samples
Sample
Name
VT 1

Sex

Pop.

Exact Location

Source

F

VT

Guildhall, VT

Chris Bernier-Vermont Fish & Wildlife

VT 2

M

VT

Troy, VT

Chris Bernier-Vermont Fish & Wildlife

VT 3

F

VT

Highgate, VT

Chris Bernier-Vermont Fish & Wildlife

VT 5

F

VT

Whitingham, VT

Chris Bernier-Vermont Fish & Wildlife

VT 6

F

VT

Shoreham, VT

Chris Bernier-Vermont Fish & Wildlife

VT 7

M

VT

Mt. Holly, VT

Chris Bernier-Vermont Fish & Wildlife

MSBB3

U

NM

Museum of Southwestern Biology

MSBB4

F

NM

Bernalillo County: Cedar Crest, 29 Casa
Loma Drive
Lea County

MSBB5

U

NM

Museum of Southwestern Biology

MSBB6

M

NM

Sandoval County: Rio Rancho, National
Guard Armory
Torrance County: 4.6 mi. South Clines
Corners on US Hwy 285, mile marker 244

MSBB7

U

NM

Grant County

Museum of Southwestern Biology

MSBB9

M

NM

Museum of Southwestern Biology

M5MT

M

MT

Mora County: 3.5 mi, N Ocate
Intersection on Hwy 120 36.211432/105.091822
Alder Creek

M20MT

M

MT

Montana

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F11MT

F

MT

Little Meadow Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F13MT

F

MT

Point of Rocks

Dr. Roberta Newbury

F15MT

F

MT

W. Fortine Creek

Dr. Roberta Newbury

MSBL1

U

Lynx

Northwest Territories: Vermillion Creek,
Canada

Museum of Southwestern Biology

MSBL2

U

Lynx

Museum of Southwestern Biology

UAM2

F

Lynx

5 mi. S of Beaver Creek, Yukon Flats,
Alaska
Norman Wells, Northwest Territories,
Canada (65.28333333/.126.833333)

UAM3

F

Lynx

Jacksina River, Alaska (62.35/142.866666)

U. of Alaska-Museum of the North

UAM4

F

Lynx

Salchaket Slough, Game Management
Unit, Alaska 20A (64.73333/-147.9)

U.of Alaska-Museum of the North

UAM5

F

Lynx

Alaska (60.33333/-150.500555556)

U.of Alaska-Museum of the North
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Museum of Southwestern Biology

Museum of Southwestern Biology

Dr. Roberta Newbury

University of Alaska-Museum of the
North

4.2.2 ddRADSeq DNA Library Preparation
The ddRADSeq protocol was made based on modifications to previous ddRADSeq
protocols (Elshire, Glaubitz et al. 2011, Peterson, Weber et al. 2012). DNA (20ng/uL: 10uL) was
combined with CutSmart 10X Buffer [2uL per sample] (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA),
PstI-HF [20,000U/mL-1uL per sample] (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) and MspI
[20,000U/mL1uL per sample] (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA), and water [6uL per
sample]. The DNA was digested overnight in a thermocycler at 37°C for 12 hrs, 65°C for 20
min, held at 4°C. Adaptors that would match the cut ends were prepared by mixing in a 1:1 ratio
of 50 mM oligonucleotides for each adaptor. They were then incubated at 95°C for 2 min
followed by a ramp down to 25°C by 0.1°C /s, 25°C for 30 min, held at 4°C. The adaptors were
PstI-Overhang F1 (5’- TCG TCG GCA GCG TCA GAT GTG TAT AAG AGA CAG TGC A3’), PstI-OverhangF2 (5’- CTG TCT CTT ATA CAC ATC TGA CGC TGC CGA CGA-3’),
MspI-OverhangR1Forked (5’-CGC TGT CTC TTA TAC ACA T-3’), and MspI-OverhangR2
(5’- GTC TCG TGG GCT CGG AGA TGT GTA TAA GAG ACA G-3’). After digestion, these
adaptors, T7 DNA Ligase [3000U] (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) and 2X T7 DNA
Ligase Buffer (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) were added before allowing the samples to
ligate at 25°C for 1 hr, 65°C for 30 min, hold at 4°C. A bead clean-up using Agencourt AMPure
XP beads (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Beverly, MA) was used before samples were eluted in 10 mM
Tris pH 8.5. Samples were then prepared for amplification mix with Illumina Nextera XT Index
Primer Barcodes (Illumina, San Diego, CA), forward and reverse primers, Kapa HiFi HotStart
ReadyMix PCR Kit (Kapa Biosystems, Inc., Wilmington, MA). Samples were then PCR
amplified and barcoded via 1 cycle of 95°C for 3 min; 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s,
72°C for 15 s; 1 cycle of 72°C for 5 min. The PCR products were run on a 1% agarose gel in 1X
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TAE buffer to confirm the samples were amplified. Samples were then pooled into the same well
for a maximum amount of 50uL before being run out on a 2% agarose gel made with 1X TAE at
100V for 2-3 hours to separate out the 300-600bp range. A gel excision was performed using the
Qiagen QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen, Duesseldorf, Germany) protocol, with each pool
being eluted in 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5 and quantified using the Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer. Products
were than normalized and sent off for sequencing. A 400-600 bp range of fragments were
sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq (2x250) (June 2015, Cornell University Institute of
Biotechnology) and Illumina HiSeq 2500 (100bp) (November 2015, Cornell University Institute
of Biotechnology) and a 300-500 bp range was sequenced twice on an Illumina NextSeq 500
(2x150)(December 2015 and January 2016, Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of the University
of Pittsburgh Medical Center).
4.2.3 ddRADSeq Bioinformatic Processing
CLC Genomics was used to quality trim reads based on a CLC quality score of 0.01.
During this trimming process, CLC Genomics converts the quality score (Q) to an error
"

probability (Perror = 10#$%), where every base receives a new score (Limit – Perror). A running sum
of these values is calculated, and reads trimmed starting at the last value before the highest score,
with a read removed completely if it never makes it above zero. After trimming, FASTQ files for
each population were concatenated to create two pooled populations. BWA-MEM was used to
map reads to the domestic cat reference (FCA version 9; AANG00000000.4) and mpileup to
create synchronized files.
4.2.4 ddRADSeq Diversity Estimates
PoPoolation2 (Kofler, Pandey et al. 2011) was used to generate allele frequencies and
calculate pairwise FST on SNPs (Minimum coverage = 5; Minimum count = 3; Pool size = 6)
based on the classic method (Baer 1989). PoPoolation was used to calculate nucleotide diversity
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(θπ)(Tajima 1989), across 1 kb sliding windows (500 bp step size) for all three populations
(Minimum coverage = 3; Minimum covered fraction = 0). Autosome and X chromosome
averages were calculated after zero coverage windows were removed.
4.2.5 Comparison to Low Coverage Data
The low coverage dataset used in this comparison was generated in Chapter 2 and
includes the pairwise generated FST values and nucleotide diversity generated for the
northwestern bobcats, southwestern bobcats, and Canada lynx. Chromosomal averages where
compared along with chromosomal positions that had data across both low coverage and
ddRADSeq datasets. To compare changes in FST values between datasets, ddRADSeq versus the
low coverage dataset were plotted against each other, including in a log scale to expand very low
points. The differences in the two datasets were also compared across chromosomes by mapping
the difference in the dataset [ddRADSeq – low coverage] based on chromosomal position.
4.2.6 Significance Testing
For both the lower coverage and ddRADSeq data, p-values were calculated as described
in chapter 3.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 ddRADSeq: Genome Sequence
Libraries were prepared for three populations of bobcats from Vermont (N=6), New
Mexico (N=6), and Montana (N=5), along with one population of Canada lynx (N=6) using a
modified ddRADSeq method. After removing failed reads and quality trimming there was an
average of 1,404,436 reads per individual in Vermont bobcats, 2,123,750 reads for New Mexico
bobcats, 1,518,721 reads for Montana bobcats, and 1,390,516 reads for the Canada lynx. Upon
mapping the Vermont reads covered 3.96% of the genome, the New Mexico reads covered
4.14%, the Montana reads 3.13%, and the Lynx covered 3.54%. When examining regions with a
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read depth equal to or greater than 5X coverage, the Vermont bobcats had 1.7% of the genome
(42.9% of coverage area), the New Mexico bobcats 1.48% (35.7%. of coverage area), the
Montana bobcats 0.89% (28.43% of coverage area), and the lynx 1.22% (34% of coverage area).
In the Vermont bobcats, this results in 26.45% of the covered areas having a read depth of 1,
14.33% for 2, 9.36% for 3, 6.76% for 4, and 5.0% for a read depth of 5. After that, the coverage
area with a read depth of 6-21 varies around 1-4% of the covered region, with regions with a
read depth greater than each level greater than or equal to 20 having less than one percent of
reads for each increase in read coverage.
4.3.2 ddRADSeq: Nucleotide Diversity
PoPoolation was used to calculate nucleotide diversity (θπ) across 1,000 bp sliding
windows with a 500 bp step size for all four populations. The lynx (0.0033; S.D. = 0.0072) had
the lowest autosomal nucleotide diversity compared to bobcats from Vermont (0.0046; S.D. =
0.0079), Montana (0.0050; S.D. = 0.0090), and New Mexico (0.0047; S.D. = 0.0090). While
within the standard deviation, there is a slight decrease in nucleotide diversity values within the
northern populations compared to the southern population. Overall, the X chromosome had
lower nucleotide diversity compared to the autosomes across Vermont and Montana bobcats, but
higher in lynx and New Mexico bobcats (Table 28).
Table 28: Nucleotide Diversity of ddRADSeq Populations

Lynx
VT
MT
NM

Nucleotide Diversity
Autosomes
X Chromosome
Mean
StDev
Mean
StDev
0.0033
0.0072
0.0035
0.0079
0.0046
0.0079
0.0044
0.0085
0.0050
0.0090
0.0047
0.0106
0.0047
0.0090
0.0048
0.0010

4.3.2.1 Nucleotide Diversity Sliding Windows
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When examining the whole genome in 1,000bp sliding window bins, 14.1-16.5% of them
contained data. This resulted in 700,395 windows for the Vermont bobcats, 718,999 windows for
the Montana bobcats, 819,194 for the New Mexico bobcats, and 758,060 for the lynx. Of these
windows, around a quarter had nucleotide diversity scores of zero. In part, some of these regions
had a low coverage fraction so that only a fraction of the 1,000bp window contained data, which
could result in a score of zero due to no variation in that smaller span. For example, in the New
Mexico bobcats, the coverage of zero value regions ranged from 0.001-0.667, with an average
coverage of 0.094. In comparison, if all windows with a score of 0 were removed, the average
coverage fraction of a 1,000 bp window is 0.209. If areas with a nucleotide diversity score of
zero were removed, the dataset is reduced to 233,692 windows for the lynx, 175,113 for
Montana, 177,179 for Vermont, and 178,282 for New Mexico. To examine conserved regions
across bobcats and lynx, areas with a coverage fraction of 0.2 (around 200 bp or the size of one
whole RAD sequencing fragment) and with a nucleotide diversity score of zero were selected for
each population. The lynx had 34,699 of these windows, Vermont had 15,094, New Mexico had
17,349, and Montana had 14,315. This also shows that the lynx had a large increase of regions
with a nucleotide diversity scores of zero compared to the bobcats. When combining all of these
windows, 7,647 were present in more than one population at an FST of zero, with 85 of them
being equal to zero across all three bobcat population simultaneously. When examining across all
four Lynx, nine windows were equal to zero for all populations, showing no allelic changes in
any population within that range (Table 29).
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Table 29: Conserved Windows of Nucleotide Diversity Across All Lynx

Chromosome
A1
A1
A2
B3
D2
D4
X
X
X

Center Gene
91,961,000
91,961,500
171,062,000
70,123,000
48,241,500
74,237,000
9,797,000
10,684,000
10,684,500

FLT4
FLT4
WDR60
LOC111560842
FRMPD2
FRMPD4
TRAPPC2
TRAPPC2

4.3.3 ddRADSeq: FST
In total, 432,131 pairwise-FST variants were generated throughout the entire genome with
an average of 20.5 variants per 100 kb for the autosomal chromosomes (Table 30). When
examining FST across the populations, the lynx-bobcat pairwise comparisons have a higher FST
compared to the bobcat-bobcat comparisons as expected (Table 31). Within each population
comparison, the FST was higher in the X-chromosome than within the autosomes both within and
between species. When comparing within the bobcat species, there is a greater east-west
differentiation (MT-VT, FST=0.077, S.D. = 0.137; NM-VT, FST = 0.071, S.D. = 0.116) than
compared to north-south divide (MT-NM, FST=0.058, S.D. = 0.093) between the populations
(Table 31).
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Table 30: Variants per 100kb

Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

Chr Length
242,100,913
171,471,747
143,202,405
208,212,889
155,302,638
149,751,809
144,528,695
222,790,142
161,193,150
117,648,028
90,186,660
96,884,206
96,521,652
63,494,689
64,340,295
44,648,284
71,664,243
85,752,456
130,557,009

Variants
30,523
32,574
30,428
22,293
19,475
26,381
23,629
37,201
18,843
23,796
21,400
22,869
19,930
21,459
19,616
17,418
15,280
13,611
10,326

Variants / 100kb
13
19
21
11
13
18
16
17
12
20
24
24
21
34
30
39
21
16
8

Table 31: Mean Pairwise FST for ddRADSeq Samples
FST
Autosomes
Lynx-MT
Lynx-VT
Lynx-NM
MT-VT
MT-NM
NM-VT

Mean
0.384
0.386
0.386
0.077
0.058
0.071

X Chromosome

StDev
0.419
0.423
0.410
0.137
0.093
0.116

Mean
0.416
0.422
0.414
0.098
0.063
0.083

StDev
0.428
0.434
0.417
0.200
0.110
0.155

When examining FST interspecifically, Montana (0.384; SD = 0.419) had the lowest FST
with the lynx compared to the Vermont (0.386; SD = 0.423) and New Mexico (0.386; SD =
0.410) bobcats (Table 31). However, as shown in Figure 10, there is a bimodal distribution of FST
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data points when comparing between species. This was seen previously in the low-coverage
dataset (Chapter 3) and points to two classes of FST values within the dataset, one that includes
SNPs with low levels of differentiation within Lynx, and the other are those with the differences
that exists between species, resulting in higher levels of fixation. Because of this divide within
the dataset, the overall average and standard deviation are not representative of the distribution.
This bimodal distribution is not present within bobcat pairwise-FST estimates (Figure 14; Table

Density

32).

Figure 14: Density and Distribution of ddRADSeq FST Values
The density (y-axis) of all generated points across each FST pairwise comparison (x-axis) was
examined. All bobcat-bobcat comparisons have a heavily weighted towards zero distribution
with a long trailing tail. Lynx-bobcat comparisons have a bimodal distribution pointing to two
subdivisions of data.
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When splitting the species-level comparison into two datasets representing genus-level
polymorphism (FST 0-0.50) and interspecific differentiation (FST 0.51-1), the means represent the
division of the data and the standard deviations stabilize (Table 32). When the dataset is divided
in this way, the lynx-south comparison has 284,102 points in the low category and 142,950 in the
high category. This is a higher distribution in the low category compared to the lynx-north (Low
= 282,023; High = 145,029) and lynx-Vermont (Low = 279,062; High = 147,990). In the genuslevel variation the autosomal means were 0.108 (S.D.=0.116) for the lynx-NM, 0.096
(S.D.=0.120) for the lynx-MT, and 0.091 (S.D.=0.120) for the lynx-VT. In the FST variants with
high differentiation between species (FST >=0.51) the means were 0.935 (S.D.= 0.133) for the
lynx-NM, 0.938 (S.D.=0.133) for lynx-MT, and 0.939 (S.D.=0.132) for lynx-VT. Overall, the X
chromosome averages were higher in both subdivisions of the data across all populations.
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Table 32: Bimodal Averages of Bobcat-Lynx FST

Lynx-NM
Low
Chr mean S.D.
A1 0.107 0.115
A2 0.106 0.115
A3 0.107 0.115
B1 0.109 0.116
B2 0.109 0.116
B3 0.108 0.117
B4 0.107 0.115
C1 0.106 0.116
C2 0.108 0.115
D1 0.109 0.116
D2 0.111 0.119
D3 0.107 0.116
D4 0.108 0.116
E1 0.106 0.116
E2 0.105 0.116
E3 0.106 0.116
F1 0.110 0.116
F2 0.109 0.116
X
0.114 0.120

High
mean S.D.
0.940 0.129
0.938 0.131
0.934 0.134
0.935 0.133
0.931 0.136
0.937 0.132
0.934 0.134
0.936 0.133
0.935 0.134
0.933 0.135
0.930 0.139
0.935 0.134
0.936 0.132
0.936 0.132
0.934 0.135
0.938 0.131
0.933 0.136
0.941 0.126
0.941 0.130

Lynx-MT
Low
mean S.D.
0.094 0.118
0.094 0.119
0.096 0.121
0.100 0.121
0.098 0.123
0.096 0.121
0.095 0.120
0.094 0.119
0.096 0.119
0.096 0.119
0.098 0.121
0.095 0.120
0.095 0.120
0.093 0.119
0.094 0.119
0.094 0.119
0.099 0.124
0.097 0.121
0.103 0.123

High
mean S.D.
0.943 0.128
0.940 0.131
0.937 0.134
0.938 0.132
0.935 0.134
0.937 0.134
0.939 0.133
0.938 0.133
0.941 0.131
0.936 0.136
0.934 0.137
0.934 0.138
0.939 0.133
0.936 0.135
0.940 0.131
0.938 0.134
0.937 0.135
0.941 0.132
0.953 0.118

Lynx-VT
Low
mean S.D.
0.091 0.119
0.091 0.120
0.090 0.120
0.093 0.120
0.093 0.121
0.088 0.119
0.090 0.120
0.091 0.121
0.092 0.120
0.092 0.120
0.091 0.120
0.090 0.119
0.090 0.120
0.090 0.121
0.090 0.120
0.089 0.120
0.094 0.123
0.094 0.120
0.096 0.121

High
mean S.D.
0.944 0.127
0.942 0.130
0.934 0.136
0.936 0.134
0.937 0.132
0.941 0.129
0.940 0.131
0.940 0.132
0.942 0.131
0.931 0.138
0.937 0.133
0.936 0.134
0.942 0.129
0.939 0.131
0.941 0.129
0.939 0.132
0.937 0.135
0.944 0.127
0.954 0.116

When comparing the number of highly deviated FST variants in pairwise datasets, on
average, the lynx-bobcat comparisons have around 70x more than bobcat-bobcat comparisons
when looking at average FST across 1,000 bp sliding windows (Table 33). These windows would
represent regions of the genome that are highly divergent, and as a result, interspecific
comparisons result in more divergent regions. Of interest as well is the increase in highly
divergent windows between both Montana and New Mexico with Vermont compared to New
Mexico – Montana. This supports the higher east-west divide in the bobcat populations.
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Table 33: 1,000bp Sliding Windows over FST = 0.9

Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

MT-VT

MT-NM
55
41
27
13
8
31
52
153
17
33
14
22
20
23
18
12
8
21
190

VT-NM
2
7
1
6
4
4
6
24
0
6
1
0
4
1
2
2
0
4
8

17
7
16
9
2
22
30
36
10
11
2
5
12
12
14
4
7
9
41

MT-LCA
VT-LCA
NM-LCA
3,751
3,889
3,624
3,644
3,689
3,412
3,136
3,142
3,009
2,485
2,555
2,385
2,310
2,346
2,168
2,968
3,118
2,887
4,778
5,002
4,672
9,923
10,316
9,686
2,301
2,352
2,218
2,357
2,403
2,281
2,115
2,192
2,003
2,263
2,287
2,178
1,988
2,089
1,918
2,006
2,090
1,916
1,966
2,000
1,875
1,559
1,636
1,527
1,611
1,654
1,541
1,594
1,626
1,525
2,003
2,097
1,876

4.3.3.1 Fixed Variants Between Species
When examining fixed points between species, 99,756 points were found to be fixed
between the lynx and all three bobcat populations. This represents 23% of the total data
generated. Of those, 11,430 of those, or 11% were within a CDS region (Table 34). As these
regions are within coding sequences, they could be enriched for regions under species-level
divergent selection and genes that contribute to phenotypic differences.
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Table 34: Fixed Variants within the CDS between Species

Chr
A1
A2
A3
B1
B2
B3
B4
C1
C2
D1
D2
D3
D4
E1
E2
E3
F1
F2
X

Fixed Variants
Total
CDS
7,486
586
7,724
1,160
6,728
532
5,170
399
4,531
405
6,310
712
5,386
477
8,484
1,058
4,614
500
5,221
805
4,884
318
5,255
392
4,705
633
4,953
961
4,586
596
4,116
656
3,485
528
3,348
497
2,770
215

4.3.4 Comparison of ddRADSeq to Low-Coverage Data
4.3.4.1 Genome Coverage and Depth
In total, 454,941,909 reads (post-trimming) were generated for bobcats (N=17) within the
western United States in the low coverage dataset while 24,961,243 reads were generated for the
same populations (N=11) using the ddRADSeq dataset. This is only 5.49 % of the data generated
in the low coverage dataset. In comparison, the average reads per individual bobcat in the low
coverage dataset was 21,840,714 for northern bobcats and 29,566,845 for southern bobcats,
while in the ddRADSeq data it was1,518,712 for the Montana bobcats and 2,123,750 for the
New Mexico bobcats. For the lynx, 105,268,463 trimmed reads (N=3) were generated for the
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low coverage dataset while 8,343,094 reads were generated for the lynx using ddRADSeq (N=6),
representing 7.92% of the data generated of the low coverage dataset. The average reads per
individual lynx in the low coverage dataset was 35,089,488 while in the ddRADSeq data it was
1,390,516.
As expected, the ddRADSeq data covered a fraction of the total genome compared to the
low coverage data. While the low coverage data managed to cover a majority of the genome
(northern = 92%, southern = 94%, lynx = 89%), the ddRADSeq covered a minimal amount (MT
= 3.13%, NM =4.14%, VT = 3.96%, lynx = 3.54%), with only around 0.89-1.70% of the genome
being above 5x coverage. However, it should be noted that 1.0% of the domestic cat reference is
still around 25 MB of data, a magnitude more than would be generated by common wildlife
genetic methods including mtDNA and microsatellite analysis.
4.3.4.2 Nucleotide Diversity
Overall, the nucleotide diversity scores generated through were around four-fold lower
than when generated through low coverage sequencing (Table 35). Across autosomal
chromosomes, the northern bobcat group had a mean nucleotide diversity of 0.0190 (S.D. =
0.0027) from low-coverage data while in the ddRADSeq data set it was 0.0050 (S.D. = 0.0090).
When examining the southern bobcats, the low coverage dataset (0.0201, S.D. = 0.0031) was
also higher than the ddRADSeq dataset (0.0047, S.D.= 0.0090). Both pairwise populations were
within a standard deviation of each other within either dataset, with which group having more
nucleotide diversity changing between them. In the X chromosome, the northern low coverage
dataset had a nucleotide diversity of 0.0183 (S.D. = 0.0036) and 0.0050 (S.D. = 0.0090) for the
ddRADSeq. The southern bobcats had a slightly elevated score of 0.0196 (S.D. = 0.0039)
compared to the northern bobcats in the low coverage dataset and in their ddRADSeq (0.0048,
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S.D. = 0.0010). This major drop in nucleotide diversity is likely due to the highly reduced
genome-wide level coverage and the much smaller sequenced fraction of each the window used
in the calculation.
Table 35: Nucleotide Diversity Differences within Bobcats

Bobcats (N)
LC
ddRAD
Autosomes 0.0190 0.0027 0.0050 0.0090
X Chr

0.0183

0.0036

0.0047

0.0106

Bobcats (S)
LC
0.0201 0.0031

ddRAD
0.0047 0.0090

0.0196

0.0048

0.0039

0.0010

When comparing the lynx nucleotide diversity estimated between datasets, a similar trend
was seen, with the ddRADSeq data resulting in six-fold lower values. The values in the
autosomal chromosomes were lower in the low coverage (0.0188, S.D. = 0.0029) compared to
the X chromosome values (0.0192, S.D. = 0.0034). This was also true in the ddRADSeq, with
the autosomal values were higher (0.0033, S.D. = 0.0072) compared to the X chromosome
(0.0035, S.D. = 0.0079).
Table 36: Nucleotide Diversity Differences within Lynx
Lynx
Autosomes
X Chr

LC
0.0188
0.0192

0.0029
0.0034

ddRAD
0.0006
0.0032
0.0004
0.0028

4.3.4.3 FST
In total, there were 7,374,896 FST variants within the low coverage dataset. In
comparison, the ddRADSeq library results in 432,131variants, generating around 5.86% of the
total data generated by the low coverage.
There was also an overall decrease in FST scores in the ddRADSeq dataset compared to
the low coverage dataset (Table 37), however the estimates were much more comparable then
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the nucleotide diversity. In addition, the trends in the FST estimates stayed the same with the
lynx-south (LC = 0.455, S.D. =0.455; ddRAD = 0.386, S.D. = 0.410) having an overall higher
pairwise FST than the lynx-north (LC = 0.455, S.D. =0.455; ddRAD = 0.386, S.D. = 0.410).
Table 37: Comparison of Average FST Between Datasets for Autosomes
Autosomes
LC
Lynx-N
Lynx-S
N-S

Mean
0.449
0.455
0.063

StDev
0.409
0.455
0.063

ddRAD
Mean
StDev
0.384
0.419
0.386
0.410
0.058
0.093

This same trend is maintained within the X chromosome across both datasets as well for
the lynx-bobcat comparisons (Table 38). In both the low coverage dataset, the intraspecific
bobcat comparison has a substantially lower FST value compared to the lynx-bobcat comparison.
However, of note, within the low coverage dataset, the bobcats have a higher FST value within the
autosomes (0.063, S.D. = 0.063) compared to the X chromosome (0.057, S.D. = 0.086). The
opposite is true within the ddRADSeq dataset where the X chromosome (0.058, S.D. = 0.093)
has a higher value than the autosomal average (0.063, S.D.=0.110). This shows that ddRADSeq
analysis provides a sufficient number of variants to get a good estimate of population
differentiation, as trends large differentiation trends were consistent, but likely underestimates
nucleotide diversity.
Table 38: Average FST Across Datasets for the X Chromosome

X Chr
LC
Lynx-N
Lynx-S
N-S

Mean
0.385
0.384
0.057

StDev
0.414
0.405
0.086
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ddRAD
Mean
StDev
0.416
0.428
0.414
0.417
0.063
0.110

4.3.4.4 Comparison of FST Site Variants
A major point of interest is how the two datasets would compare for sites at identical
genomic locations. However, it should be noted that comparing FST datasets between different
studies is problematic because of how the value is calculated: the variance in the frequency of the
allele between different subpopulations divided by the variance in the total population. Because
of this, each datasets’ FST values are calculated based on their whole dataset with its
interpretation dependent on it. To analyze how the FST estimates from two datasets compare and
deviate from each other, two methods were utilized. First, estimates at the same nucleotide
position were plotted with the ddRADSeq data along the y-axis, and the low coverage data on
the x-axis (Figure 15). More points above the line y = x with a slope of one would represent a
bias towards ddRADSeq generating higher FST values, while more points below would indicate a
bias of low coverage data inflating higher FST values. This was plotted for all FST estimates
between northern and southern bobcats, northern bobcats and lynx, and southern bobcats and
lynx. The lynx-bobcat comparisons have a trend closer to a slope of one, indicating comparable
estimates (Figure 15). For the north-south bobcat plot the pattern is quite different with the lowcoverage data producing slightly higher FST estimates than the RADSeq data. This is likely do to
the lower depth of coverage for more polymorphic variants; in this case, lower sequencing depth
has a greater likelihood of skewing the true allele frequencies and therefore inflating the FST
values. This is due to FST values being calculated within each dataset’s overall population and
their most common allele frequencies.
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Figure 15: Comparison of FST values in ddRADSeq versus Low Coverage
In A, the FST values are as is for each pairwise population comparison, while in B, the scale is
log transformed so that lower point values are expanded. The black lines represent a slope of 1,
or where points would be equal to each other in the two datasets. The red dashed line represents
the slope of the plotted points.
Second, the difference between the two estimates (i.e. FSTddRADSeq – FSTLowCoverage) was
divided into three categories: higher reported values in ddRADSeq (>0; “Over”), higher values
reported in Low Coverage (<0; “Under”), and those where the values were identical at both sites
(=0; “Identical”)(Table 36). Most interesting is that within the X chromosome there are less
“Identical” sites and more that were either “Over” or “Under”, showing less consistency in FST
estimates on this chromosome. Across all three pairwise comparisons and across the
chromosomes, values are widely split between all three categories, showing no bias in either
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direction. However, it should be noted, this method does not show the magnitude of change
between values.
Table 39: Breakdown of Divergence between ddRADSeq and Low Coverage FST
North:South

North:Lynx

South:Lynx

Total
Points Over Under Identical Over Under Identical Over Under Identical
A1

1,210

28%

38%

34%

37%

30%

33%

36%

33%

31%

A2

1,171

35%

37%

27%

41%

33%

26%

40%

36%

25%

A3

1,264

42%

34%

24%

32%

46%

22%

30%

50%

20%

B1

854

27%

33%

40%

34%

27%

39%

35%

29%

36%

B2

647

25%

36%

39%

34%

27%

38%

35%

32%

34%

B3

777

32%

34%

34%

33%

31%

36%

38%

32%

30%

B4

664

31%

36%

32%

39%

28%

33%

35%

35%

30%

C1

925

27%

35%

37%

35%

27%

38%

35%

29%

35%

C2

706

26%

38%

37%

34%

28%

38%

30%

36%

35%

D1

948

40%

35%

25%

45%

32%

23%

43%

37%

20%

D2

555

34%

34%

32%

42%

28%

30%

38%

33%

29%

D3

805

25%

44%

31%

38%

34%

28%

35%

38%

27%

D4

695

36%

34%

30%

38%

34%

28%

39%

37%

25%

E1

448

25%

41%

34%

35%

33%

32%

37%

34%

29%

E2

468

25%

41%

34%

37%

31%

32%

38%

34%

27%

E3

356

24%

38%

37%

34%

31%

35%

37%

31%

32%

F1

427

31%

37%

33%

34%

32%

34%

38%

32%

29%

F2

403

26%

31%

42%

34%

28%

38%

28%

36%

36%

-

30%

36%

33% 36%

31%

32% 36%

35%

29%

418

37%

47%

16%

39%

17%

41%

14%

Avg
X

45%

45%

To visualize the changes in value between datasets across chromosomal positions, the
change in values (FSTddRADSeq – FSTLowCoverage) was plotted against chromosomal position. This
shows that on average there is consistent noise or variance between the datasets across the
chromosomal region, and that one sequencing method over the other does not seem to bias the
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results in either direction too much. However, there is a slight trend within species that the low
coverage data reports slightly higher values compared to the ddRADSeq as seen in the slope in
Figure 15 for the North:South. Again, this is due to the calculation of FST, showing again the
problems with comparing between differently generated datasets, However, there are regions of
the chromosome that appear to have an increase in deviance in values between the data sets
(Figure 16). This could be due to increased reads in these areas, or simply a more variable region
making it more likely variants are picked up in these sequencing methods.
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Figure 16: Change in FST Between Data Sets Across the A1 Chromosome
Values were calculated by FSTddRADSeq – FSTLowCoverage and plotting them across the chromosome
based on position. As can be shown, there are areas with increases in both markers and noise
between datasets.
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4.4 Discussion
Genomics has been increasingly used as a tool to analyze wildlife populations, however,
it is still being explored to what degree different NGS datasets vary and what biases they contain.
Compared to traditional microsatellite markers, RADSeq was found to give similar estimates of
population genetic structure and relatedness in moderately diverged, small populations
(Lemopoulos, Prokkola et al. 2019). However, several studies found that RADSeq methods can
underestimate diversity due to non-random sampling (Arnold, Corbett-Detig et al. 2013), and in
particular tends to underestimate when polymorphism is high (Cariou, Duret et al. 2016). Lowcoverage pooled-sequencing introduces its own biases as well, particularly in low-frequency
alleles that can be difficult to distinguish from sequencing errors (Schlötterer, Tobler et al. 2014).
This work aimed to compare two Next-Gen sequencing techniques, ddRADSeq and PoolSeq, in
wildlife samples using the bobcat and Canada lynx. This discussion is broken down into X main
parts: Sampling and demographic effects, comparison of FST, comparison of nucleotide diversity,
and future directions.
4.4.1 Sampling and Demographic Effects
When comparing between the two data sets, it should be noted that there are differences
within the population sampling that could have influenced the results. This comes down to the
distribution of the populations, their gender make-up, and the small population sizes. The low
coverage data sampled populations across the northwestern and southwestern United States, each
representing several states. This is different from the ddRADSeq data which limited its sampling
to states of origin, with this being most divergent in the southwestern populations. While the
ddRADSeq data was limited to New Mexico, the low coverage data was from southern
California to western Texas. This could be why compared to the northern population, the
southern population has a slight increase in nucleotide diversity in the low coverage data but a
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slight decrease when examining the ddRADSeq data. The difference between sampling is less
drastic in the Lynx which were both selected from the same general region—however, there was
an increased number of lynx in the ddRADSeq data. However, compared to the bobcats, the lynx
had a larger decrease in nucleotide diversity within the ddRADSeq data despite having more
individuals.
When examining the gender break down for the four populations in the ddRADSeq data,
a difference in the gender breakdown can be seen. In the population with the most females to
least there is the Vermont bobcats (Female-4, Male-2), Montana (Female-3, Male-2) and New
Mexico (Female-1, Male-2, Unknown-3) which had unknown samples. The Canada lynx had
four females and two unknown. It would be expected that populations with a higher percentage
of female individuals would have higher nucleotide diversity within the X-chromosome
compared to populations with more male individuals. However, the two populations with the
largest confirmed female samples were not higher compared to their counterparts. It is possible
in some of these populations the unknown samples are female however. When access to the
domestic cat Y chromosome is more widely available, this could be confirmed by comparing
nucleotide diversity of the X and Y to better discern how population dynamics effect diversity
within the sex chromosomes.
4.4.2 Comparison of FST
To analyze this a pooled ddRADSeq library was prepared generating 432,131 FST
variants across the dataset, and compared to a previously analyzed low coverage, genome-wide
dataset that generated 7,374,896 FST variants. As ddRADSeq is a library preparation protocol
based on creating a reduced representation library, or sequencing only a fraction of the genome,
this fits with the lower-coverage results generated. In general, there were consistencies across the
dataset that shows the ddRADSeq method results in similar conclusions when making
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comparisons, especially when examining at the genomic level. For one, there is the same trend in
the density distribution of points, with the bobcat-bobcat comparisons having relatively low FST
clustered close to zero with a trailing tail leading to one. Likewise, the lynx-bobcat comparisons
result in a bimodal dataset showing two populations of points, those that are close to 0, or that
are polymorphic within the Lynx genus, and those that are close to fixation and represent species
level differences. The same trends in FST can also be seen across populations with a trend of
geographic distance influencing an increase in FST scores, except within the X chromosome
where the lynx-north has slightly higher FST scores in both datasets. Previously other species
have been shown to have less introgression within the sex chromosomes, including the Mus
genus (Dod, Jermiin et al. 1993). When examining genome-wide datasets, these overall values
and trends are comparable.
One question that was asked was how these datasets compare in FST values at each site,
and to what degree FST can be compared between datasets. FST estimates can differ due to
differences in (i) how populations are sampled, (ii) the types of markers utilized, (iii) the
distribution of SNPs, (iv) genome coverage, and (v) sequence depth. Many of these points relate
to the nature of FST, which is the fixation index between the subpopulation and the total
population as measured by the variance in the frequency of an allele between different
subpopulations divided by the variance of the allelic state in the total population. Due to this, FST
is dependent on the allelic variance in the total populations, illustrating the first point in which
individuals are within a sub population, or which subpopulations are included in the overall
population can influence the calculation. In relation to that, the samples used to represent the
populations is different between the two datasets. In the low coverage dataset, the northern
population contains bobcats from Montana and Idaho and the southern data has samples from
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western Texas, New Mexico, and southern California. The ddRADSeq data were generated for a
subset of the samples that were sequenced at low coverage; They included only six of the
samples from Montana and six from New Mexico. Similarly, for the second point, different types
of markers have different evolution rates and varying levels of polymorphism, making their FST
calculations vary. For example, this is why different classes of markers such as microsatellites
compared to SNPs differ in FST values (Jakobsson, Edge et al. 2013). The third (distribution of
SNPs) and fourth (genome coverage) both relate to where in the genome the markers are located
and how the sampling represents the entire genome, as different regions of the genome can have
different recombination rates (Nachman 2002). An uneven distribution of markers, or those that
do not represent the genome accurately can bias results. Lastly, sequence depth can affect FST
scores as the greater the depth, the more likely it is to fully pick up all alleles present, especially
within pooled populations. In addition, low coverage regions can make it difficult to discern
sequencing errors from low-frequency alleles (Schlötterer, Tobler et al. 2014). Overall,
ddRADSeq and the low coverage datasets will have different levels of coverage throughout the
genome compared to each other. As these are both pooled populations, it is possible that in areas
of low coverage that alleles are picked up on, and their resulting frequency estimates will have
high variance, inflating the differences between the populations.
Due to this, FST values calculated across different datasets are not comparable at identical
genomic locations. This is especially true when different factors are added in that help change
the total allele frequency, as mentioned above. Jakobsson et al. has written about the underlying
math and how the frequency of most frequent allele can affect FST scores across their
distributions (Jakobsson, Edge et al. 2013). Despite these differences, it was found that the FST
estimate were similar, although low coverage data produced slightly higher estimates. However,
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there was not any major bias across chromosomes, and the overall patterns were similar between
datasets.
This is likely because genome-wide averages would lower any noise seen at exact
positions, making it and sliding windows more informative for overall population trends. Overall
this could be investigated more by (i) rerunning the program with both datasets combined so that
the allelic frequency would be the same in total population and (ii) looking at the exact same
individuals in both datasets and seeing how their individual sequencing method and read depth
affects scores. As both datasets included barcoded individuals, the second point is one of the
future aims of this work. The first point could possibly introduce bias due to the different
sequence lengths.
4.4.3 Comparison of Nucleotide Diversity
Nucleotide diversity, unlike FST, varied greatly between datasets. This is likely due to
calculating for regions where a majority of the sequence data is not present in the RADSeq
data—the fragments of the RAD Tags are smaller than the 1,000 bp windows used for
calculation. While RADSeq is known to underreport genetic diversity (Arnold, Corbett-Detig et
al. 2013, Cariou, Duret et al. 2016), this is likely due to the coverage fraction of the windows. In
the future, a better way to assess this would be to run the data on STACKs or a program better
suited for RADSeq data and comparing the resulting nucleotide diversity. This would also allow
the calculation of individual genotypes for each location, allowing a better breakdown of the
pooled data.
4.4.5 Future Directions
Overall, both ddRADSeq and low-coverage pooled sequencing are promising sequencing
methods for wildlife genomics. However, when comparing datasets, it is important to realize the
biases they introduce and the inability to compare data at exact chromosomal positions, only
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genome-wide averages. In the future the ddRADSeq data should be explored on a platform better
suited to ddRADSeq data to do a more in-depth analysis of the data. A better comparison too
would be to obtain the individual sequences from both data sets to compare on how the
sequencing libraries themselves compare in the data generated, especially in individuals that
were consistent across the two sequencing methods. Regardless, there needs to be an increase in
individuals sequenced across the country to obtain more accurate and informative results.
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CHAPTER 5: Discussion
5.1 Overview
The Lynx genus is a group of medium-sized felids including the bobcat (L. rufus), Canada
lynx (L. canadensis), Eurasian lynx (L. lynx), and Iberian lynx (L. pardinus). This group is
known morphologically for their short tails and black ear tufts and is believed to be descended
from the Issoire lynx (L. issiodorensis). This dissertational work focused on two of these species,
the bobcat, a prey and habitat generalist, and the Canada lynx, a specialist. This work represents
the first genomic study featuring bobcat and Canada lynx populations, both examining local
adaptation within bobcat populations and species level differentiation between them.
5.2 Population Trends
This dissertation focused on differentiating trends between populations of bobcats and the
Canada lynx using pairwise comparisons of FST and nucleotide diversity. Overall, this work
expanded the current knowledge of (i) the population differentiation both within bobcats and
compared to the Canada lynx, (ii) differentiation between species and a bimodal distribution of
FST markers, and (iii) trends in nucleotide diversity.
Distance is a major factor in population differentiation, as separation increases between
populations, the less likely they are to be within the same breeding population, exchange
migrants, and have allelic flow. This trend is seen between the bobcat and Canada lynx
populations in the low coverage autosomal data with the lynx-south (FST = 0.449; S.D. = 0.409)
having a larger mean FST than both the lynx-north (FST = 0.455; S.D. = 0.455), and north-south
(FST = 0.063; S.D. = 0.063). When examining the ddRADSeq, this holds true with bobcat
populations separated by larger distances having higher FST values. However, east-west
differentiation is also shown within this dataset due to the addition of Vermont bobcats. Both
Montana-Vermont (FST = 0.077; S.D. = 0.137) and New Mexico-Vermont (FST = 0.071; S.D. =
152

0.116) are more divergent than the north-south comparison between New Mexico-Montana (FST
= 0.058; S.D. = 0.093). The Montana-Vermont differentiation is also higher despite being a
shorter distance than between the New Mexico-Vermont populations by over 200km. Previously
it was shown that there was a greater east-west divide within bobcat population substructure
(Reding, Bronikowski et al. 2012), and this increase in differentiation between those two
northern populations is likely due to bobcats being extirpated from parts of the Midwest
(Sunquist 2002), and natural barriers such as the Great Lakes, creating low historic connectivity.
This reduction in connectivity could have resulted in more isolated populations combined with
fewer migrants in historic populations, with this likely exacerbated by bobcat culls during the
early 1900s.
As expected, across all comparisons, FST differentiation was higher between the bobcat
and Canada lynx than intraspecific bobcat comparisons. In both the low coverage and
ddRADSeq, Montana/Idaho had the lowest differentiation with the Canada lynx. While the
Vermont bobcat was not included in the low coverage sequencing, the results are likely not
sequencing method specific as (i) the other results are consistent between them and (ii) due to the
fact that the lynx is nearly extinct in Vermont, unlike in Montana where there are populations of
Canada lynx. However, on closer examination of the FST scores between the bobcat and Canada
lynx populations, it is shown that the mean does not accurately reflect the distribution of points.
All bobcat-lynx FST comparisons have a bimodal distribution in both the low coverage and
ddRADSeq data. Because a bimodal distribution points to two subdivisions of data, this
represents polymorphic variants that are common within the Lynx genus and those that are
divergent between species. The high amount of points near zero is likely maintained due to the
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close relation of the two species and continuation of the hybridization border across the United
Stated and Canada.
Nucleotide diversity within individual populations was also used to assess the genomic
diversity of bobcats and Canada lynx. Unlike FST, nucleotide diversity did not give similar results
between the two sequencing methods. This could be due to the decreased sampling area used for
each population between the two methods, or due to the fact that RADSeq protocols are known
for under estimating nucleotide diversity. One trend that was consistent in both methods is that
the lynx has lower nucleotide diversity compared to the bobcats in both the autosomes and X
chromosome. The other trends, such as whether nucleotide diversity increases in certain bobcat
populations, or if there is more diversity within the autosomes or X chromosome changes
between dataset. Again, this could be due to a combination of factors, noticeably, sampling and
the tendency of ddRADSeq to underestimate diversity. To truly determine which factors
contribute the most, identical individuals would have to be sequenced across both methods along
with controls for read depth.
5.3 Selection between Northern and Southern Bobcats
As described in the first chapter, bobcats are an ecologically diverse species maintaining
a large range across the continental United States, ranging from northern Mexico up unto
southern Canada. Because of this large range, bobcats cover a number of distinct ecoregions with
variances in climate, landscape, plant life, and prey availability, making them a prime candidate
for utilizing genomics to examine local adaptation. The second chapter examines local
adaptation within two such bobcat populations, a northwestern group within the Rocky
Mountains and a southwestern desert group. While this western population has been previously
identified as one genetic population using microsatellite markers, these two populations have
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distinct selective pressures. Combined these two factors make local adaptation over drift more
likely. In the second chapter candidate loci were identified via FST outlier regions (265) which
were ranked based on their FST percentile, the magnitude of the change in nucleotide diversity
between populations, the lowest nucleotide diversity, and adaptive relevance. Many of the genes
related to a variety of functions including: keratin-associated proteins in fur (LOC111556324,
LOC111562340), morphology and osteogenesis (STMN2, AUTS2, FBN2, FRZB), and sensory
perception of temperature (TRPM3).
A large class of genes was found with functions relating to both body size, which is
known to increase in northern bobcat populations (Sunquist 2002), and metabolic pathways,
which could be due to different metabolic and thermogenic needs between the populations. There
were genes with increased lipid proliferation (EFCAB13), growth hormones and their signaling
pathways (PIK3R1), fatty-acid biosynthesis and metabolic processes (ELOVL2), glycolytic and
energy production pathways (TPK1), energy homeostasis and fat mass (SGIP1), and body height
(GPC5). These candidate loci represent potential adaptive regions that could promote a better
understanding of north-south differentiation and adaptation to local environments. Since many of
these genes had significant increases in FST compared to randomized distributions of FST scores
along with significant changes in nucleotide diversity, these represent candidate loci that should
be followed up with individual resequencing as explained in Future Directions (see section 5.6).
5.4 Comparison to the Canada Lynx
In the third chapter, the two previously mentioned bobcat populations were compared to
the Canada lynx, a specialist highly adapted to the boreal forest and snowshoe hare. Because of
the close relation of the two species and a shared hybridization border (Homyack, Vashon et al.
2008, Koen, Bowman et al. 2014, Li, Davis et al. 2016), this allowed for the following to be
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studied: (i) species level differentiation, (ii) adaptation to northern environments, and (iii)
introgression between the species.
As mentioned previously, interspecific FST scores were higher than within species and a
bimodal distribution was found, representing two subdivisions of data: variants within Lynx and
those that diverge between species. Overall while the X chromosome is lower than the average
FST across autosomes (which is also true within bobcat intraspecific comparisons), when looking
at the bimodal split of points, a different pattern emerges. Overall the variants that are within the
Lynx are lower than all autosomal chromosomes, while at the same time, those that are species
specific are higher, with the lynx-north (FST = 0.939) comparison larger than that with the south
(FST = 0.929). This increase in FST in the lynx-north in the X chromosome could relate to the
shared border between the northern bobcats and Canada lynx, acting as a natural barrier against
hybridization (Dod, Jermiin et al. 1993, Payseur and Nachman 2005, Li, Davis et al. 2016).
Previously other studies have identified regions with less introgression between closely related
species on the X chromosome compared to autosomal chromosomes. When using sliding
window analyses to identify candidate adaptive regions throughout the genome, genes relating to
hemoglobin (STAU1, KLF3), lung function (NNT, SLC39A14, MTTP, WAPL), adipogenesis
(SLC39A14), body growth and size (ADGRB3), and hypothyroidism and BMI changes (TANK,
CADM2, LPP, ARID5B) were found. Many of these are traits that could prove useful in
surviving a harsher temperate climate or relate to known differences between the two, such as
with the Canada lynx being larger than their bobcat counterparts.
Similarly, when looking at regions that had higher differentiation in both populations
compared to the southern bobcats, or those that could relate to northern adaptations, OPCML, a
gene involved with BMI in numerous GWAS studies was identified. In addition, two
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uncharacterized genes were identified along with PIGX, a gene related to eosinophil counts, a
white blood cell that is in part related to responses to parasitic infections.
When examining possible introgression between the species, a focus was placed on
comparing the lynx to the northern bobcats which share a range with the lynx, versus the
southern bobcats. When examining genome-wide distribution of FST scores, there was an
increase in low markers (<=0.1) in the lynx-north comparison compared to the lynx-south, which
had an increase in FST scores ranging from 0.10 to 0.25. In addition to this, as mentioned earlier,
the X chromosome has a higher average of FST points in the lynx-north versus the lynx-south,
especially when looking at the bimodal split, which could be a natural barrier to introgression.
5.5 The Utilization of Different Sequencing Methods
Two different sequencing methods were used within this dissertational work, ddRADSeq
and low coverage sequencing. As expected the low coverage whole-genome sequencing covered
a majority of the genome while the ddRADSeq covered only a fraction of the total amount. This
resulted in 432,131 FST variants being generated in the ddRADSeq dataset compared to
7,374,896 for the low coverage dataset. Despite only having a fraction of the total generated
data, there are numerous trends that are consistent. The FST data between both datasets are
similar with identical overall population trends, values, and the same point distribution patterns
within and between species. While site by site comparisons cannot be made due to population
sampling, distribution, depth, and variance, the overall trends between populations are identical.
This is important because it shows that ddRADSeq can be used to generate reduced
representation data that corresponds to whole genome data in a non-model organism.
In comparison, nucleotide diversity trends were not consistent across datasets between
populations. This is likely due to sampling bias on which genomic regions were selected by
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restriction enzymes (Arnold, Corbett-Detig et al. 2013, Cariou, Duret et al. 2016), compounded
by changes in coverage and population make-up in the dataset.
5.6 Future Directions
This work has contributed to the collective knowledge on bobcat and Canada lynx
genomics including their underlying genomic diversity, species-level differences, potential
northern adaptations, and introgression. However, the understanding of genomics and adaptation
in these species still requires more research and future directions. In general, this study could be
improved by (i) including additional sub populations, (ii) examining individual genotypes, and
(iii) resequencing a greater number of individuals.
For divergence between and adaptation within different populations, this study mainly
focused on northwestern and southwestern bobcats along with Canada lynx as a species and
Vermont bobcats being added in for population statistics comparisons with ddRADSeq data. For
the north-south comparison of bobcats in the western United States, it would help to expand the
populations, especially in the region between the two (Montana-New Mexico) to see if there is a
gradient effect in FST and candidate regions under selection. Studying Vermont at a wholegenome low coverage level could allow a better understanding of bobcat northern adaptation as
well due to the similar selective pressures. Expanding the study to include more regions across
the United States, especially those identified as separate populations previously, would also help
compare how bobcat populations differentiate out in genomic compared to genetic data and help
identify traits under local adaptation for each population. In this study, the Canada lynx
population was a mix of individuals from locations depending on the chapter as a representative
group for the species. Adding in Canada lynx populations would not only allow a better
assessment of genomic diversity within the species across its range, but, would allow a better test
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for introgression if populations were included in areas known for cohabitation of bobcats and
Canada lynx, including Montana and Maine. Just as the northern bobcats should show more sign
of introgression compared to the southern bobcats, so too should Canada lynx closer to the
United States–Canadian border. Overall, the more populations that are added, both lynx and
bobcat, the more resolution that can be achieved about their differentiation and adaptation across
their range.
This dissertational work was based on pooled populations, which as a technique is
beneficial because individuals can have less sequencing depth because they are compensated as a
population. This is beneficial when populations as a whole are being compared, and allows a
greater number of individuals to be sequenced and included within a population. However, it
does not allow a breakdown of the genotypes within a population or even how many individuals
are captured at an individual location within the genome as even coverage and representation is
not guaranteed across all individuals throughout the genome. Because in both studies these
individuals are barcoded, one of the future aims of this research is to map individuals to the
domestic cat and examine the individual variation within these populations, in particular, within
candidate adaptive regions. This will allow individual genotypes to be assessed and to guarantee
that one individual is not over represented in the data. This would as well allow a better
assessment of exact allelic frequencies and heterozygosity within the population. For the
ddRADSeq program, this should increase the accuracy of the method, as the one of the major
benefits is the ability to genotypes individuals across a multitude of loci for population level
studies. For this dataset, that would include running it through STACKS (Catchen, Hohenlohe et
al. 2013, Rochette, Rivera-Colón et al. 2019), and other specially designed programs. While the
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current study has led to a better understanding of population-level differentiation and adaptation,
individual-level information would allow a better assessment.
Lastly, the inclusion of not only more populations, but more individuals within each
population would contribute to the current knowledge. Currently all populations within this
dissertational work are less than eight individuals each and due to the limited numbers may not
fully represent the entire subpopulations or may unknowingly result in a sampling bias. By
increasing the individuals included within each population, both pooled and unpooled, the less
bias that would be present in this study.
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Appendix 1: List of Gene Names and Abbreviations
ACOT12- Acyl-CoA Thioesterase 12
ADAM10- ADAM Metallopeptidase Domain 10
ADAMTS19- ADAM Metallopeptidase With Thrombospondin Type 1 Motif 19
ADGRB3- Adhesion G Protein-Coupled Receptor B3
AGBL1- ATP/GTP Binding Protein Like 1
AGBL4- ATP/GTP Binding Protein Like 4
AIMP1- Aminoacyl TRNA Synthetase Complex Interacting Multifunctional Protein 1
AR- Androgen Receptor
ARHGAP26- Rho GTPase Activating Protein 26
ARHGAP28- Rho GTPase Activating Protein 28
ARHGAP36- Rho GTPase Activating Protein 36
ARID5B- AT-Rich Interaction Domain 5B
ASL- Argininosuccinate Lyase
ATF7IP2- Activating Transcription Factor 7 Interacting Protein 2
ATP10D- ATPase Phospholipid Transporting 10D (Putative)
ATRX- ATRX Chromatin Remodeler
AUTS2- Activator Of Transcription And Developmental Regulator
BAG2- BAG Cochaperone 2
BCAP29- B Cell Receptor Associated Protein 29
CADM2- Cell Adhesion Molecule 2
CALHM6- Calcium Homeostasis Modulator Family Member 6
CAMK2D- Calcium/Calmodulin Dependent Protein Kinase II Delta
CASD1- CAS1 Domain Containing 1
CCBE1- Collagen And Calcium Binding EGF Domains 1
CCDC192- Coiled-Coil Domain Containing 192
CD47- CD47 Molecule
CDC42BPA- CDC42 Binding Protein Kinase Alpha
CHIC1- Cysteine Rich Hydrophobic Domain 1
CMAS- Cytidine Monophosphate N-Acetylneuraminic Acid Synthetase
CNBD1- Cyclic Nucleotide Binding Domain Containing 1
CNOT1- CCR4-NOT Transcription Complex Subunit 1
CPQ- Carboxypeptidase Q
CRCP- CGRP Receptor Component
CREBBP- CREB Binding Protein
CRYL1- Crystallin Lambda 1
CTNND2- Catenin Delta 2
CTSO- Cathepsin O
DACH2- Dachshund Family Transcription Factor 2
DCC- DCC Netrin 1 Receptor
DEFB113- Defensin Beta 113
DEFB114- Defensin Beta 114
DIAPH2- Diaphanous Related Formin 2
DIP2A- Disco Interacting Protein 2 Homolog A
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DKK2- Dickkopf WNT Signaling Pathway Inhibitor 2
DMD- Dystrophin
DOK6- Docking Protein 6
DSE- Dermatan Sulfate Epimerase
EFCAB13- EF-Hand Calcium Binding Domain 13
ELOVL2- ELOVL Fatty Acid Elongase 2
ENOX2- Ecto-NOX Disulfide-Thiol Exchanger 2
EPM2AIP1- EPM2A Interacting Protein 1
EPRS- Glutamyl-Prolyl-TRNA Synthetase
ERG- ETS Transcription Factor ERG
EXOC4- Exocyst Complex Component 4
FAF1- Fas Associated Factor 1
FAM155B- Family With Sequence Similarity 155 Member B
FBN2- Fibrillin 2
FBXL21- F-Box And Leucine Rich Repeat Protein 21
FBXO10- F-Box Protein 10
FGB- Fibrinogen Beta Chain
FGF10- Fibroblast Growth Factor 10
FGF14- Fibroblast Growth Factor 14
FGG- Fibrinogen Gamma Chain
FLT4- Fms Related Receptor Tyrosine Kinase 4
FRMPD2- FERM And PDZ Domain Containing 2
FRMPD4- FERM And PDZ Domain Containing 4
FRZB- Frizzled Related Protein
GIMD1- GIMAP Family P-Loop NTPase Domain Containing 1
GPC5- Glypican 5
GPHN- Gephyrin
GPR158- G Protein-Coupled Receptor 158
GRIN2A- Glutamate Ionotropic Receptor NMDA Type Subunit 2A
GSDMC- Gasdermin C
GTF2F2- General Transcription Factor IIF Subunit 2
GUSB- Glucuronidase Beta
IGF2BP3- Insulin Like Growth Factor 2 MRNA Binding Protein 3
IPO8- Importin 8
KALRN- Kalirin RhoGEF Kinase
KCNAB1- Potassium Voltage-Gated Channel Subfamily A Member Regulatory Beta Subunit 1
KCNJ15- Potassium Inwardly Rectifying Channel Subfamily J Member 15
KLF3- Kruppel Like Factor 3
KLHL7- Kelch Like Family Member 7
LATS2- Large Tumor Suppressor Kinase 2
LECT2- Leukocyte Cell Derived Chemotaxin 2
LPP- LIM Domain Containing Preferred Translocation Partner In Lipoma
LRRFIP2- LRR Binding FLII Interacting Protein 2
MAMDC2- MAM Domain Containing 2
MCTP1- Multiple C2 And Transmembrane Domain Containing 1
ME1- Malic Enzyme 1
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MLH1- MutL Homolog 1
MOB3B- MOB Kinase Activator 3B
MTTP- Microsomal Triglyceride Transfer Protein
MUM1L1- Mutated Melanoma-Associated Antigen 1-Like Protein 1
NAALADL2- N-Acetylated Alpha-Linked Acidic Dipeptidase Like 2
NDRG4- NDRG Family Member 4
NLRC3- NLR Family CARD Domain Containing 3
NNT- Nicotinamide Nucleotide Transhydrogenase
NR3C2- Nuclear Receptor Subfamily 3 Group C Member 2
PASD1- PAS Domain Containing Repressor 1
PDE4D- Phosphodiesterase 4D
PHYHIPL- Phytanoyl-CoA 2-Hydroxylase Interacting Protein Like
PIGF- Phosphatidylinositol Glycan Anchor Biosynthesis Class F
PIK3R1- Phosphoinositide-3-Kinase Regulatory Subunit 1
PIK3R4- Phosphoinositide-3-Kinase Regulatory Subunit 4
PIKFYVE- Phosphoinositide Kinase, FYVE-Type Zinc Finger Containing
PLRG1- Pleiotropic Regulator 1
PREPL- Prolyl Endopeptidase Like
PRLR- Prolactin Receptor
PSD3- Pleckstrin And Sec7 Domain Containing 3
PSMF1- Proteasome Inhibitor Subunit 1
PTPRR- Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Receptor Type R
PTPRT- Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Receptor Type T
PTPRZ1- Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase Receptor Type Z1
RALYL- RALY RNA Binding Protein Like
RAPGEF5- Rap Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor 5
RELL1- RELT Like 1
REV3L- REV3 Like, DNA Directed Polymerase Zeta Catalytic Subunit
RGS7- Regulator Of G Protein Signaling 7
RLIM- Ring Finger Protein, LIM Domain Interacting
RNF130- Ring Finger Protein 130
RNF144A- Ring Finger Protein 144A
RNF6- Ring Finger Protein 6
ROBO1- Roundabout Guidance Receptor 1
ROBO2- Roundabout Guidance Receptor 2
RUNX2- RUNX Family Transcription Factor 2
RYR2- Ryanodine Receptor 2
S100A12- S100 Calcium Binding Protein A12
S100A8- S100 Calcium Binding Protein A8
S100A9- S100 Calcium Binding Protein A9
SCAF8- SR-Related CTD Associated Factor 8
SETD6- SET Domain Containing 6, Protein Lysine Methyltransferase
SGIP1- SH3GL Interacting Endocytic Adaptor 1
SH3D19- SH3 Domain Containing 19
SH3GL2- SH3 Domain Containing GRB2 Like 2, Endophilin A1
SLC20A1- Solute Carrier Family 20 Member 1
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SLC2A13- Solute Carrier Family 2 Member 13
SLC35F1- Solute Carrier Family 35 Member F1
SLC38A6- Solute Carrier Family 38 Member 6
SLC39A14- Solute Carrier Family 39 Member 14
SMARCAD1- SWI/SNF-Related, Matrix-Associated Actin-Dependent Regulator Of Chromatin,
Subfamily A, Containing DEAD/H Box 1
SPAG16- Sperm Associated Antigen 16
STAU1- Staufen Double-Stranded RNA Binding Protein 1
STMN2- Stathmin 2
STX7- Syntaxin 7
SUPT3H- SPT3 Homolog, SAGA And STAGA Complex Component
SYNPR- Synaptoporin
TANK- TRAF Family Member Associated NFKB Activator
TBC1D32- TBC1 Domain Family Member 32
TBC1D5- TBC1 Domain Family Member 5
TBCK- TBC1 Domain Containing Kinase
TDO2- Tryptophan 2,3-Dioxygenase
TMEM2- Transmembrane Protein 2
TPK1- Thiamin Pyrophosphokinase 1
TRANK1- Tetratricopeptide Repeat And Ankyrin Repeat Containing 1
TRAPPC2- Trafficking Protein Particle Complex 2
TRMT61B- TRNA Methyltransferase 61B
TRPM3- Transient Receptor Potential Cation Channel Subfamily M Member 3
TTL- Tubulin Tyrosine Ligase
UMAD1- UBAP1-MVB12-Associated (UMA) Domain Containing 1
UNC13C- Unc-13 Homolog C
USP18- Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 18
USP44- Ubiquitin Specific Peptidase 44
VKORC1L1- Vitamin K Epoxide Reductase Complex Subunit 1 Like 1
VWDE- Von Willebrand Factor D And EGF Domains
WAPL- WAPL Cohesin Release Factor
WDR60- WD Repeat Domain 60
ZNF367- Zinc Finger Protein 367
ZNHIT6- Zinc Finger HIT-Type Containing 6
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